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Since its organization in 1863, the Seventh-day Adventist
denomination has grown from a small group to a significant religious
movement in the world today.
were evangelists.
congregations.

Originally all ministers in the church

There were to be no "settled" pastors of local

Local churches relied upon local talent selected

from their own ranks for pastoral leadership.
The change created by increased numbers and the demands
of the laity has meant the role of the ordained minister in the
local Seventh-day Adventist church has been considerably altered
from its original concept.

This has caused many to be confused

as to just what is the role of the local pastor.

The result:

pastoral frustration, overload, internal and external conflict,
and reduced growth in local churches.
Two factors that may hinder full clarification of the
local Seventh-day Adventist pastor's role are:

(1) too general

an approach, in which leaders and pastors fail to particularize
the role to a specific place and group; and (2) a lack of selfexamination and assessment on the part of both the pastor and
his ^congregation.
This project developed out of the writer's seventeen years
of pastoral experience, his interest in the pastoral office, and
as a fulfillment of the requirements for the Doctor of Ministry
degree.

It is the thesis of this study that considerable conflict

and frustration exists among the conference, the local congre
gation, and the various subgroups within the church concerning
their mutual ministries in the church.
This project was conceived as an analysis of a local
Seventh-day Adventist church's expectations of its pastor in terms
of attitudes, work life, and leadership style.

It was also de

signed to suggest a model by which possible role conflict exper
ienced by the pastor may be resolved.

This model suggests that the

pastor negotiate his role conflicts with his congregation and con
ference openly rather than keep them to himself.

It means that

the pastor must initiate the process, make his own self-assessment,
and obtain information from his congregation and conference con
cerning their expectations of him.

When this is done the

negotiation process may begin.

Out of this process a newly created

ministry emerges that is mutually agreed upon and is mutually
implemented.
The procedure of this study requires five steps of the
pastor:

(_1) he takes an assessment of himself, his goals, talents,

skills, and personal strengths and weaknesses; (2) he develops
an attitude and a preference data-gathering instrument; (3) he
administers the survey to the significant others in his work life,
such as the congregation, conference officials and committee
members, and fellow ministers; (4) he analyzes the responses to
the survey utilizing the latest available devices for determining
the significance of disagreement between the respondent groups;
and (5) he utilizes the information obtained as a basis for an
ongoing negotiative type ministry.
This report describes one pastor's attempt to follow, as far
as possible, the above-mentioned steps.

The writer, the focal pas

tor of this study, allows the reader to look over his shoulder as
he attempts to obtain a clearer picture of the pastor's role, to
discern the sources of expectation in the church, to do a selfassessment, and analyze and interpret responses by his congregation
to a questionnaire.

The information and skills acquired will be

useful to the writer in future pastoral relationships and perhaps
to others who may be laboring presently in the pastorate.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Justification of the Project
The Seventh-day Adventist church was organized 114 years ago.
There was much opposition among the believers to forming themselves
into an organized church.

One of the reasons was the fear by the

general body of believers that they would lose their control and that
some form of popery would develop or small groups could misuse the
power placed in their hands.
Among the reasons for organizing was the desire to provide
security for the leadership, particularly the ministers.

Before

the church was organized the ministers were in constant jeopardy
of unpredictable livelihoods because they had to subsist upon
direct donations from those they served.

On the other hand, congre

gations were often preyed upon by unscrupulous, self-styled ministers
Without prior acquaintance, the local church groups had no way of
knowing the credentials of these persons.

Therefore, the organi

zation provided those who served as ministers with identifying
credentials and established a living wage pay scale that has been
maintained throughout the ensuing decades.
Furthermore, church organization gave the Seventh-day AdI

ventist minister some degree of security in his work-life within

1

2
the church.

He was under the direction of the head organization and

his work was mainly evangelistic.

There was very little emphasis

upon pastoring the local church.

The early Seventh-day Adventist

minister’s main purpose was to raise up churches and to develop
evangelistic workers within the local congregations.

Changes Since the Church was Organized
The church has grown in numbers.

The intervening years

since the church was organized in 1863 has witnessed a multiplying
of churches and institutions in all parts of the world.

In 1863

there were approximately thirty-five hundred Seventh-day Adventists
in the world.

All lived in the United States and most resided in the

rural areas of the Midwest and eastern part of the country.
that picture has radically changed.

However,

Today the church boasts of a

membership of nearly three million and has churches and institutions
in 98 percent of the countries of the world.
and work in or near the urban centers.

The great majority live

Very few Seventh-day Adventist

churches may be found in rural settings today.
Furthermore, the local SDA congregation has increased in the
average number of members.^ A wide diversity has developed as to
types of local churches.

In size they range from small to large,

both in numbers and in economic and personnel resources.

The pastor

is required to have a wide range of skills to serve such a variety
of local needs in the churches.

This has severe conflict impli

cations for the local pastor.

^SDA is an abbreviation for Seventh-day Adventist used fre
quently throughout this study.

3
The increased membership has made a highly developed organi
zation necessary to maintain a unity of belief and practice.

This

requires organizational and management skills as well as pastoral,
teaching, and evangelistic skills.

Because of the large number

of organizations within the church a considerable number of the
working force is employed as administrators and other resource
personnel rather than as pastors or evangelistic workers.

Accord

ingly the pastoral-evangelistic ministry occupies only about 10
percent of the working personnel in the North American Division of
the SDA church at the present time.

A large number of the ordained

ministry is employed in other than pastoral occupations within the
church.

It may be possible, therefore, that the importance of the

local pastor's role has been subtly reduced in the eyes of many
youth in training as well as among the laity.
Sociological and technological changes.

In 1863 only about

10 percent of the population of the United States lived in the
cities.

Today about 80 percent live in the cities.

The Seventh-day

Adventist believers lived mostly in the country and most of the
churches were in rural settings.
Considerable change has also taken place in science and
technology since 1863.

This has affected the work and life of the

local SDA pastor as well.

The mobile society and the instantaneous

information media have reduced the impact of the pastor's, traditional
.activities upon his parishioners.

The scope of available knowledge

on a wide range of subjects that is only indirectly related to one's
spiritual needs has increased remarkably.

While the pastor has

4
benefited greatly in many ways, yet in many others the advanced
technological knowledge has complicated his work.

As one writer

states so well,
The new American culture has resulted in a change in what
people expect of the minister. In the past the parish clergy
man has performed his functions as a general practitioner. Now,
increasingly, he is expected to be a specialist.^
The advanced technological knowledge has led to a need of a more
specialized approach to the ministry on the part of SDA pastors.
Finally, society itself has become more open and permissive.
Former taboos have been cast off.

The "new morality," so called,

has wrought havoc with many as far as their compliance with biblical
principles is concerned.

Simple truth and error appear to be

difficult for many to discern.
is truth.

This has led to confusion over what

According to Blizzard,

Parishioners who are confronted by a complex and chaotic
world want to be counseled rather than receive a social call
from the minister. They look for a perceptive prophet who is
able to make sense out of the crisis of the current week rather
than for a preacher who merely assures them that all is well
with the world. 2

Confusion About the Pastor’s Function
The pastoral office has always been of primary importance to
God’s earthly social system, the church.

John Calvin strongly

affirmed the importance of the local pastor by stating,
Not even the light and heat of the sun . . . not even is meat
and drink, so necessary for the support and cherishing of our

^Samuel W. Blizzard, "The Minister's Dilemma," The Christian
Century (25 April, 1956), p. 508.
2Ibid.

5
present life, as the Apostolical and Pastoral office for the
preservation of the church on earth.1
The importance of the pastoral office has not diminished
through the centuries.

It is here to stay.

While the pastoral

office has maintained itself through the centuries it has had to
adapt itself to the changing conditions of the world in which it
serves.

At times the office has been clearly defined.

At other

times it has been neglected, corrupted, misunderstood; it has been
a source of frustration and even an obstacle to those seeking
entrance to the kingdom of God.

2

The term that seems to characterize those who write and
discuss the life and work of the local pastor today is confusion.
Many have verbally as well as orally expressed their confusion.

In

the mid-fifties Niebuhr wrote,
The contemporary church is confused about the nature of the
ministry. Neither the ministry nor the schools that nurture
them are guided by a clear cut, generally accepted conception
of the ministry, though such an idea may be emerging. 3
Another writer on the subject is inclined to feel the current
crisis stems from the question of the "identity" of the minister.

He

says,
The complaint is that the image of the ministry is cloudy,
confused, and unattractive. Blame is assigned and the buck

Charles Bridges, The Christian Ministry (London:
Banner of Truth Trust, 1830), p. 11.

The

2

Ellen G. White, The Great Controversy (Mountain View, Calif.
Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1911), p. 49.
3
H. Richard Niebuhr, The Purpose of the Church and It's Min
istry (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1956), p. 51.

6
is passed from parish to pew, from seminary to college, from
bishop to bureaucrat.
The negative effect of such confusion and buck passing and
the conflict that it creates both upon the pastor as well as upon
the congregation has been, at times, intolerable.

National journals

have published a number of articles to defend the actions of those
who leave the parish ministry.

They indicate that the greatest

tension arises when the pastor finds his views concerning the role
he is to fill incompatible with those of his parishioners.

One bold

ex-pastor advised, "Don’t become a clergyman if you can possibly
avoid it.

No one really understands what the role should be, ought

to be, or could be,

Expectations are impossible to fulfill."

2

Although most denominational authorities are reluctant to
divulge just how many clergymen are leaving the parish ministry, it
is evident that considerable numbers are doing so.

What is pertinent

to this study is the fact that some, at least, find the pastor's
functions unclear, ambiguous, and difficult to fulfill.

It is clear,

also, that some would actually leave the pastoral ministry rather
than to attempt to obtain a clearer concept of their role and
develop ways of coping with the situation.

The office itself is

thus in jeopardy.
Of course, not all ex-pastors elect to go into secular work
when they leave the parish ministry.

^James Glasse, Profession:
Abingdon Press, 1968), pp. 13-14.

A larger number elect to move

Minister (Nashville, Tenn.:

2
Gerald John Jud and others, Ex-Pastors: Why Men Leave the
Parish Ministry (Philadelphia: The Pilgrim Press, 1970), p. 12.
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into another type of ministry within the denomination.
be a normal experience for some.

This would

However, when the pastorate be

comes only a stepping-stone to so-called higher specializations it
loses some of its importance and challenge as a task worthy of
receiving the best that one has to offer.

That this mentality

does exist among many who are in training is revealed by a recent
study which states:
Two-thirds of 17,000 seminarians in 1962 reported that they
eventually hoped to be in some type of ministry other than the
parish. . . . The large majority of seminarians are highly
skeptical of or alienated from the concept of the parish
ministry .
It is to be hoped that a more serious interest in the local
pastor and church may be developing in the SDA denomination.

2

How

ever, little has been done to re-examine the work life of the local
Seventh-day Adventist pastor.
devoted.

It is to this task that this study is

It is an attempt by the writer to determine what a given

congregation expects of its pastor.

It attempts to compare the

expectations of the pastor as seen by the local congregation and
its subgroups with the expectations of the conference officials and
certain ministers.

The Task and Challenge of this Study
The person who assumes the role as pastor of a local congre
gation must reckon with a number of factors that influence his

^"Jeffrey K. Hadden, "Role Conflict and Crisis in the Churches,"
Ministry Studies, Nos. 3 and 4 (October/December, 1968), p. 24.

2

General Conference of SDA, "Evangelism and Finishing God's
Work," Review (2 December, 1976), p. 14. One of the goals of the
new evangelistic thrust is to "clarify the role of the pastor."
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functions and activities in that role.

He is influenced by his own

understanding of his denominational and Christian heritage, by his
study of theology, and by the community and local church traditions.
As the "central figure in the ecclesiastical scene, [he] is asked
to fill a role that is created for him by the expectations of his
parishioners, the culture and the total community of which he is a
___nl
part.
This means that the pastor is expected to comply, to some
degree, to the expectations of significant others in his work life
(i.e., his congregation, his conference officers and fellow minis
ters, his family, and community).

It also means that certain ad

justments will be necessary to every pastorate he serves.
To establish clearly defined role expectations in any
pastorate the study must be done within a specific pastoral re
lationship.

With the enlarged range of local SDA church situations

today, one can no longer generalize concerning the functions of a
local pastor.

The need is to be specific concerning both the pastor

and the congregation.

Since every church is different and every

pastor is different every new pastoral setting requires some type
of negotiation between the pastor and his congregation.
will vary from church to church.

Expectations

Therefore, if the pastor enters

his ministry in the local church with the intention to negotiate
with his congregation, an entirely new ministry should be created.

^S. Burkett Milner, "An Empirical Examination into the
Ministerial Role Expectations of Clergy," (Ph.D. dissertation:
Northwestern University, 1970), p. 3.
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It should be compatible with both the pastor and his congregation.
This is the model being suggested by this study.

The result should

be an intentionally negotiated ministry.

Procedure and Methodology
This study is an attempt to answer questions such as:

How

may a Seventh-day Adventist pastor become better acquainted with
his own attitudes and preferences concerning his work life in the
pastorate?

How may he become more familiar with his congregation's

attitudes, preferences, and expectations concerning his work life?
To what degree does conflict exist, if any, between the congre
gation's attitudes and expectations and those of the conference
officials and ministers?
The project evolved during the writer's tenure as pastor
of the Grand Rapids, Michigan, Central Seventh-day Adventist church.
As the result of a series of discussions with Dr. Arnold Kurtz,
director of the Doctor of Ministry degree program at the Seventh-day
Adventist Theological Seminary, it was decided to pursue this theme.
A two-pronged analysis seemed necessary to provide a model
for the local pastor to follow.

In order for the pastor to nego

tiate effectively with his congregation, both the pastor and his
congregation must become familiar with themselves.

They must know

"who they are"; their strengths and weaknesses; their attitudes and
preferences; their goals and ambitions for the ministry of God in
that specific place and congregation.
To initiate the self-assessment process the writer as
pastor attended the Midwest Career Development Center, Columbus,
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Ohio.

This center is especially designed to help ministers determine

their particular strengths and weaknesses, personal skills, and
abilities.

The personal insights gained are designed to make the

pastor more able to negotiate his role with his congregation.
Also during this time it was decided a data-gathering in
strument would be needed.^- This instrument was designed to obtain
impressions of attitudes and preferences of the significant others
who influence the pastor in his work life.

These others include

primarily the congregation, the conference officials, and fellow
ministers.

The arrangement and divisions of the instrument are

described in greater detail in the early pages of chapter V of
this study.
The subgroups were determined by age, sex, and attendance
pattern, and different color questionnaires were administered to
different groups comprising the significant others.

Twelve different

subgroups are included in the analysis of the responses.

These are:

less than twenty years old, twenty to forty-nine years old, fifty
years old or older, attend less than every week, attend almost
every week, male, female, officers and deacons, nonofficer laity,
total laity, conference group, and the total sample.
Besides the frequency count and percentage of responses to
each item on the questionnaire, two other tests were made concerning
the responses.

(1) The median point on the one to five scale in

connection with items 1-69, one to nine in connection with item 70,
and one to two in connection with items 71-78 of the questionnaire

^See appendix A.
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was determined.

(2) To determine whether certain pairs of subgroups

agreed or disagreed significantly or not, the Chi-square test was
applied.'*'

In this study disagreement is seen as significant if the

probability percentage equals .10 or less in the Chi-square test.
Also 1.000 is considered total agreement between pairs of subgroups.
Approximately five hundred forms were mailed, one to each
member of the Grand Rapids Central SDA congregation, Michigan
conference committee members, and a few former pastors and fellow
ministers.

A self-addressed stamped envelope was enclosed with

each questionnaire for the return of the form to the pastor.

No

follow-up letters or further contact was made with the groups
except for one or two announcements made soon after the forms were
mailed during the Sabbath worship service.
Further explanation of the procedure may be found at the
beginning of chapter V of this study.

Also chapter V and VI con

tain the summary of the total responses and an attempted analysis.

The Limitations of this Study
As stated above, this study is limited to a single church,
the Grand Rapids Central Seventh-day Adventist church; to a single
conference committee; and to a single pastor, the writer of this
report.

The main focus of this study is the pastor and the congre

gation.

While the conference committee and certain ministers have

been surveyed, it is not within the scope of this study to concen
trate the discussion in their direction.

The pastor is chiefly

^For further explanation concerning Median count and Chisquare testing see under definitions, pages 14-15 of this chapter.
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concerned with the negotiative model as it relates to the local
congregation in this study.

The conference group is treated as

one of the twelve subgroups and the responses provide a means of
comparison with other groups.
The model suggested by this study is more administrative
than theological.

The controlling norms of a negotiated ministry

includes, therefore, administrative norms.

However, certain

theological concepts play an important part in the negotiation
model.

These include the pastor's theology of the laity, the

church, and the ministry in general.

The writer's theological

position on these matters is based on the Bible and the writings
of Ellen G. White.1
The purpose of the study is to compare attitudes and prefer
ences concerning the work life of a specific pastor in a local SDA
church.

The project was designed as a learning experience.

As

the study progressed it was found that certain items could have
been omitted and certain others included.

It being a pilot project,

the conclusions reached may not be considered final.
This study was limited in that no interviews were conducted.
Interviews may have proven helpful in obtaining even more specific
attitudes and preferences.

Also the pastor limited himself to only

a few personality and other types of tests.

Certain others may

have been useful but will have to await further opportunity and
available time.

1See chapter II, page 37 concerning the special influence
of Ellen G. White on the work and life of the SDA minister.
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Not all of the data gathered over the past two years through
the search of the literature, questionnaire, and practical experience
have been written up in this report.

Considerable time may be needed

and further comparisons made before all the insights may be gleaned
from this survey.

However, considerable knowledge has been gained

that, properly adapted, may be used in a variety of ways to make the
work of the local SDA pastor more efficient in his service for God
and His cause.

Objectives
The thesis of this study is that there exists conflicting ex
pectations between certain segments of the significant others in the
local SDA pastor's work life.

As a result, the local pastor, there

fore, may experience conflict within himself.

It is the purpose of

this research to design for the local pastor an intentionally
negotiated ministry model for use in the local SDA pastorate.

Within

this concept the writer has the following objectives in mind:
1.

To examine the position of the local Seventh-day Adventist

pastor from a biblical and sociological perspective.
2.

To become familiar with current literature on the life and

work of the local pastor.
3.

To provide the local Grand Rapids Central congregation

and the Michigan Conference administrators opportunity to observe the
work expectations for the local pastor and thus obtain a clearer
picture of the needs for that position.
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4.

To present the findings of the project to the local church

and to the Michigan Conference officers and/or committee at a time of
their choosing.
5.

To provide future pastors of this particular pastorate

with information which could make their ministry more effective.
6.

To present a suggested model that other pastors may use

to reduce role overload, role conflict, and ambiguity within their
pastoral setting.
7.

To personally:
a.

Develop skill in analyzing the needs of the local
pastorate.

b.

Obtain materials concerning principles of church
leadership that may be shared with ministers both
in training and in the field.

c.

Gain a clearer insight to own strengths and weaknesses

d.

Make a mid-career self-assessment with a view to ob
taining insight as to the choice of a specific
ministry in the church.

Definitions
Chi-square test.

The actual number of responses on a given

item is compared with the expected number of responses.

The expected

number is determined by comparing the responses of one group with the
responses of one or more other groups.
X2 » E

The schematic formula is:

(0 ~ E)2
E
0 = observed frequency of response to an item
E = expected frequency of response to an item
df = degrees of freedom
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Conference.

The official corporation of Seventh-day Adventist

churches within a given geographical area, in this case, the Michigan
Conference.
Focal church.

The local church of this study, the Grand

Rapids Central Seventh-day Adventist congregation.
Focal person.
Median.

The local pastor of this study and the author.

The midpoint of an array, or the mid point between

the highest and lowest of any given group in the sample.
Role.

As used in this study, it refers to the position of

the local SDA pastor and the various functions involved in that
position.
Role conflict.

Occuris when two or more roles interfere or

contradict each other and make them difficult or nearly impossible
to fulfill.
Role sender.

Refers to anyone who has expectations of the

pastor, in this study a parishioner to his pastor.
Role set.

Collectively includes all those who influence

the pastor in his work life or position.

Overview of Study
The remainder of this study will be dealt with in the follow
ing sequence:
1.

The formulation of a theological basis for the local church

as a center for ministry and a source of expectation for its religious
leader.
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2.

Role expectations and implications for the SDA pastor with

a view to a new approach to an old problem:

to negotiate an inten

tional ministry in the local church.
3.

An analysis of a local SDA pastor’s position functions,

time utilization, and personal self-assessment.
4.

A description of the survey instrument, organization of

the subgroups, and the analysis of the responses to section I of the
survey.
5.

The analysis of the responses to the remaining sections

of the questionnaire.
6.

A suggestion of tentative conclusions based on the in

formation gained through the research project and evaluated in terms
of the benefit to the church locally and universally and to the
author's personal ministry.

CHAPTER II

THE LOCAL CHURCH AS A RELIGIOUS SOCIAL SYSTEM

In this chapter the local religious community, commonly known
as the church, is discussed.

Following a brief introduction, the

chapter considers the church as a local congregation, as a voluntary
society of believers, and as a religious social system having certain
expectations both for itself and its leader.

Also, there is a brief

look at the origin and development of the Seventh-day Adventist
religious movement as it exists today.

Included with the discussion

of the Seventh-day Adventist church is reference to certain special
influences that affect the functions of the local pastor.

The

chapter closes with some observations concerning the SDA pastor's
dilemma and some practical solutions.

The Church as a Local Religious Unit
It is at the local level that any movement meets the world
outside.

One may speak of the church two ways.

He may refer to the

local congregation in a given community or he may refer to the church
universal.

Both the local congregation and the universal religious

movement exist simultaneously.

The concern in this study is with

the local religious unit which is the source of expectation for the
functions of its leader.
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The local church at Jerusalem was the original center from

which the gospel has spread to the world.

This was in accordance

with the design of Jesus Himself (Acts 1:8).

The gospel was to

spread from center to center until His return (Mt 10:43).

Finally

it was to go to all the world (Mt 24:14).
Following the stoning of Stephen the early Christian be
lievers were "scattered abroad" and "went everywhere preaching the
word" (Acts 8:4).

Thus the movement spread from "Jerusalem to Judea,

to Samaria, and unto the uttermost parts of the earth" (Acts 1:8).
The great missionary travels of the Apostle Paul and his companions
fathered churches into existence in certain specific cities and towns
(Acts 14:20-28).

Those who espoused the new Christian movement met

on the Sabbath at specific places to pray and worship (Acts 16:13;
18:4).

Certain of these places became training centers from which

missionaries were prepared to serve the movement (Acts 19:9, 10;
Rom 16:1-15).

There were local congregations in most of the major

cities of Asia Minor and the Middle East by the end of the first
century (Rev 2:1-29; 3:1-22).
The word Ecclesia in Greek means a popular assembly or
congregation and is used throughout the New Testament for the church.
It may at times refer to the church universal as when Christ told
Peter, "upon this rock I will build my church" (Mt 16:18).

On the

other hand it may refer to a local congregation as in Rom 16:5
where the Apostle urges his readers to "greet the church that is
in their house."
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When Paul refers to the church as the bride and to Christ as
the bridegroom he certainly must have been thinking of the local
church at Ephesus as well as the church in general (Eph 5:22-32).
John, the writer of the book of Revelation, pictures Christ among
the candlesticks (Rev 1:20).

These candlesticks symbolize the seven

churches to which he addresses seven letters to the seven stars, or
seven religious leaders, of these churches (Rev 1:20).

One

commentator says,
The divine Son of God is seen walking amid the seven golden
candlesticks. Jesus Himself supplies the oil to these burn
ing lamps. He it is that kindles the flame. "In Him was life
and the life was the light of men." John 1:4. No candlestick,
no church, shines of itself. From Christ emanates all its
light. . . . The Lord God Almighty and the Lamb are the light
thereof.1
These seven churches to which the letters were addressed were local
congregations then in existence.

The messages were first applicable

to these congregations and secondarily to the general church body.
When the Apostle Paul met Christ on the road to Damascus he
was directed to the local church at Damascus for further instruction
and counsel.

In doing this Christ gave approval of the local congre

gational authority.

What the human ministry could not do, Christ did

for the Apostle designate:
urged them to do.

what the church could and should do, he

Christ brought conviction and conversion but the

local church was to instruct and baptize the newborn Christian,
Paul (Acts 22:10-16).

^Ellen G. White, The Faith I Live By (Washington, D.C.:
Review /and Herald Publishing Association, 1958), p. 280.
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The local church is a microcosm of the spiritual kingdom of
God.

It is in the local congregation that the "Kingdom of God con

fronts the individual."^1 To refer to the church as existing only
in general terms but without particularity may serve to weaken the
effect of the kingdom of God where it confronts the individual.
The human tendency seems to generalize and spiritualize rather than
to particularize, as one writer observes,
In our great concern for the spiritual kingdom, it is possible
to lose the significance of the local church. Emphasis on the
spiritual body may at times become too idealistic. The utopian
"city of God" can never be realized on a grand scale while the
local church is neglected.2
At least one New Testament scholar believes that the first
local congregations of the early Christian church had but few if
any public meeting places of their own.

3

Metzger cites the fact

that "history leaves no record of any distinctively set-apart church
building in the first and second centuries" is proof that little
emphasis was placed by the early Christians on meeting places as
such.

Rather the believers met mostly in homes of the believers.

For example, prayer was offered for Peter at the home of John Mark
in Jerusalem (Acts 12:12).

It is likely that this was only one of

the many "house churches" in Jerusalem at the time.*
3

^Franklin M. Segler, A Theology of Church and Ministry
(Nashville, Tenn.: Broadman Press, 1960), p. 13.
^Ibid., p. 14.
3
Bruce M. Metzger, "The Evolution of Organization in the Early
Church," paper presented at the Day-Higginbotham Lectures, South
western Baptist Theological Seminary, Ft. Worth, Texas, 14 February,
1974.
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As the synagogues closed to the apostle Paul and others be
cause of prejudice on the part of the Jews, the believers opened
their homes to make them the religious centers for the Christians.
Priscilla and Aquilla made their home available for fellowship and
study Cl Cor 16:19).

A woman named Nymphas at Laodicea was hostess

to a group of believers (Col 1:15).

Philemon of the city of

Coloss.ae made his home available as a meeting place also for a
group of disciples (Phm 2).
There appears to be little in the nature of a formal organi
zation in the early Christian church revealed in the book of Acts.
Perhaps the informal atmosphere of the house church made a highly
organized Christian movement less important.

Also it appears that

the believers shared the leadership roles which meant that all
functioned in some form of ministry (Rom 12:7).

How, then, did the

special leadership known today as the "pastor" develop?

An attempt

will be made to answer this question.

A Leadership of Necessity
The scriptures indicate that all who believe and follow Jesus
Christ become priests of God (1 Pe 2:9).

As disciples and priests

of God every believer has certain ministerial responsibilities.

Any

one desiring to lead was encouraged to do so but he was always to be
in a "servant of all" attitude (Mk 9:35).
Since the priesthood of the believers makes every believer
a potential priest, the pastor labors as a minister among other
ministers.

He is chosen for the "high purpose of service to God

and humanity.

All of them, by whatever terms they were
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designated— elders, deacons, bishops— shared a common ministry.

Any

division of labor was a matter of practical necessity and not of
ecclesiastical office."'*'
The very nature of the rising religious movement in the early
Christian church required human leadership.

Yet this leadership must

recognize their total dependence upon the true Leader, Jesus Christ.
Activities requiring human leadership included prayer and ministry
of the word (Acts 6:4); caring for the poor (Gal 2:10); baptising
(Mt 28:18, 19); conducting the communion service (Acts 20:7).

Also

the administering of certain rites for the sick (Jas 5:13), the or
daining of deacons (Acts 13:3), and the maintaining of certain
standards of conduct fell upon the leadership of the early church.
An authentic source states:
The discharge of all those duties led to the emergence of
special persons to perform them. Christ himself had chosen
certain ones to continue his work (Matt. 28:18-20) and the
title, Apostle, which he had given them (Luke 6:13) could be
conferred by the Christian Community, (Gal. 1:1). . . . Other
designations were also used; Ruler, (Rom. 12:8; Heb. 13:7, 17,
24); Elder, (Acts 11:30; 14:23; James 5:4); Bishop, (Phil. 1:1);
Prophet, (Acts 11:27); Teacher, (Acts 13:1); Evangelist,
(Acts 21:8); Servant, (Phil. 1:1).2
The necessity for special persons to function in these capacities
led the early church-to select from "among the people" those who
should serve.

The leaders were chosen from their own membership

"in order that direction may be given to the combined activities of

^Segler, A Theology of Church and Ministry, pp. 57, 58.

2

The New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge,
s.v. "Practical Theology," by W. Caspari.
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the congregation. . . .

Whatever pre-eminence came to leaders came

as a result of their service."^

Segler continues,

A ministry of servants, recognized for the services they
rendered rather than for the position they occupied, represents
the purest forms of the ministry in the early church. This is
the only form of ministry which is consonant with the essential
character of Christian faith.^
These principles are affirmed by other writers as well:
The position or office a man may hold is not alone an indi
cation of his usefulness in the cause of God. It is the de
velopment of a Christlike character through sanctification of
the spirit that will give him influence for good. In the
estimation of God the degree of his faithfulness determines
the value of his service.3
The pastoral role, along with others, is referred to as a
Spiritual Gift (Eph 4:8-11).

These gifts, apostles, prophets,

evangelists, pastors and teachers, appear to be complimentary and
not mutually exclusive.

At times the prophet may function as an

evangelist or pastor, or teacher, but his main forte is prophesying
The pastor may, at times, function as a prophet or teacher or
evangelist, but his main forte is pastoring.

In the early church

the religious leader often functioned in many of these roles.

How

ever, as the church grew in numbers it became necessary to develop
a plurality of ministers in the church.
It appears that at the beginning of the church's existence
the believers considered themselves a brotherhood.

However by the

^Segler, A Theology of Church and Ministry, p. 57.
2Ibid., p. 62.
3
White, Selected Messages, 1:186.
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end of the fourth or fifth century a highly developed hierarchical
organization was in existence.'*'

Also,

By the fourth century there had developed a great divide
between the clergy, on the one hand, and the laity on the
other. . . . The earliest Christians took as a name for
themselves, from the terminology of the Old Testament, the
expression "people of God," in Greek, laos tou Theou. But
in the course of time, the noun laos, meaning "people,"
came to be applied in the adjectival form, laikos, to desig
nate those members of the church that we today would call
the "laity," those members who had not been ordained.
Thus, for good or ill the church became highly organized with
various levels of leadership.

The human thirst for power may still

be partially responsible for the heirarchical nature of the organi
zation (Mk 9:34).
Although there is no direct New Testament evidence, it is
speculated that the head of the house where the Christian believers
gathered could have acted as the local pastor or elder for that
group.

His being able to entertain a group of this type may indi

cate his position and his attainments.

Such may have made him

capable of serving in such a leadership role.
What has been discussed thus far can be summarized briefly
as follows:

(1) there appears to be little doubt but that in the

early Christian church the local religious unit was centered in the
homes of the believers rather than in public buildings, as it is
today; (2) it is evident that leadership was necessary for the
purpose of directing the "Saints in serviceableness" (Eph 4:11, 12)
and (3) it is possible that the position of local pastor was filled

This paragraph and quotation is from Metzger.
tion of Organization in the Early Church," p. 1.

"The Evolu
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by the owner or head of the house where the believers met.

In the

early period, at least, the local church was an informal organization
more familylike than it appears to be today.

The expectations of

the leader may have been similar to what one expects of the head
of a home— integrity, courage, love, faithfulness, and so forth.
How is the local and the universal church different from
other organizations in the world today?

What motivates the ad

herents to devotion, loyalty, and service?

These questions will be

dealt with in the following section of this chapter.

The Church is Voluntary
According to the apostle Peter the newly baptized member of
the local church becomes a "priest" in his own right (1 Pe 2:5, 9).
He is authorized to act as an intercessor for those needing special
help (.1 Ti 2:1).

Thus each individual is free to act as God directs

him in behalf of himself and the salvation of others (Gal 5:13).

He

is to use his gifts as he has ability to help build up the kingdom
of God (1 Cor 12:4-31).

The organized church is to build priests

and thus edify the whole body.
This freedom stemming from the "holy priesthood" of believers
creates a voluntary situation within the church.

Those who espouse

the Christian church do so on the basis of the voluntary principle.
Each worships God "according to the dictates of his own conscience."
There is no coercion, no external force.

The conviction must exude

from within.
In the early beginnings of the Christian church, the New
Testament indicates that those who followed Jesus Christ did so on
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a voluntary basis.

The words "whosoever" and "whosoever will" in

Jn 3:16 and Rev 22:17 indicate that God leaves the choice with the
will of the individual.
their own free will.

Those who united with the church did so of

No earthly government fostered, supported, or

sympathized with the new movement.

Instead the church faced an un

friendly social and political system.

Persecution was common.

Those who united with the movement did so voluntarily, often at
the risk of their own lives.
Basic to the voluntary church is the fact that salvation
itself is voluntary.

There is no coercion, no forcing, no authori

tarian compulsion.
Jesus is the ultimate volunteer.

In heaven before the world

was created, He willingly volunteered to become the Saviour of man
kind (Eph 1:4).
of the earth.

The plan of salvation was laid before the creation
Christ is "The Lamb slain from the foundation of the

world" (Rev 13:8).

A classic passage describing his condescension

is found in Php 2:6-8.

Jesus provides the church and its leader

the ultimate motive for voluntary service.
Those who unite with the church become a part of a specific
group of volunteers.

As John Owen stated in the seventeenth century,

The church is a voluntary society in which persons other
wise absolutely free . . . do of their own free wills coalesce
into it. . . . Herein neither by prescription, nor tradition,
nor succession, hath any one more power than another but they
are all equal.1
What holds the voluntary system together?
the leader function differently in such a system?

In what way must
An attempt will

^Segler, A Theology of Church and Ministry, p. 10.
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be made to answer these and other questions that may occur in the
next section of this chapter.

The Church as a Voluntary Religious
Social System
There is no doubt that the Christian church is religious;
without doubt the church is voluntary; but, also, the church is
a social system.

What is a social system?

To answer this question

it is necessary to consult the sociological field.

One source

should suffice.
A social system is described by Bertrand as "two or more
people in interaction directed toward a goal and guided by patterns
of structured and shared symbols and expectations."'*'

The same author

defines a religious social system as "socially sanctioned groupings
of persons united together by a set of mutually shared beliefs and
practices relative to the nonempirical world, who interact according
to well-defined roles.

2

Pertinent to this study is the fact that the local church
qualifies as a social system based on the description and definition
given above.

The local church must have two or more persons; it has

a mutually agreed upon goal; it has mutually agreed upon beliefs and
practices concerning faith and eternity; and, there are specific
role demands made between member and member and between member and
leader.*
2

^Basic Sociology, p. 25, quoted in S. Burkett Milner, "An
Empirical Examination into the Ministerial Role Expectations of
Clergy," (Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern University, 1970), p. 34.
2Ibid., p. 35.
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The Forces that Bind the System Together
Any religious social system must have mutually agreed upon
beliefs and practices that are expected of all its adherents.

These

expectations serve to bind the members together in the system.

Once

a person volunteers and accepts the beliefs and practices as the
norm for his life, he becomes a part of the religious social system.
A further clue as to what holds the system together may be
found in what would cause the system’s demise.

Milner states that

only one of three conditions need arise to cause the disintegration
of any social system:

(1) apathy of the members, (2) dispersion of

the members, and (3) war of expectations.'*'
While a certain amount of apathy may be expected within any
social system, it must not exceed a certain level.

There must be

enough involvement to maintain the system . Likewise to destroy a
social system by dispersion only a certain number need leave to
collapse the system.

Only enough of the adherents need remove

themselves to weaken the structure and render inoperative its system
of shared expectations and cause its demise.

The "war of expecta

tions" in the social system takes place when each member holds
different expectations for a given position.

Milner states, "The

religious social system would terminate if each member or each
congregation held widely varying expectations for the religious
leader."2
In order to perpetuate the religious social system, the church,
certain prerequisites are necessary.

1Ibid., p. 35.

These, according to Milner, are,

2Ibid., p. 36.
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(1) recruitment or converting individuals into church members, (2)
role-differentiation and role-assignment, (3) communication, and
(4) socialization.
Recruitment involves the outreach of the religious social
system.

According to Milner,

Recruitment may be a problem for the religious leader because
in order to maintain the old members' commitment, it may be
necessary to make every effort to satisfy their needs. Yet
this may frustrate the minister from successfully recruiting
new members whose needs are different.2
The role-differentiation and role-assignment prerequisites
involve the various activities necessary in making the social system
function.

Milner states that certain

Activities must be regularly performed if the system is to
persist. . . . These activities must be broken down and
assigned to individuals trained and motivated to carry them
out. Otherwise everyone would be doing everything or nothing
which is the antithesis of shared expectations in a social
system.3
In communicating its message the religious social system
utilizes both oral and written communication, as well as other means
to inform others concerning its expectations.
Socialization is the process by which new members of a social
system become oriented to the values and norms of the system.

While

the new member may not be "familiar with all aspects of his society,
he must have a working knowledge of the behavior and attitudes
relevant to his roles plus identify to some degree with such values
as are shared by the whole system."

4

The socialization process

1Ibid., p. 37.

2Ibid., p. 38.

3Ibid.

4Ibid.
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begins the moment one attaches himself to any social system.

In the

religious social system it actually begins before he unites with the
church and continues for some time after he has joined.

"A system

cannot persist unless it perpetuates a shared set of expectations.
This is the function of socialization."^
To briefly summarize, firstly, the local church functions as a
social system in that the members hold to mutually agreed upon beliefs
and practices.

These beliefs and practices impose certain demands or

expectations upon each of the members of the system.

Secondly, as

long as new members are recruited, role assignments are being filled,
communication exists both within and without, and socialization takes
place, the system will survive.

Thirdly, socialization is the pro

cess by which a new member or leader imbibes the beliefs and practices,
or social peculiarities, of the system.
identifies with the values of the system.

The new member or leader
This socialization process

may take time, but if it continues the person eventually "owns" the
system.
Since the church is a voluntary religious social system and the
concern in this study is with not only the system but also the leader
of the system, it is necessary to know how the leader is affected.

It

is to this matter the next section of this chapter is directed.

Expectations of the Leader within a
Voluntary Religious Social System
The Volunteer Servant
Once a new member or a new leader becomes a part of the
voluntary religious system, the local church, he immediately subjects

1Ibid.
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himself to certain role expectations.
fined at first.

These may not be clearly de

It may require a considerable period to learn all

that is expected.
\
The leader, as well as the follower, in the voluntary
religious system is to be first of all a volunteer.
be recognized as possessing special skills.

He may, however,

His first qualification

is. that he has a compelling desire to serve on a voluntary basis.

He

is part of the "Royal priesthood" (1 Pe 2:5, 9) and functions first
in that capacity.
any other.
service.

He is qualified more for his desire to serve than

He reflects, to some degree, his Lord's motive for
He henceforth lives in what Moulton describes as the "land

of obedience to the unenforceable."^

The Blessings and Curses of Voluntaryism
Voluntaryism has been a blessing to the Christian church in
America in that the individual has been more highly motivated than
in the state church system of the

postreformation period.

Some

Europeans questioned the wisdom of total voluntaryism in religious
matters as it is in America.

Questions such as,

What would be the fate of churches which were entirely6depend
ent upon voluntary support? How would churches be built, salaries
paid? What powers would ministers have who were dependent upon
the congregation they served for financial support? What concept
of the church would emerge from this conglomeration of voluntary
associations?2

Eva and Ronald Lippitt, Rainman-Schindler, The Volunteer
Community (Washington, D.C.: Center for a Voluntary Society, 1971),
Introductory page.

2

Milton Powell, ed., The Voluntary Church (New York:
Macmillan Company, 1967), pp. XIV, XVI.

The
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The degree of success of the voluntary church experiment in
America is now a matter of history.

The church did not wither away.

The Christian religion has survived in the matrix of voluntaryism.
When it comes to the local church and its leader there are
both blessings and curses to voluntaryism.
self-evident.

The blessings are almost

There is freedom to choose one's religious preference

or choose no religious preference.

One's motives as to the religious

course he takes may not be so easily questioned in a voluntary system.
Those who volunteer may serve from a higher motive than simple duty,
compulsion, or conformity.

It thus serves to develop a higher degree

of devotion than a non-voluntary system.
On the other hand many may see in voluntaryism a "take it or
leave it" attitude as far as religion is concerned.
itself in a superficial approach to religion.

It may reflect

Christianity is only

one option among many and therefore total commitment is absent to
any certain faith.

As stated by one writer:

Today, attendance, amount of financial support, and the intensity
of adherence to the doctrines and goals of a ’particular religious
group are, to a large extent voluntary and private decisions. If
an individual strongly objects to some aspect of the particular
religious group to which he belongs he is free to join another
religious group or withdraw from participation in a religious
group altogether.^
The implications for the religious leader are impressive
from the statement quoted above.

The very nature of the church as

a voluntary religious system may be a source of conflict for him.
If the system has no mutually agreed upon central motivating force,

Jeffrey K. Hadden, "Role Conflict and Crisis in the Churches,"
Ministry Studies 2 (December 1968):21.
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purpose, or goal, and no central authority except the personal whims
of its members, then leadership conflict will result.

The leader

will live in the constant tension between "playing to his audience"
and his own inner convictions.

The voluntary nature of the system

may thus become a curse to the leader.
more courses.

The leader may take two or

He may identify totally with the religious social

system to the extent that he "owns" it, or he may resist and pursue
an independent course of his own choosing.

However, there are other

courses he may pursue such as the one suggested in this study,
negotiate with his religious system an intentional ministry.

Of

course, he also has the privilege of resigning as well.

Socialization and Voluntaryism
The church pastor is influenced by expectations of his parish
ioners, the culture and community of which he is a part, plus his own
denominational traditions and his study of theology.
a volunteer he must now act professionally.

If he began as

According to Milner,

there is an important relationship between the occupation, the indi
vidual’s conception of that occupation, and his total identity as a
person.'*'

Everyone is influenced in his total personality by the

occupation he pursues.

One develops his role conception by obtaining

the norms and values that exist between himself and other members in
the same occupation and the relationship of that occupation to other
occupations.

2

^"Milner, "Ministerial Role Expectations of Clergy," p. 39.
2Ibid.
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One may say, "I am the pastor of a certain church."

In saying

this he sets himself apart from all other occupations and all other
denominations and congregations.

He is identifying himself with the

social matrix of that particular congregation.

Hopefully, he is

sufficiently socialized that he can speak positively as if it were
his own.

If so, he "owns" the system.

If not he may have conflict.

If the role he is filling in that particular place meets his self
conception socially as well as theologically, he is likely to be
quite contented.
According to Milner, Vidich and Bensman found that a
"minister's behaviour is shaped by his outside connections, training,
background, and denominational ties."'*'

They found that,

In time, the congregation and the community socialize the min
ister to local values, but they were not equally successful in
Springdale. The authors partly attribute the high turnover
among Springdale's ministers to the disparity in values between
church members and ministers.2
In their report of this study the authors list the criteria
for a good minister based on Springdale's expectations.

They found

that, "The minister's personality overrides in importance all
theological and policy considerations."

3

What has been stated concerning thefleader of the voluntary
religious social system can be summarized by emphasizing the follow
ing points:

(1) The leader himself must be a volunteer.

He has for

his model the Lord Jesus Christ who was the ultimate volunteer.
(2) Voluntaryism in the religious world has proven itself viable,
but there are certain problems that it creates for the local pastor

1

Ibid., p. 13.

'Ibid., p. 14.

Ibid.
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Of a Christian church.

He may find himself in the midst of a "war

of expectations" either between himself and his congregation or
judiciary, or he may be caught in the crossfire of expectations
between certain subgroups within the system.

(3) The pastor may

choose one of several courses to resolve his conflict.

He may re

sign; he may lose his own identity within the system; or, he may
negotiate with the system.

Whatever course he may pursue he must

expect to become socialized to some degree to the social system of
which he is the leader.
To determine his performance the pastor in the religious
social system must consider his own self image, his expectations
of himself in that role, and the expectations of significant others
for whom or to whom he may be accountable.

If there is any dis

crepancy between these "publics" there is likely to be conflict and
dissatisfaction between the publics and the pastor or between the
publics themselves.

The religious leader has his own self-concepts

and theological groundings to mesh with those of:' his parishioners in
the socializing process.

How may this be done?

To partially answer

this question a look at a more specific voluntary religious social
system, the Seventh-day Adventist church, will now be taken.

The Local Seventh-day Adventist Church
as a Religious Social System
The Seventh-day Adventist movement arose from obscurity and
spread around the world during the middle and late nineteenth and
early twentieth century.

Many of the early pioneers of the movement

were untrained laymen who had been followers of the Millerite
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movement of the late 1830s.

William Miller, a self-taught layman,

sparked a revival of interest in the approaching end of the world
by basing his preaching on the prophecies of Daniel, chapters 8 and
9.

Thousands were aroused from their complacency and fled their,

churches to join the movement.

From his own calculations based on

the 2300 day-year prophecy of Dan 8:14, Miller predicted that Christ
would come sometime during the year 1843 or 1844.
movement was doomed to disappointment.

However, the

When Christ failed to come

as. predicted many of the followers abandoned their belief and
returned to their previous ways.

Some of those who remained through

prayer, study of the Bible, and special insight arrived at what is
now known as the Seventh-day Adventist movement.
Basing their message on Rev 14:6-12, the Seventh-day Ad
ventist Church claims to be the last full-gospel Christian movement
that will usher in the coming of Jesus and the end of the world.
Their adherence to "the commandments of God and the testimony of
Jesus" (Rev 12:17)
church of all ages.

identifies them with the "remnant" of the true
Their goal is to follow strictly the Bible as

their rule of faith and practice and demonstrate primitive godliness
which characterized the early Christian church.

The Lord Jesus Christ

is the central figure and His love the motivating force.
The Seventh-day Adventist church fulfills all the qualities
of a voluntary religious social system.
and practices are at a high level.

Mutually shared beliefs

Membership is on a voluntary

basis and expectations are clearly delineated prior to being taken
into the fellowship.

The system has existed over a period of time
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and has a clearly stated goal.
clearly accepted and taught.
theologically clear.

The priesthood of the believer is
The pastor's role expectations are

There is little ambiguity concerning the

nature and purpose of the church.
One might conclude from the ideal conditions stated above
that little confusion, ambiguity, or conflict exists concerning the
role of the pastor in the Seventh-day Adventist church.

However,

one can see that a definite "war of expectations" has developed
that is affecting the onward progress of the movement.

Numerous

local church congregations are static in their growth pattern both
numerically and spiritually.^

Many pastors are frustrated and

unable to meet their own or their congregation's expectations.

Cer

tain elements that have led to this condition must be examined be
fore a possible solution is suggested.

The Special Influence of Ellen G. White
Unique to the Seventh-day Adventist movement is the life and
work of one who served the church as a lay-person all her life, Ellen
G. White.

Fulfilling the role as a modern Messenger of God, Mrs.

White gave invaluable counsel and guidance in the development and
organization of the Seventh-day Adventist church.

As one of the

most prolific writers of all time, one cannot think of any aspect
of the movement that has escaped her pen.

^"Gottfried Oosterwal, Patterns of SPA Church Growth in
North America (Berrien Springs, Michigan: Andrews University Press,
1976), pp. 17-62.
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Ellen White received her first vision at the age of seventeen
years in December of 1844.

During her remaining seventy years she

served the Lord and her church and received two thousand such
visions and revelations from God.

Her writings include some sixty

printed volumes plus 4,500 articles in church periodicals.
Host of the written material from Ellen White was produced
during the latter half of the nineteenth century.

This was during

the formative stages of the development of the Seventh-day Adventist
church.

Her testimonies for the church, therefore, were given at

a time when specific crises arose or new light was shed as to pro
cedures of operation of the church or life-style.

These counsels

have been of invaluable benefit to the church social system as a
means of establishing mutual expectations between members of the
system.

The Seventh-day Adventist church thus shares a religious

unity not found in many religious circles today.
Counsel and guidance concerning the expectations of the
Seventh-day Adventist pastor appears in great abundance in the written
works of Ellen G. White.

In the comprehensive index to her writings,

no less than forty-seven pages of references may be found concerning
the minister, the ministry, or the pastor.

The writings also pro

vide the pastor a rich source of theological guidance concerning his
role expectations in the church.
While the writings of Ellen G. White are not designed to
supersede the Bible, they are considered inspired of God by the
Seventh-day Adventist church.

Thus, along with the Bible, these

writings provide the major source of shared expectations within the
entire denomination.
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Because of the high esteem these writings hold in the minds
of both laity and ministry in the Seventh-day Adventist church,
there is much agreement between them concerning the minister's
function in the church.

There is also a unity of belief and

practice in the SDA church that one does not find in most religious
movements of its

size today.

Even though the pastor may have a

conflict of expectations it is not likely to be caused by a crisis
in "belief and practice" as is the case in some religious movements
today.^
The Seventh-day Adventist pastor, therefore, may be said to
stand on vantage ground in determining his expectations in the church
Besides the Bible he has this unique source of highly esteemed
counsel.

Although much of the counsel concerning the expectations

of the local pastor is of a general nature, there is much of a
specific nature that applies to the local pastor.

Reference has

been and will be made in this study to this source as a chief source
of counsel for the pastor and his religious social system concerning
the expectations of the pastor.

Organization and Development of the
Seventh-day Adventist Church
Many in the new movement were reluctant to develop an organi
zational structure in the church.
with all its dire consequences.

They feared popery might result
However, the need for organization

became more and more evident as the movement grew in numbers and

"'‘Hadden, "Role Conflict and Crisis in the Churches,"
Ministry Studies, December 1968, p. 16.
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possessions.

As the result of constant urging by leading ministers

and Ellen G. White the movement organized in 1863 under the name
Seventh-day Adventist church.

After considerable discussion and

examining of the scriptures the type of organization chosen was
Representative~the form of church government which recog
nizes that authority rests in the church membership, with
executive responsibility delegated to representative bodies
and officers for the governing of the church. This form of
church government recognizes also the equality of the ordin
ation of the entire ministry.!
The local church is "a united body of individual believers."

2

Four other organizations complete the denominational structure:
(.1) the local conference or local mission,

a united body of churches

in a State, province, or local territory; (2) the union conference
or union mission, a united body of conferences or mission fields
within a larger territory; (3) the division, a section of the General
Conference embracing local or union conferences or missions in large
areas of the world field; and (4) the General Conference, the general
body embracing the church in all parts of the world.

3

Ellen G. White fully endorsed this plan and structure.
Every member of the church has a voice in choosing officers
of the church. The church chooses the officers of the state
conferences. Delegates chosen by the state conferences choose
the officers of the union conferences; and delegates chosen by
the union conferences choose the officers of the General
Conference. By this arrangement, every conference, every in
stitution, every church, and every individual, either directly
or through representatives, has a voice in the election of the
men who bear the chief responsibilities in the General Conference.

■^General Conference of SDA, Church Manual, 1963, p. 43.
^Ibid., p. 44.
4

^Ibid., p. 45,

Ellen G. White, Testimonies for the Church, 9 vols. (Mountain
View , Calif.: Pacific Press Pub. Co., 1948), 8:236.
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In theory and practice the organization has proven most
effective through the decades since its implementation.
outweigh the disadvantages.
from the conference level.
par with another.

Advantages

The clergy are fairly and regularly paid
Each local church is treated on an equal

Pastoral assignments are made by the administra

tive officers and central committee of the local conference on the
basis of need and available personnel.

A great deal of authority

resides in the local conference officers and the central committee
in the Seventh-day Adventist denomination.

This places grave

responsibility on those in charge of the local conferences.

The Local Seventh-day Adventist Church Today
When the SDA movement was in its early stages of development
and the numbers were small, the local church wielded greater control
over its own program than today.

But with the coming of centralized

authority in the local conferences considerable change has taken
place as to the influence of the local congregation over its own
program.

In theory there should actually be little change in the

voice of the local church, but practically one realizes that human
weakness tends to create difficulty in applying the principle that,
in the words of the church manual, "authority resides in the church
membership."

The human tendency seems to be to generalize and to

centralize authority organizationally rather than theologically; to
center activities at another place than where "the kingdom of God
confronts the individual," the local church; to measure the church's
success on criteria established by those not directly involved in
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the local setting.

These tendencies, though human, seem to be

affecting the onward progress of the church in its mission to the
local communities of America.
The above-mentioned tendencies seem to be a factor in the
growth of the church as shown in a recent study conducted in a
number of local SDA churches.3

The study reveals that many local

SDA congregations suffer from a lack of growth both numerically
and spiritually at a time when growth would normally be expected.

2

The author of the report states:
Two things proved to be fatal to a large and rapid church
growth in the many churches that make up the Adventist constit
uency: 1) Local churches have become too dependent for their
growth in every dimension on the central organization. . . .
2) In the central planning of programs and activities far too
little consideration has been given to the immense diversity
of SDA believers and churches. . . . Unless conferences and
departments build into their programs a large measure of local
initiative, creativity and internal motivation, based on the
particular gifts and resources available in the congregations,
participation will remain at a minimum and churches will not
grow.^
The human tendency to generalize rather than to particularize
is seen here.

It seems to have had its effect in the organizational

structure of the Seventh-day Adventist church.

This has especially

had some influence on the expectations of the local church pastor
which has implications for this study.

Implications for the Local
Seventh-day Adventist Pastor
Only by careful balance between his theological orientation
and the organizational framework of the church is the local SDA pastor

30osterwal, Patterns of SDA Church Growth, pp. 17-62.
2Ibid.

9

3Ibid., p. 66.
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able to avoid becoming just an organizational man.

It would be easy

to fulfill his expectations only as they pertain to the conference
level.

He might assume that he is employed by the conference and

not by the local church of which he is the pastor.

He might tend

to he more influenced by his organizational superiors in his work
life and in his decisions than by his personal theological con
victions based on Jesus Christ.
In the SDA church-growth report cited above, it was found
that among both laymembers and pastors in the Seventh-day Adventist
churches there is an awareness that great improvement is needed and
that frustration is being experienced by both pastors and laymen.
Both members and ministers felt they were doing a poor job in stimu
lating church growth.

The members, perhaps unfairly, were critical

of the ministers for their poor leadership in teaching, preaching,
pastoral care (visitation), lay-training programs, and personal
guidance.^- Almost all ministers felt they would like to spend more
time doing these things, but they are so busy with all the other
affairs of the church, that they have no other choice but to neglect
or to de-emphasize the work which they would like to do, what they
felt they were called to do, and that the members most wanted them
to do.2
Furthermore, the report states that these ministers spent
50-60 percent of their time "performing administrative duties of the
church, the promotion of projects and programs coming from the
conference and the union, the care of finances, the church school,

1Ibid., p. 67.

2Ibid.
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board meetings and the like."'*'

Another 20-40 percent of their time

was spent doing pastoral care duties.

This left only 10-15 percent

of their time for the work which they considered most essential,
stimulating church growth through evangelistic outreach.

Precious

little of his time could be given to serious study.
In fact, a large majority of ministers indicated that they had
not done any serious studying since they left college or the
seminary. And nearly all felt that their personal devotions,
sleep and exercise and time spent with the family were grossly
neglected.2
The multi-faceted role of the local pastor is well known.

It

may even be more so for the Seventh-day Adventist pastor than some
others.

He wears many hats.

The Seventh-day Adventist minister's

manual states, "Upon him (the minister) rests the responsibility of
overseeing and fostering all branches of the work . . .

he should

familiarize himself with the methods of organizing and carrying on
all these church activities."

3

The question confronting him is whether

he is to perform equally well in all these many functions or whether
he should not; and if not what alternative does he have.

Can the

local SDA pastor change his role relationships so that he is able to
function in harmony with himself and those to and for whom he is
responsible?

If he is caught in the crossfire in a "war of expecta

tions," what must happen if he is to be preserved?
that the situation may be changed?

Is it possible

Seventh-day Adventist pastors

apparently have resigned themselves to the status quo, as revealed
in the following:

^Ibid., pp. 67, 68.

^Ibid.

3
General Conference of SDA, Manual for Ministers, 1942, p. 30.
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Given the tradition in the Adventist church, its structure
and organization and the actuality of the situation and con
ditions in the congregations, these ministers felt that little
could be changed. And since his success in the ministry is
determined by how well he performs under the present structures
and demand— and nearly all the ministers showed a concern about
their personal success and good evaluation by the conference—
most congregations will not be stimulated in their continuous
growth.!

Some Practical Suggestions
Practical solutions have been suggested in the above report
as follows:
Revaluate the actual work of the minister in light of the
counsel given by the scriptures and in the writings of Ellen
White. The essence of their counsel is, a) that the minister
is primarily a servant of God who is called to preach the
Word of God. . . . Ministers are called to prepare the laity
for their task of evangelism and to equip them for service
and continuous church growth. . . . That the church give
careful study to ways of implementing•the Biblical views of
ministry. . . .2
In view of the above report and observations that have come
out of it, certain changes or adjustments will be necessary to adapt
to the present need.

In addition to those already given the writer

suggests two additional proposals:

(1) Restudy the role of the laity

within the SDA church in the light of the counsel of the scriptures
and the writings of Ellen G. White.

The reformers and others sought

to restore the full priesthood of the believers.

However, because

the clergy assumed authority for the church and the laity were in
clined to expect the clergy to fulfill their roles as well, full
restoration of a lay ministry did not take place.

The new Adventist

^"Oosterwal, Patterns of SDA Church Growth, p. 68.
^Ibid., p. 69.
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movement was begun by laymen and laywomen.

It was never intended

that the^clergy should do the work of the laity.
no conflict between clergy and laity.
the life of the movement.
system

was

There was to be

Each was to have his part in

The shared committment within the social

to an unfinished task.

Each person who espouses the

message is to be a missionary worker.

"Everyone who has received

Christ is called to work for the salvation of his fellow-men.
When these concepts are fully accepted and practiced considerable
improvement will take place.
(2) The second suggestion, which is pertinent to this study,
is that the pastor negotiate intentionally with the local church and
not only with the local conference.

Because of the enlarged variety

of church situations one can no longer generalize regarding the work
of the local pastor.

Churches range in size from thirteen to three

thousand and locales from rural to large urban centers.

In an age

of specialization and mobilization it seems feasible that study be
given to particular needs in specific places.
Every pastor enters his work with a particular background,
experience, and ability.

If the church has expectations that run

counter to his capacity to be socialized to those expectations con
flict will result.

Expectations will vary from church to church.

No two pastors are alike.

To avoid frustration and ambiguity and

lowered performance, it seems crucial that an analysis be made of
the local church social system's expectations along with the pastor's
theological frame of reference and personal expectations.

1

White, Acts of the Apostles, P* 110

.
\
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Such an analysis can only be done by the pastor and his
congregation.

This is a private matter with only observer status

being allowed to those outside the relationship.

Summary
This chapter began by introducing the church as both uni
versal, all believers, and local, a functioning institution.
concepts stem from New Testament times.

Both

The local leader was

identified as possibly the head of the house church center in which,
it appears, the believers met for their fellowship and study.

Further

more it was shown that adherence to the church is seen as voluntary,
the free choice of the redeemed person.

As a voluntary religious

social system the church tends to "socialize" the new believer or
leader to its

norms, values, and traditions.

The Seventh-day Adventist denomination, its development and
organization, and the special influence of the writings of Ellen G.
White were cited as an example of a voluntary religious social system.
Finally, the local Seventh-day Adventist church and pastor, as ob
served today, were discussed.

It appears that in spite of all the

wealth of counsel available to the modern SDA pastor, he is unable
to effectively stimulate the local church in its
growth.

Something more seems to be necessary.

outreach and
Certain practical

suggestions to improve the situation for the local pastor have been
set forth, one of which, negotiating an intentional ministry, is
pertinent to this study.
How does the negotiating process take place?
negotiating parties?

Who are the

What are the descriptive terms to be used and
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what do they mean?

What is role theory?

How can it be applied to

the work of the pastor of a local Seventh-day Adventist church?
the answering of these and other such questions the following
chapter is dedicated.

To

CHAPTER III

DEFINITIONS AND DISTINCTIONS, SIGNIFICANT OTHERS IN
THE SDA PASTOR'S WORK LIFE AND A VIEW TOWARDS
NEGOTIATING AN INTENTIONAL MINISTRY

Frequently throughout this study concerning the expectations
of the local SDA pastor the terms "role," "role set," "role receiver,"
and "role expectations"

are used.

It is the purpose of this chapter

to enlarge upon the definition of these terms.

The chapter also

illustrates the above-mentioned terms by applying them to the local
SDA pastorate.

Finally the chapter suggests a negotiated ministry

as a new way to relate to the pastoral ministry in the SDA church.
The concern of this project is to make a distinction between
the generalized approach to the study of the local pastor's work as
opposed to a more specific approach.
larize

It is an attempt to particu

rather than to generalize; to discuss the pastorate from

within a specific pastorate and with a specific pastor involved.
While much has been written concerning the Protestant and
Catholic minister's role a considerable amount of the material is
too general to apply to the local SDA church situation.
of this no literature study is presented here.

Because

However, some very

useful material has been found and is referred to in the course of
the discussion in this and other chapters.
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Definitions and Distinctions
The first term to define is the word "role" itself.
ing to the dictionary, "role" is:

Accord

"A part or character taken by an

actor," or "Any assumed character or function."'*'

In the light of

the above definition, the term "role" may be appropriately applied
to the pastor, his position, and functions.

It may refer to a

certain position or it may refer to certain functions within that
position.
A second term or expression needing to be defined is "role
expectations."

This implies that there are expectations that go

along with the assuming of a certain role.

These expectations may

accompany the assuming of the role or position.

Role expectations

exist within the religious social system, within the individuals
that make up the system, and within the pastor of the religious
social

system.
This leads to a third expression that needs to be defined,

the "role set."

This refers to all significant persons or groups

within the religious social system who influence the activities
of individuals within the system.

In the case of the local church

pastor, his role set may include his wife and family, his local
congregation and groups within the congregation, his local judiciary
or conference, and his fellow-pastors in the community where he lives
A wide range of role expectations may accrue to the local pastor
from so many and varied persons and groups.

These various persons

^The Reader's Digest Great Encyclopedic Dictionary (New York:
The Reader's Digest Association, 1966), s.v. "Role."
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and groups may also be referred to as "role senders" in that they
may send certain signals to the pastor as to their expectations of
him.
While the pastor's role set makes certain demands upon him,
it should be pointed out that it is within this context that the
pastor is stabilized into his vocation.

He and the health of the

entire system depend upon whether the pastor is able to meet the
expectations willingly and competently.

In the previous chapter

this was referred to as socialization, a conditioning or adjusting
to the local customs, traditions, and expectations of the religious
leader

position.
A fourth and final term used frequently in this study is the

term or expression "role receiver."

This refers to the person who

is the focus of certain expectations from his role set.

In this

Study it refers to the local pastor in a specific pastorate.

As

role receiver he also becomes the focal person, the one to whom
expectations are directed.
The introduction of the terms described above is for the
purpose of convenience in discussing the role of the pastor.

They

are expressions used frequently throughout this, study.

Creating a Role and Role Expectations
As a religious leader the pastor symbolizes much more than
himself.

His

role and function have been bred into the deeper levels of
the consciousness of those whom he serves. Therefore, he has
symbolic as well as personal influence, and the symbolic power
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of his role gives him a strength far beyond that of his own
personal appeal to people.^
Some of the concepts of the role of the pastor which have
placed themselves into the deeper levels of the subconscious mind
might include images of the ideal pastor.

These include: the

memory of previous pastors, especially well-liked ones; popular
lore prevalent in the culture as to the role of the pastor; class
ideology of the community; images of successful pastors held by
persons in official and unofficial positions of power; and
pastor's own expectations for institutional success.

2

the

Along with

the above there are other factors influencing the pastoral image
in the minds of people.

These include the titles attached to the

office, such as pastor, preacher, reverend, elder, teacher, or
evangelist.

Each of these titles conjure up in the minds of the

individual certain images based upon his experience and theological
frame of reference.
Finally, the appearance of the pastor, his personality, and
the spirit of enthusiasm, or lack of it, make their impressions.
The image persons have of the pastor is influenced greatly by their
observations of the pastor himself. . This indicates that he not
only "takes" a role and "plays" a role but that he "is" the role in
a very real sense.

It is all inclusive.

As a Christian worker he

is totally that which he claims to be, if he is genuine.

H?ayne E. Oates, The Christian Pastor (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1964), p. 43.

The

2
Milner, "Ministerial Role Expectations of Clergy," p. 21.
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A change in position may require a change in role.
person must experience a "fitting into" his new role.

The

This takes

time and a knowledge of what is expected of him in that role.

He

may not have changed in personality, but he is seen in a different
light because he occupies a different role or position.
In summary, it appears that the expressions "role," "role
expectations," "role set," and "role receiver" are helpful in dis
cussing the life and work of the local Christian pastor.

The pastor

as the "role receiver" (focal person) obtains signals from his "role
set"

(his congregation) as to his duties ("role expectations").

Also, in taking the position the pastor changes in his relationship
with others.

It is as if he is clothed with his role.

In this

sense he is not just playing a role but he "is" the role.

Finally,

role expectations are created by impressions and symbols attached
to the position.

These impressions are registered deep within the

consciousness of the pastor and of his role set.
It is now necessary to illustrate what has been stated in
the above paragraphs by looking into a specific pastoral situation.

A Look at the Seventh-day Adventist
Pastor’s Role Set
One author confirms what has already been briefly stated con
cerning the pastor's role set by saying, "All of those who relate to
the pastor in the performance of his ministerial roles are part of
his role set of his position as a minister."^

^"Donald P. Smith, Clergy in the Crossfire (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1973), p. 25.
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In view of the above, a Seventh-day Adventist pastor may be
functioning in many different roles all at the same time.

He may

be a husband, father, conference employee, conference committeeman,
and district pastor as well as pastor of his local church.

The

significant others involved in these roles comprise his role set.
Along with these influential others he is influenced by his own
self-image of his role which is determined by his theological
orientation and personal impressions concerning the work of the
pastor.
All of the above mentioned forces makes the task of deter
mining the role of the pastor more complex than it first appears to
be.

One cannot simply approach the work of the pastor as a job

description.

Expectations vary from church to church and from

pastor to pastor.

The very existence of the local church is con

tingent upon the pastor's ability to fulfill his expectations
peaceably, willingly, and competently.

A war of expectations con

cerning the pastor's role among significant groups and individuals
in the religious social system could mean its destruction.

The

importance of approaching the pastoral task with a specific place,
congregation, and pastor in mind should be evident from the above
observations.
Now, therefore, it is planned to narrow the discussion to
the local Seventh-day Adventist church and to the other members of
the SDA pastor's role set.
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The Pastor's Wife and Family
as Significant Others
Most ministers are married.

The writer knows of only one

or two unmarried Seventh-day Adventist pastors.

What influence

does the pastor's wife have over him in his ministry?
It has been found by researchers that the pastor's wife and
family have considerable influence in the pastor's role expectations.^
The pastor's wife and family appear to have particular influence in
his choice of a career, as stated in the following:
The pastor's wife is the one person whose judgment and
approval many ministers value most, and in studies of ministers
who have left the pastorate there is some evidence that wife
related reasons are high on the list. . . .
It can be said
that the husband role of the minister is, so far as his career
decisions are considered, one of the most formative and influ
ential of his role relationships.2
Ideally, the pastor and his wife have both responded to the
call of God and both have a strong commitment to the pastoral ministry.
However, as they enter into the actual work and experience some of
their preconceived images of the ministry may be shattered.

This

could lead to second thoughts concerning their decision to enter the
pastoral ministry.

Mills, in studying those who left the pastorate

and took up secular employment, found that such persons "experienced
(the) largest number of unwelcome surprises upon first entering the
ministry, Which suggests incongruence between their initial image of
the ministry and its realities."

3

This incongruence may create more

problems for the pastor's wife than for the pastor himself.

1
Ibid., p. 26.

2
Ibid.

3
Edgar W. Mills, "Career Change in the Protestant Ministry,"
Ministry Studies (May 1969):12.
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The tendency of the SDA pastor's wife today seems to be one
of non-involvement in her husband's work.

She assumes, it appears,

the laity role rather than a ministerial role.

She follows her

secular professional counterparts and is employed outside the home.
While very faithful to her husband and to her church, the SDA
pastor's wife does not appear to consider her role to be one of
working side by side with her husband.

While this may not be gen

erally the picture, it appears to be increasingly the case, as ob
served by the writer.

The Local Congregation as Part of
the SDA Pastor's Role Set
A significant part of the pastor's role set is the local con
gregation.

A major portion of his role expectations will come from

this source.
activity.

The congregation is also the center of the pastor's

It provides the pastor the major object for negotiation.

Within the SDA organizational structure the local congregation
does have autonomy in much of its local activity.

However, with the

conference serving as the central authority for the pastor, the
human tendency is for the local church to lose its identity in its
relationship with the pastor.

In the SDA organizational structure

the conference assigns and directs the pastor to a great degree.

The

pastor may have satisfying negotiations with his conference because
of his employer-employee relationships.

However, unless the pastor

initiates the negotiative process with the local congregation no one
is likely to do so.
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Whether the pastor initiates some type of negotiative ministry
with his congregation or not, he himself will be socialized to some
degree to the local congregation's values, norms, and traditions.
If he resists this socializing process he will possibly encounter
difficulty in his relationship with the local congregation.
In the SDA church organization it is comparatively easy for
the pastor to move from one pastorate to another.

This has its

benefits both for the congregation as well as the pastor in that
there is less direct confrontation between the pastor and his congre
gation concerning his employment.

It appears that the frequent

moves of pastors in the SDA church is due, in part, to their in
ability, or unwillingness, to be socialized to local church and
cultural conditions.

At least this has been shown to be true among

pastors of other Christian bodies.'*'

The degree of success the pastor

has in any pastorate appears to be often determined by his willing
ness to be socialized to the local.church, community, and culture.'

The Local Community as Part of the Seventhday Adventist Pastor's Role Set
The local SDA church is located within a given community.
The pastor is the chief representative of the church in that
community.

Jesus prayed that God should not "take them out of the

world but that thou shouldst keep them from the evil" (Jn 17:5).
Furthermore, counsel has been given to SDA ministers that
they, should "come near to the ministers of other denominations.

^Milner, Ministerial Role Expectations of Clergy, p. 14.
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Pray for and with these men for whom Christ is interceding.1,3

The

ministers are also encouraged to "give character and dignity to the
work, . . . [as] the third angel's message is to be set before them
(ministers and the world's wise men) judiciously in its true dignity."

2

SDA ministers are encouraged to "speak in other churches."

3

All this indicates concern that the community receive a good im
pression of the work and message of the SDA church.
The unique beliefs of the SDA church on such issues as the
observance of the Sabbath on Saturday tends to place it in a
position of separateness from other Christian groups.

Thus the SDA

constituency, including the pastor, tends to be somewhat seclusive
rather than participative in the community.

In spite of the above

counsel concerning the SDA ministers coming close to other ministers
and wise men, a conservative guess is that not one in ten SDA pastors
is directly involved in community affairs.

Even less directly^in

volved are they with the Christian ministers in their community.
It is true that the community has only indirect influence
upon the local SDA pastor's role expectations.

The influence comes

to bear upon the pastor through the local congregation.

Therefore,

the community in this study is treated as an extension of the local
SDA congregation and not as a separate unit.

^Ellen G. White, Evangelism (Washington, D.C.:
Herald Publishing Association, 1946), p. 562.
2Ibid., pp. 562, 563.

3Ibid.

Review and
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The Local and State Conference as
Part of the Seventh-day Adventist
Pastor’s Role Set
It has already been observed that the local conference has
considerable power over the local SDA church and pastor.

The pastor

is called and assigned by the conference officers and executive
committee.

Thus, in the organizational structure, the pastor may

consider himself first of all responsible to the conference organi
zation.

The human tendency could lead the pastor to do his work

primarily with reference to the local conference rather than to the
local church of which he is pastor.

The local congregation might

thus occupy a secondary position in the hierarchy of his obligations
Since the local SDA congregation does not have much oppor
tunity to involve itself, for instance, in the selection of its
pastor and other significant matters, it may take one of three
courses,

(1) The congregation may become apathetic, noninvolved,

or noncommitted to what is "handed d o ™ " to the local church by the
conference, (2) it may be rebelliously vocal and troublesome to the
conference leadership, or (3) it may willingly accept as from the
Lord that which is suggested and cooperate to the best of its
ability.
While the latter course is followed by most local SDA
churches, there is also the tendency for many local congregations
to become apathetic and noncommitted to the programs handed down to
them from the conference.

The result is stagnation and little

growth either numerically or spiritually.^

Unless this tendency is

^"Oosterwal, Patterns of SDA Church Growth, p. 66.
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reversed in some way, serious consequences may result that would
interfere with the church's objective to carry the gospel to all
the world.
The local SDA church pastor may perform his role in refer
ence to the local conference officials and committee.

Human

tendency may also cause the conference officials and committee to
expect the local pastor to do his work in reference to them.

While

there is obvious benefit to both the church and the pastor that the
pastor is employed by the conference, this practice may cause some
to fail to recognize that the local church is the basic unit of the
conference.

It is in the local church that the funds are given and

from which personnel is recruited for service in the church.

The

implications for conflict or apathy within the church seem obvious.
The pastor must determine how he will relate his own concepts of
ministry with those of his employing organization and his congre
gation so that all are satisfied in their expectations.
In the report on church growth among Seventh-day Adventist
churches in North America, it was found that SDA ministers generally
place the conference above the local congregation in their hierarchy
of important others in their role set.'*'

Possibly the SDA ministry

has, to some degree, been responsible for lessening the influence of
the local congregation by magnifying the importance of the local
conference.

By so doing the ministers have contributed to the

apathy and non-involvement of the laity that they now are witnessing.

^Ibid., p. 66.
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When the pastor reduces his involvement with his local
congregation he may find a reaction of a similar nature to himself.
The members may become less involved, more apathetic, and disinter
ested.

The local pastor is a key person in the success or failure

of any religious movement.

It is no less so with the SDA church.

A higher level of importance as to what happens in the local church
will conform more fully to that which is stated in the following
words:
The true honor and glory of the servant of Christ consists
not in the number of sermons preached nor in the amount of
writing accomplished, but in the work of faithfully ministering
to the wants of the people. If he neglects this part of the
work he has no right ho the name of minister.1
The local congregation takes its cues from the pastor.

If

he demonstrates his concern and interest in the local church, the
church will react with concern and interest in the life of the
conference which he represents.

The pastor leads the way.

This

places heavy demands upon the pastor to devise some means by which
he may deal with the conflicting demands made upon him.

It is to

this the study which follows is directed.

Concerning Role Conflict and Ambiguity
As stated earlier when a war of expectations develops within
the church as to what is expected of the leader, the system is
weakened and in grave danger of destroying itself.

A diversity of

expectations may exist in the church to a degree, but if the war of
expectations explodes into an unresolved conflict, the existence of
the church is endangered.

^White, Testimonies for the Church, 4:416.
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Role conflict occurs when
Two or more expectations interfere with each other or contra
dict one another altogether. In a mild role conflict, the
fulfilling of one expectation may merely make it difficult to
fulfill another. In serious conflict, the compliance with one
expectation may make it completely impossible to comply with
the other.1
Because the minister's role set is made up of a relatively
large number of people with diverse backgrounds, convictions,
positions, and special interests, the possibility of conflict for
the local pastor is very real.

The possibility is equally as real

within the subgroups of the role set.
All professions experience some conflict stress, however
the minister's role problems seem to be more severe than those of
the average professional.

Reasons for this may include "the wide

range of roles he must play in a position of high visibility, the
intensity of some role pressures on him, and the almost complete
identity between his self image and the roles he plays."

2

Role ambiguity, while not identical with role conflict, is
closely related.

Role ambiguity exists when the expectations of

others or of oneself are unclear or confusing.

If the pastor is

able to obtain up-to-date, adequate, and clearly defined signals
from his church, conference, and significant others, he will keep
ambiguity concerning his role down to a minimum.

Types of Conflict for the Pastor
Edgar W. Mills,

in his position paper prepared to be read

before the Research Conference on Ministry convened, made a significant

1
Smith, Clergy in the Crossfire, pp. 26, 27.

2
Ibid.
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statement concerning the possibilities of conflict for the pastor.
Because of its incisiveness it is quoted here in full:
The contemporary American clergyman is the key figure in
the institution most closely identified with the value base
of Western civilization. He moves constantly between the
ancient and the modern, between principles and practices,
and between the imperatives of love and justice. He, more than
any other professional is bound to his calling by an ultimate
commitment. At the same time, he is a professional whose clients
are often his employers and whose theological ground of work
today is being eroded even while his sphere of competency
seems more and more peripheral to the technical expertise that
moves the world. He is the one whose personal and occupational
identities are necessarily linked to his religious identity so
that all three stand or fall together.^
Mills recognizes the difficulty in conceptualizing conflict
for explanatory purposes.
broad groups:

He concludes that they fall into three

(1) external expectations that create conflict, (2)

conflict between internalized norms and external pressures, and (3)
internalized conflict.

2

External role conflict occurs for the pastor when he is caught
in the crossfire between the subgroups of his role set concerning the
external obligations and expectations they have of him.

It may be

that his conference officials are in conflict with the local congre
gation, or it may involve certain age groups within the congregation
itself.

Hence, externalized role conflicts may be seen as "those in

which the senders conflict with one another in their expectations and
those in which the roles themselves conflict with one another."

3

^Edgar W. Mills, "Types of Role Conflict Among Clergymen,"
Ministry Studies 2 (December 1968):13.
2

Ibid,

3

Smith, Clergy in the Crossfire, p. 32.
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The second type of role conflict is labeled internal-external
role conflict.

This type occurs when "role requirements violate the

needs, values or capacities of the focal person."'*'
Internal-external role conflict may occur in numerous sit
uations in the pastoral ministry.

An example within the SDA church

is the frequent tension that develops between the desire of the
pastor to do evangelistic work and the requirement of the conference
that he administer the local church and perform numerous other duties
as well.

Or the pastor may be expected to do evangelism while he may

prefer scholarly activities.

His scholarly inclinations

conflict with his external demands.

may create

The conflict occurs between the

pastor's, internal needs, values, or desires and the external demands.
The third and final type of role conflict discussed here
is, the internalized role conflict of the local pastor.

This type

may possibly be the most personally devastating type of conflict for
the pastor.

It occurs when the conflict outside has come within and

made him the center of a battlefield.

It is when the "out-there" is

"in-here."
Certain types of personalities tend to internalize conflict
more than others.

According to Bowers those who choose the ministry

have saintly expectations of themselves and are inclined to be more
sensitive to conflict than their tough-minded couterparts.

2

The

highly sensitive mind will tend to internalize conflict.

1Ibid., p. 45.
2
Margaretta K. Bowers, M.D., Conflicts of the Clergy: A
Psychodynamic Study with Case Histories (New York: Thomas Nelson
and Sons, 1963), pp. 10-12.
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One example of internalized role conflict for the local SDA
pastor is the norms expected in his profession.

The servant model

as pictured in the New Testament may severely cut across the
successful minister model as pictured in his social context.

Through

out his lifetime he may have seen and developed ideals of success
which, in actuality, are contrary to the expectations of those he
serves in the parish.

He may internalize this conflict by carrying

two conflicting norms within his psyche.

Unless satisfactorily re

solved and managed he will be inclined to suffer unnecessary anguish.
As Smith observes, "To the extent that the servant role is internal
ized as a demand that the minister places upon himself and his
family, he will find himself struggling with internal conflicts
hetween legitimate self-interest and the unceasing demands of the
parish,"^
The minister must seek to maintain a personal identity apart
from his role as a minister.

According to Ashbrook, "When an occu

pational role becomes all that a person is, rather than much that he
is, the clergyman has lost touch with his own reality.
hardens into a label shutting off vitality."

Then the role

2

Finally the minister may accept as his own the conflict that
others have regarding his role activities.

Even though the parties

involved may have long since resolved their differences, the pastor,
may find the conflict persisting within himself.
self-sender of conflict.

He thus becomes a

He may have considerable freedom to set

"'"Smith, Clergy in the Crossfire, p. 63.
^Ibid., pp. 63, 64,
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his own ministerial priorities that he accepts for himself.

But

since he has internalized the conflict of others he has his
own war of expectations.

He is "caught in crossfire of his own

expectations."'*"
It is at this point that the minister may need outside
help to work through his conflict.

It is

When the minister's picture of the ideal self, the ideal
clergyman, the perceived self and the perceived expectations
of others is sufficiently incongruent, he needs help to work
through just who he really is and what he has to contribute
and where.2
Any of the three types of role conflict, external, internal-external,
and internalized, may contribute to the dilemma of the minister in
his relationship to his parish ministry.
able to him.

Fortunately help is avail

He need not despair, depart the ministry, or give up.

Towards Resolving the Local Pastor's
Role Conflict by Means of a
Negotiated Ministry
Every adult person has his own way of relating to internal
and external conflict.

This has developed through the various ex

periences of conflict during his lifetime.

He may have never con

sciously analyzed his attitudes and approaches to conflict.

He

reacts without being aware of his own self-image.

To change this

style will require considerable effort and help.

Conflict manage

ment is designed to be of help in developing a proactive style
rather than only a reactive style when faced with role conflict.
1

Ibid., p. 65.

2
Ibid.
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Role conflict may be found in most professions.

Some people

actually enjoy the diversity involved in the multi-role occupations.
Their natures tend to adapt well to diversity.
in work involving less variety.

They would be bored

Because the ministry is particularly

a multi-role profession, it is true, as Campbell states, that
If one does not have some desire for diversity of functional
roles, then one probably should not attempt to exercise leader
ship in a voluntary church institution. Multiple expectations
put some limits on the intentionality of all ministers, but
they also put limits on the kinds of persons who should seek
to be clergy.1
As stated earlier diversity may be a source of conflict but
not the only one.

But it would certainly be more of a conflict to

certain types of personalities.

It is of interest that certain studies

show that the ministry tends to attract the more passive personality.
Such persons may tend to avoid conflict and suppress their feelings.
They also tend to conform more to organizational criteria for
success rather than having their own personal criteria.
person would tend to be more reactive than proactive.

The passive
That is to

say, he tends to give priority more to external demands than to
internal needs.

Speed B. Leas states that this is a rather "general

stance among clergy:

they are, 'seeking to remove the distress

caused by conflict rather than looking for help to accomplish
positive goals.'"

3

It should be added, however, that no one is

totally reactive or proactive in his ministerial stance.

It merely

^John R. Biersdorf, ed. , Creating an Intentional Ministry
(Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Press, 1976), p. 47.

2

Smith, Clergy in the Crossfire, p. 109.

3

Biersdorf, ed., Creating an Intentional Ministry, p. 195.

2
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points out that the tendency exists within the clergy to be passive
and reactive rather than proactive or goal-oriented or intentional
in their approach to ministry.
It appears that those SDA ministers surveyed in the churchgrowth report revealed passive and reactive tendencies as well.V
Their response to the conflict between what was expected of them and
what they themselves desired reflected passive acceptance.

The SDA

ministers surveyed related to their conflict by stating that they
would be unable to change their role so long as the present denom
inational structure was maintained and the demands which that
structure imposed upon them was sustained.

While it is possible

the denominational structure does create such demands, yet SDA
ministers are not helpless.
action.

They have considerable freedom of

Helpful resources are at their demand and new approaches

to the pastoral ministry are waiting to be developed.

The Basis of Negotiation
It is at the point of negotiation where successful change
may be implemented.

Since the church is a voluntary social system

and certain expectations are placed upon every member as well as
the leader, no one may change his role arbitrarily.

He must first

negotiate his role change with his role set.
An intentional negotiation.

What is meant by an intentional

negotiation as it relates to the local pastorate?

It "refers to the

quality of transactions between the minister and the persons and

■^Oosterwal, Patterns of Church Growth, p. 68.
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groups with whom he or she carries out his or her professional work."^
Negotiating an intentional ministry is a verbal model or organizing
principle which is useful in describing the model for ministry
suggested by this project.

It envisions a new way to relate to old

problems— problems of identity for the pastor himself and the way
he relates to the expectations of others in his local church.

It

includes being proactive, goal oriented, and planned in one's
approach to his ministry in the local pastorate.

Being intentional

includes the pastor's own personal goals for himself in competence,
specializations, family, and continuing education.

It means direct

ing, as far as possible, the affairs of one's life rather than being
driven by external pressures.
Because the church is voluntary.

Since the church, as has

been pointed out earlier, is voluntary the pastor is constantly in
the process of building a constituency.

The importance of negotiation

is enhanced by the vulnerability of the pastor in the voluntary
religious system.

He has none of the coercive devices available to

him that are available to business and industry executives.

To hold

his constituents there are no coercive, material, or political pres
sures legitmate for the pastor.

There are many ways the church may

resist the pastor if it is unhappy with him.

Its "membership can

disappear or offer various forms of resistance (no show, no pay)
when the church is not moving in a direction they desire."

2

^Biersdorf, Creating an Intentional Ministry, p. 16.
2Ibid., p. 139.
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Because the local church is heterogenous.

A further basis

for negotiation may be found in the wide diversity of attitudes and
ideas within the pastor's role set.

Even though each member is

being directed by the Holy Spirit, considerable divergence may
exist among the membership as to what is good for the whole commun
ity.

This heterogeneity may provide a challenge to the pastor to

negotiate the wide diversity of opinion and develop a consensus.
To include the local church and conference.

The need for

the SDA pastor to negotiate an intentional ministry is particularly
urgent due to the type of church organizational structure.

Since

considerable authority is perceived to be centralized in the local
conference and upper levels of the SDA organization, the local church
may tend to deny its own local autonomy.

It may tend to feel that

it is being other directed than inner directed.
The pastor also may reflect a "conference directedness" in
his approach to his work.

Because of this he may fail to recognize

the importance of negotiating his ministry with the local church as
well as with the conference.

Thus the local church may sense no

local identity.
However, like its pastor, the local church is not helpless.
It may have more freedom than it may realize

at first.

While the

denominational structure may tend to be conference centered, in
actuality, there is considerable autonomy in the local SDA church.
If the local SDA pastor recognizes this he will pay equal attention
to his local congregation as he pays to his conference and negotiate
accordingly.
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Negotiation as an alternative to moving.

Finally, negotiation

may provide a viable alternative to the relocation syndrome which
affects many ministers.

The frequency of pastoral moves has often

been a source of frustration on the part of many laymen as well as
some pastors.

While at times it may be essential for some pastors

to be given a new start, there are instances in which the pastoral
image is weakened and his power of coping with himself is left un
resolved.

The point is that some means must be devised on the part

of the pastor and the local congregation whereby the pastor may re
negotiate his ministry in that place.

A strong case is presented in

the following words:
Negotiation emphasizes the importance, even the necessity of
continually working out a fresh sense of self-worth and new role
expectations with our congregation and community right where we
are— not simply on those infrequent occasions when we are in
conversation with the pulpit nominating committee. We are se
duced too easily and too quickly by a dossier-resume system
that lists the congregations or agencies we have served rather
than those moments when we successfully negotiated a deeper
sense of personal identity or a new role expectation with our
congregation.1
While the final decision concerning the relocation of a
pastor may need to be left to those involved, the concern is that
both the pastor and the congregation have opportunity to negotiate
anew their roles and create an intentional ministry as a viable
option as opposed to moving.
The above-mentioned reasons for the local pastor negotiating
his role in the local church provide a basis for entering into the
process.

Certain steps must be taken before the actual negotiation

^Ibid,, p. 21.
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between the pastor and his role set may commence.

A few are pre

sented in the next section.

The Negotiating Process for
the Local Pastor
At the outset it should be stated that the local SDA pastor
stands as a connecting link between the local church and the larger
church body.

He, therefore, must negotiate in two directions, with

the local church and with his employing organization.

He "owns" the

total denominational program in that he is the connecting link.
The local pastor seems to be cast in the "connecting-link"
role by the SDA Manual for Ministers:

"Upon him [the pastor] rest[.s]

the responsibility of overseeing and fostering all branches of the
work. . . .

[He] should familiarize himself with the methods of

organizing and carrying on all these activities."'*'

While this may

appear to be beyond the ability of one individual to perform, yet
by applying the suggestions which follow the pastor may achieve
a high degree of success.
To be intentional means to intend, to determine, to plan to
do something.

Negotiation, on the other hand, is to determine what

way the intentions may best become a reality.

Intentional negotiation

involves a shared experience between the parties involved.

What

are the prerequisites to a successful negotiation between the SDA
pastor and his church and his conference?
Openness of the pastor about himself.
tone of the negotiating process.

D.C.:

The pastor sets the

A first essential is his willingness

^General Conference of SDA, Manual for Ministers (Washington,
1942), p. 30.
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to engage in open sharing of himself.

It implies a willingness on

the part of the pastor to admit his humanness.
this may be very difficult.

For many ministers

Pastors often find it difficult to

admit to human and spiritual weaknesses.
often make poor negotiators.

As a result pastors

They find it difficult to share

with others their inner feelings, thoughts, and visions for them
selves.
To negotiate effectively, the pastor must ultimately develop
an openness about himself and his life.

To achieve this he may

need outside help from those who are able to assist him.

Numerous

training resources are available for ministers who wish to develop
this open style of leadership.
The pastor makes a self-assessment.

Associated with develop

ing an open style of leadership is the need for self-knowledge in
the negotiating process.

As a professional person the pastor must

negotiate from a realistic picture of himself and his abilities.
It is much more likely that congregations and conferences will
respond positively to the pastor who has clearly defined ideas
about his skills, competencies, preferences, and goals for himself.
If he is unclear about these things, he may receive a negative re
action.
If the pastor tries to do all things because he is unclear
as to what he does well, he will likely find his congregation and
conference reacting negatively to the negotiating process.

Again

the pastor may need help in ascertaining his skills, personal
strengths and weaknesses, and even his occupational preferences.
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To help the pastor in the above-mentioned matters personality
inventories, vocational preference surveys, and similar tests geared
mainly for the minister may be taken at a number of centers.

Today

theological seminaries are often equipped to provide such a service.
In recent years a number of Career Development Centers for Clergy
have been established at several locations in the United States.
Along with the tests and surveys, professional counseling is avail
able at these centers.
The point is that the pastor must set the tone for the nego
tiating process by reflecting an open style of leadership.

To do

this he must make some effort to determine just who he is so that
from this position of self-knowledge he may encourage the congre
gation to follow his example in the process.
A self-study of the local church.

A third essential in

the negotiating process for the local pastor is that the church
give some study to itself.
self-knowledge as well.

This may be called self-assessment or

Not only must the pastor obtain a knowledge

of himself but so also must the local congregation find some means
of knowing its strengths and weaknesses, goals, competences, and
skills.

The tendency on the part of many pastors may be to confront

the church with the purpose of negotiating plans for the future
without first engaging in an evaluative experience.
According to Lewis, self-assessment is "a process by which
valid data is gathered concerning a person's perceptions and feel
ings about what is happening and what they wish would happen."'*'

^Biersdorf, Creating an Intentional Ministry, p. 142.
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Before profitable negotiation can take place within a local
church congregation and conference, the pastor should encourage the
church to engage in self-assessment.
of goals.

This should precede the setting

Otherwise, goals are set without the benefit of present

and past information.
Develop a data-gathering instrument for the local church.

To

negotiate successfully it is necessary for the pastor and his congre
gation and conference to obtain information about each other's atti
tude toward the various ministries of the church.

The purpose is to

reduce the amount of "mind reading" each part of the role set is
doing about itself and the ministry.
The data may be obtained through a simple questionnaire or
survey which includes localized church issues as well as those that
are more general in application.'*'

It is essential that it be pre

pared for the local congregation and contain issues which involve
the local congregation and pastor.

It might be helpful for several

of the congregation's leaders to serve as consultants in developing
the instrument and to legitimize its use by the congregation.
Negotiate goals compatible to both pastor and church.
cording

Ac

to Gunn, "Goal setting and evaluation are among the impor-

tant negotiating skills of the intentional minister."

2

Unless the

local pastors are goal-directed persons they may "experience free
floating anxiety about themselves and their ministry and plague*
2

^See exhibit A for survey instrument used in this study.

2

Biersdorf, Creating an Intentional Ministry, p. 124.
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themselves with unexamined guilt feelings about their competence and
relevance as leaders of the congregation."^
While every pastor has intentions or goals for himself and
his congregation, it is true that "the minister's goal-setting and
evaluation cannot be separated from the congregation's goals and
its evaluation of its life and work in relation to those goals."

2

Both the pastor and the congregation have vested interests in their
goals.

Ideally the pastor's devotion and purpose should be in direct

proportion to the congregation's clarity about the meaning and pur
pose of its corporate life,

The reciprocal benefit both to the

pastor and the congregation may be seen in the following statement:
"The congregation that has a visible and communicable sense of what
it is about will 'produce' ministerial leadership characterized by
purposefulness and a sense of professional worth."

3

Thus the. congre

gation may, in a sense, "make" the minister, because it greatly
influences him in his ministerial image.
Furthermore, when it comes time to evaluate the pastor it will
be "more than just an evaluation of the minister's performance; but
the evaluation of the minister when done within the context of the
congregation's evaluation takes on the dimensions of teamwork and
mutual trust and accountability."^

The congregation thus shares

both in the successes as well as the failures of the total ministry
of the pastor and church.

In such an evaluative experience the

church may become aware of their own successes and failures.*
3

^■Ibid., p. 128.

2Ibid.

3Ibid., p. 133.

4Ibid.

p. 132.
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Emerging from the experience may be new goals that may be more
realistic and compatible with the ability of the church and pastor.
Concerning negotiation with the local conference.

The local

SDA conference consists of a group of local churches which have a
central headquarters and leadership.

It has been mentioned from

time to time that the local SDA conference wields considerable
authority over both the local pastor and church.

Therefore, the

conference leadership will, of necessity, need to have at least
observer status in the pastor’s negotiation with his local church.
It is assumed that the pastor, because of his employeremployee relationship to the conference, will maintain an ongoing
negotiating relationship with his conference officials.

Matters

of personal finance, housing, position, continuing education, and
so forth are matters that would be involved in the pastor's nego
tiating relationships with his local conference.

It is not within

the scope of this study to concentrate on this aspect of the nego
tiating process.

However, the conference official and minister

group is important as a significant "other" in the pastor's roleset.

Their responses to questions in the survey concerning the

role expectations of the local pastor are important to this study.
Negotiating an intentional ministry is admittedly a rational
approach.

However, it is also a sensing and feeling approach to

ministry in the local SDA church.

It seeks to get in touch with

how the pastor and his role-set feel and to stay in touch with
those feelings rather than to ignore them.

It is a deliberate

attempt to uncover hidden mind-reading attitudes which may have
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caused much unnecessary internal or external role conflict.

Thus

through collaboration and negotiation a consensus may be obtained
and a deeper commitment of both pastor and congregation to the
goals which result from the process.^

Summary
In this chapter an attempt was made to define the terms
’’role," "role expectations," "role set," and "role receiver."
These terms were then applied to the local SDA church, conference,
and pastor to illustrate their use and to provide a basis for the
survey that follows.
Role conflict and role ambiguity were identified and dis
cussed under the three types of conflict— external, internalexternal, and internalized— as experienced by the pastor of a local
church.

This led to seeking for a solution for the local pastor.

The model for negotiating an intentional ministry was then sug
gested.
Basic to the negotiating model for the ministry are certain
factors.

Among those mentioned were:

negotiation must be inten

tional, the nature of the church is voluntary, each member must
"own" the system, both church and conference must be included, and
negotiation becomes an alternate to pastoral moves.

Basic to the

negotiating process are certain guidelines for the pastor and his
role set.

The guidelines suggested were as follows:

the pastor

^See chapter VII pp. 266-26.9 for suggestions on how to im
plement an intentional negotiation with the local congregation.
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must be open about himself; the pastor must know himself, his
dominant skills, and preferences; the church must engage in a
study of itself, goals, and resources; a data-gathering instrument
must be developed by and for the local church setting; and goals
must be negotiated that are compatible to the pastor, the local
church, and the conference.
It is toward this matter of negotiation that this study
has been directed.

The pastor is to negotiate with his entire

role set, not only at the beginning of his service in the local
church but at every step of the way.

This will tend to resolve

conflict, reduce ambiguity, and enhance the total ministry of the
church.
To negotiate intelligently it is necessary to obtain in
formation from the various persons, groups, and subgroups of the
entire role set.

This may be done through some means such as a

questionnaire or survey form.

The information obtained via the

questionnaire may provide some indication of trends and attitudesthat will advise the pastor regarding his responisibilities toward
his role set.

It may also help point out areas of possible con

flict, ambiguity, and frustration for the pastor.

Finally it will

provide the basis of negotiation for the pastor, his congregation,
and the conference.

The study now turns to a description of one

pastor's attempt to administer such a questionnaire to his role
set and then to analyze the results.

CHAPTER IV

A DESCRIPTION OF THE FOCAL PASTOR'S ROLE SET,
HIS POSITION, AND SELF-ASSESSMENT

Introduction
An attempt is made in this chapter to present brief verbal
pictures of some of the significant groups and persons that influence
a particular pastor in a specific place.

The church and congregation,

the city, the conference, the position, and the pastor himself as
the recipient of expectations from these groups will be described.
It is an attempt to identify a specific pastor's role and the pastor
himself.

A time study based on actual records follows the dis

cussion of the pastor's position.

A Description of the Grand Rapids Central
Seventh-day Adventist Pastor's Role Set
The three major groups discussed in this section will be the
church, the city, and the conference.

The pastor's position and

time study follows in a subsequent section.

The Church
The Grand Rapids Central Seventh-day Adventist church is
located at 100 Sheldon Blvd,, S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan.

The

location of the church is near the downtown area of the city.
Other major denominational churches located in the same general
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area include Catholic, Christian Reformed, Presbyterian, and Syrian
Orthodox.

A specialized hospital facility occupies space immediately

across the street and a major hospital facility is located three
city blocks away.
The church's physical facilities include two areas, the new
and the old.

The old facility was purchased from another congre

gation in 1939 and renovated.

It houses the main worship sanctuary,

fellowship hall with an adjoining kitchen, plus general storage and
rest rooms.

The main sanctuary is nearly square lending itself to

closeness between the speaker and his audience.

The new addition,

recently built and dedicated, houses Sabbath School facilities for
children and youth, a small prayer chapel, a choir or conference
room, and a pastor’s study.
The congregation was first organized in 1887 with thirtyfive members.

It has grown steadily in membership until today there

are over five hundred, the fifth largest congregation in the Michigan
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists.
Other congregations have been spawned or strengthened during
the years of the congregation's existence.

These include the

Wyoming church, the Sparta congregation, and a Spanish-speaking
congregation recently organized.
From the time of its organization to the present, thirtyeight pastors have served the church, and a large number of young
men have served as assistant pastors.

The average tenure for the

senior pastor has been approximately 2.34 years.

The writer served

the congregation from December 29, 1973, until October 1, 1976.
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The City
The city of Grand Rapids^ is located in the western part of
Michigan's lower peninsula about 139 miles northwest of Detroit on
interstate highway 96.

It is about twenty-eight miles from the

shores of Lake Michigan-.

The city straddles the Grand River from

which the name Grand Rapids was obtained.
The city is built upon what was once an Ottawa Indian
village.

In 1825 a Baptist Mission was established and the follow

ing year Louis Campau selected the site for his log cabin and an
Indian trading post.

Grand Rapids was incorporated as a village in

1838 and as a city in 1850.
The first furniture factory was built in 1859, 'and the city
became known as the furniture capital of the world.
boasts of a metropolitan population of 200,000.

2

Today the city

It is characterized

by a much greater industrial diversity today with more than two
thousand different types of articles produced in the city.
A large segment of the population is made up of Dutch
descendants.
the city.

This is reflected in the dominant religious groups in

The Reformed and the Christian Reformed traditions reflect

themselves in a strong Protestant trend in the city.
all religions of America may be found there, however.

Practically
It is a city

of churches with approximately three hundred different church buildmgs.

3

The information in this section is based on material found in
the American Peoples Encyclopedia, 1970, ed. s.v. "Grand Rapids."

2

Greater Grand Rapids Chamber of Commerce, Greater Grand
Rapids (Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1967).
3Ibid.
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Three major religious book producers are headquartered in
Grand Rapids.

This could also make it the religious book-producing

capital of the world.
It is the seat of Calvin College, Calvin Theological
Seminary, Aquinas College, Baptist College and Seminary, Davenport
College, Grand Valley State College, and the Grand Rapids Junior
College.
A number of religious radio stations provide outlets for
the Protestant fundamental and evangelical theological viewpoint.
A definitely religious atmosphere pervades the city and affects
the cultural, social, and political system.

Such an environment

affects also the local Seventh-day Adventist population and in
fluences them in their expectations of their pastor.

The Conference
The Grand Rapids Central Seventh-day Adventist church is
a part of the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists with
headquarters at 320 W. St. Joseph, Lansing, Michigan.^

Organized

in 1861, the conference has the distinction of being the first
I

official organization in the Seventh-day Adventist denomination.
It was at that time that the denominational name Seventh-day
Adventist was selected.
Upon organization of the denomination on May 21, 1863,. the
city of Battle Creek, approximately fifty miles southeast of Grand

Hlost of the material in this section is taken from The
Seventh-day Adventist Encyclopedia (Washingtin, D.C.: Review and
Herald Publishing Association, 1966), s.v. "Michigan Conference."
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Rapids, became the headquarters for not only the Michigan conference
but also for the entire denomination.

Battle Creek remained the

international headquarters for the church until 1903, at which time
the General Conference offices were moved to Washington, D.C.
Following its initial organization the Michigan Conference
was divided into smaller geographical sections which were organized
into independent conferences.

However, in 1931 these were dis

continued and the entire state of Michigan reunited as one con
ference.

The conference offices were, at that time, moved from

Battle Creek to Lansing, Michigan.
Today the Michigan Conference geographically encompasses
the entire state of Michigan.

At the end of 1975 there were 157

churches and 20,378 members in the conference.^

Also at the end of

1975 there were 113 ministers and four Bible instructors serving
in the various levels of the organization.

Educational institutions

include fifty elementary'schools and five secondary academies.

There

are 3,645 students enrolled in these elementary schools and acade
mies.

One of the two major graduate universities operated by the

denomination, Andrews University, is located within the conference
at Berrien Springs, Michigan.

The Seventh-day Adventist Theological

Seminary is also located at Berrien Springs.

One major medical

institution operated by Seventh-day Adventists is located at Battle
Creek.

^Directory of the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Ad
ventists (Lansing, Michigan), p. 4.
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The conference is presided over by a president, a secretary,
and a treasurer who serve as officers and are responsible to a
conference executive committee composed of twelve ministers and
laymen.

All are elected at the triennial conference session by

delegates from the churches in conference session.'*'

The president,

secretary, and treasurer devote full time to administrative
matters, whereas the committee members maintain their own employ
ment.

The committee meets once each month and is mandated to

care for any business matters relating to the Michigan Conference
during the interim between conference sessions.

2

Once each year

a short conference session is held to hear reports of progress and
to give the officers opportunity to share any pertinent information
with the delegates from the constituency.
The current conference committee for the Michigan Conference
is composed of six ministers and six laymen, excluding the three
officers.

Of the six ministers serving on the conference executive

committee, five are pastors and district superintendents and one is
the conference ministerial secretary.
and one is a woman.

Of the laymen, five are men

Two of the laymen are successful businessmen,

one is a medical doctor, one a dentist, one is president of Andrews
University, and the lady is the wife of a medical doctor.
Inasmuch as the conference officers and committee function
as the employing body for pastors to serve in local churches, the

^"Michigan Conference of SDA: Constitution and Bylaws,
Article 4, Section 1, "Executive Committee."
^Ibid., Section 2.
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attitudes and theological frame of reference in which they operate
is significant to this study.

Most of the committeemen are seasoned

ministers or laymen, some of whom have served a number of years on
the executive committee.

All except the two businessmen have a

college baccalaureate degree or more in educational achievement.
All have obtained most of their upper level education within the
denominational educational system.

The Pastor's Position in the Conference
and in the Church
As pastor of the fifth largest church in the Michigan Con
ference the senior pastor of the church is permitted an assistant
pastor to help him xvLth his work.

Denominational tradition varies

from conference to conference but generally it allows an assistant
pastor to a church when it reaches a membership of from 400 to 500.^
The assistant pastor usually is beginning his ministry and serves
one to two years.

It being his first ministerial appointment he

depends heavily upon the senior pastor for guidance and leadership.
Since his tenure is short and his experience limited the amount of
assistance given may be somewhat limited particularly in certain
areas of ministry.
An organizational feature unique to the Michigan Conference
is the district superintendency.

Because of the size of the Con

ference both numerically as well as geographically, the state of
Michigan has been divided into a number of districts, each under

‘'’As per phone conversation with Charles Keymer, president
of the Michigan Conference of SDA, 22 April, 1977.
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the leadership of a District Superintendent.

These districts contain

a group of churches selected somewhat according to the size of the
membership involved as well as the geographical locations.

It is

not an attempt by either the conference or the district superin
tendents to restrict individual church pastors from directly
approaching any of the conference officers; however, the conference
officers do depend on the district superintendent to carry infor
mation to and from the office headquarters.
The Grand Rapids pastor has traditionally functioned as a
district superintendent.

Grand Rapids is number four out of the

twelve total districts in the Michigan Conference.

It includes

the Grand Rapids Spanish, Grand Haven, Wright, Muskegon, Fremont,
Ludington, Shelby, Sparta, Wyoming, Bauer, and Holland churches.
A total of seven pastors serve these ten congregations.
The following ten responsibilities for district superin
tendents were drawn up by the Michigan Conference Officers and
presented to the district superintendents at a special meeting
held April 27, 1976.1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To serve as moderator and counselor within the district and
give assistance to the handling of any special problem.
To arrange for district workers' meetings with the pastors
from time to time, possibly once a quarter.
To assist the pastors in planning evangelistic crusades
and building programs.
Occasionally make himself available to take Sabbath worship
appointments in the churches in the district.
Check with the pastors concerning vacation schedules and,
with counsel with the conference secretary, assist in pro
viding guest speakers during vacations and during the time
when pastors are being transferred.

^Michigan Conference of SDA, "Responsibilities of District
Superintendents," Lansing, Michigan, 1976.
(Mimeographed)
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6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

Work out schedules within the district for the pastors who
wish to exchange pulpits occasionally.
Check with the pastors occasionally on church or school
needs and work out plans with them to meet those needs.
Help prepare any special requests that should be presented
to the Conference Administration.
Communicate regularly with the Conference Administration
on the progress and needs of the work within the district
and request conference assistance whenever necessary.
Attend church board meetings and other special meetings in
the churches when needed and invited by the pastors in the
district.
Collaborate with the Conference Officers as to the types of
personnel needed for certain positions in the district.
After thoroughly discussing the responsibilities listed above

the combined group of district superintendents and conference officers
agreed that the list represents the major duties of a district super
intendent in the Michigan Conference.

It was suggested that each dis

trict superintendent comply with these recommendations as he sees best
In addition to the above district duties, the Grand Rapids
district

superintendent and pastor often has the responsibility of

serving as hospital chaplain.

This ministry includes the members of

not only his own church but also in behalf of those Seventh-day Ad
ventists from other churches in Western Michigan outside the immed
iate area of Grand Rapids.

This is because some major medical centers

are located in the city, due to its size and strategic location.
Understandingly, frequent calls come from members and pastors of
other churches requesting the pastor in residence to visit loved
ones and members who have been referred to and hospitalized in one
of the five major hospitals within the city.
Besides the responsibilities as district superintendent and
hospital chaplain, the Grand Rapids pastor is, of course, expected
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to fulfill the other duties relating to his work in the local church.
All of this means that he must be able to manage his time well.
While much time is required, it is not the amount of time but the
burden of responsibility that is crucial to the pastor.
things are expected of him.

Certain

A feeling of inadequacy, conflict, and

frustration may result.
The pastoral ministry is admissably not unique in terms of
heavy work loads.

However, while many people in other professions

may work even longer hours, most ministers work long hours at very
demanding tasks.

An Episcopal study reveals that the average work

week of the parish priest is 66.7 hours.^

There is little reason

to believe it would be different among Seventh-day Adventist clergy
men.

It is noteworthy, however, that the amount of time required

of the pastor increases in proportion to the size of his congregation
and the size of the city in which it is located.
everything to do.

There is more of

There are more funerals, more weddings, more

marital problems, and more spiritual and personal problems.
conducted a number of years ago is pertinent to this matter.

A study

2

It

found at that time that the rural pastor worked on an average of
nine hours and seventeen minutes per day, whereas the city pastor
worked ten hours and thirty-two minutes per day.

In other words,

the city pastor, who generally has more of everything to do, averages
one hour and fifteen minutes more per day at his work than his ruralpastor colleague.

^Smith, Clergy in the Cross Fire, p. 29.

2

Samuel W. Blizzard, "The Minister's Dilemma," The Christian
Century, April 25, 1956, p. 509.
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How much time does the local pastor of the church in this
study spend in his ministerial work per week?

To give a clear

answer to this question a time study based on actual records is
presented here,

A Time Study of the Position Involved
In anticipation of this study it was the writer's privilege
to record the number of hours spent during an average week during
the month of January, 1976.

For a total of twenty-five days during

the month of January, the time involved in the various ministerial
activities and conference and district-superintendent duties was
recorded.

The total number of hours spent each day and the specific

activities engaged in during the day may be observed in table 1.
Only the time spent in church, conference, or district matters was
recorded as work time.

Activities such as eating, rest periods,

personal business, and social time with the family were not counted
as work time.

Included were all church meetings, driving time,

personal prayer and devotion time, and all other types of ministerial
activity related to the church.
accounting was kept.

A fairly accurate moment-by-moment

The hours were rounded to fifteen-minute seg

ments to avoid overly meticulous record keeping and totalling.
A simple calculation reveals that the writer averaged 10.58
hours each day for the twenty-five-day period from January 8 to
February 1, 1976, iri his duties as pastor of the Grand Rapids Central
church.

It should be observed that the pastor was away from the

local church attending several meetings called by the conference.
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TABLE 1.--A twenty-five-day record of actual work time of the Grand
Rapids Central SDA Church pastor, January 8 to February 1, 1976
Week Day

Work Hours

Activity

8
9
10

Thurs.
Fri.
Sabbath

11
9
12.7

11.

Sun.

12

Mon.

12.5

13
14

Tues.
Wed,

11
12

15

Thurs,

10

Fri,
Sabbath
Sun.
Mon.
Tues,
Wed,
Thurs,
Fri.
Sabbath
Sun,
Mon,
Tues,
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sabbath
Sun.

6.5
8.5
4.5
12.5
11.5
10,5
14
13
12.7
6
11
12.5
13
11
11.5
10
8.5

At church office— General duties
Sab. sermon— Sab. preparation
Preached; S.S. Council; L.A.
Council; Social
Catch up day; Planning; Hosp.
visits
Conf. Committee; Begin Workers
Meeting
Workers Meeting
Worker's Meet. & drove home for
funeral
Funeral preparation & funeral;
visits
Sab. preparation; General duties
Guest speaker; Afternoon meeting
Hospital visits; with family
General ministerial duties
General duties and visits
Team visitation; Prayer meeting
Conf. Com.; Evening Bible studies
Sab. Ser. prep.; special eve. mt.
Preached; Ingathering vie. soc. eve
A Com. meet.; Visits at hospital
Gen. duties and visits
Gen. duties; academy annual bd meet
Two academy board meetings
Academy bd. meet.; Gen. duties
Sab. prep.; General duties
Preached; L.A. Coun. & Eld. meet.
Pastor's council 6. social for dist.

Date
Jan.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
Feb. 1

25 days

9

264,5 hours

There were two conference committee meetings, one three-day worker's
meeting, and a two-and-one-half-day Academy Board meeting.

These

special meetings might tend to increase the amount of time required
from the pastor.

The time involved in making arrangements to attend

meetings away from the local church is often overlooked.

Also the

time needed to catch up when the pastor returns adds hours to his
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Work load.

However, it is not likely the figure of 10.58 hours per

day would be reduced as an average even during normal times in the
life of the pastor.

A spot check during the month of February re

vealed that the writer followed much the same pattern in work time.
It may be observed that certain days were heavier than
others, and Sunday was treated partially as a day off.

However,

even Sunday involved certain committee meetings, personal counseling,
and hospital visitation.

Table 2 gives a breakdown of the number of

hours the writer spent working each day of the week as averaged over
the twenty-five-day period:

TABLE 2,— Average hours of work per day
of the Grand Rapids Central SDA Church
pastor
Week Day

Hours Worked

Sunday ....................
Monday .....................
T u e s d a y .......... ..
Wednesday .................
Thursday .....................
F r i d a y ....................
S a b b a t h ............ ..
Total hours for week

7
12
11.67
11.83
11.50
10
11
75.00

What does the Grand Rapids Central pastor do with all his time?
What activities occupy most of his time?
is to be as specific as possible.

In this study the intention

To accomplish this the writer kept

a moment-by-moment account of a typical day in the parish.

The

specific activity and the number of minutes involved were recorded
immediately upon completion of each task throughout the day.

Since
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the main concern is the time involving pastoral duties, time for
personal activities will not be included in the tabulation.
It might be well to mention that the writer arose around
6;30 A.M. and retired for the night at about 10:30.

Following a

brisk jog, shower, breakfast, and worship he arrived at the church
at approximately 8:30. A.M.

There he maintained his study and per

formed most of his administrative work.
daughter to the church-operated

He regularly took his

school on his way to his church

office.
The context of the day under observation reveals that the
writer had just ended his annual vacation a few days before.
first Sab.hath service of the new year was approaching.

The

Sermon

preparation, therefore, was high on the list of priorities for the
day.

The activities have been grouped into eight different cate

gories,

Eleven work hours were recorded for this particular day.

Table 3 provides a breakdown of how these hours were spent:

TABLE 3.— A one-day breakdown of time spent in ministerial activ
ities of the Grand Rapids Central SDA Church pastor
Activity

Total Minutes Involved

Personal devotions ............
Sermon preparation .............
House visit and Bible study . .
Hospital v i s i t s .........
95
Delivering food b a s k e t ...
25
Telephone conversations . . . .
Administrative w o r k .....
139
Committee meeting ............

37
120
40

Total 11-Hour day

660

100
114

Percent
5.60
18.18
6.06
14.39
3.78
15.15
21.06
17.27
100
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The thirty-seven-minute devotion began at 8:25 A.M. and
ended at 10:00 A.M.
four phone calls.

During this time the pastor was diverted by
It must be remarked that each of the calls were

of a business nature and related to the ongoing ministry of the
church.

Each relayed a message, made a request, or discussed the

church ministry.
Following the devotional, sermon preparation was attempted
between 10;10. A.M. and 12:57 P.M.

Of this time, 120 minutes were

occupied in sermon preparation.

The remainder of the time was de

voted to four more phone calls.

A total of eleven phone conver

sations consuming one hundred minutes were held by the pastor
throughout the day.

In addition, a number of calls were received

by his wife at home.

Among these calls was a request from one of

the elderly members that the pastor deliver a food basket to another
member who was in need.

Since no other transportation was available,

the pastor was the logical one to care for this matter, which he
gladly did on his way home to lunch.

The phone call took about

five minutes and the delivery approximately twenty-five minutes.
Two long-distance phone calls made arrangements for future appoint
ments.

Considerable administrative and spiritual ministry was con

ducted by telephone on the day under consideration.
The administrative aspect of the pastor's work was the
largest single segment of activity reported— a total of 139 minutes
or 21 percent of the eleven-hour day.

Moreover, it should be noted

that administrative work would usually include the telephone and
committee activities as well.

When all three of these segments of
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administrative work are combined, a total of 353 minutes, or 53 per
cent, of the eleven-hour day falls into the administrative category.
Of course it is granted that not every day would see the pastor in
volved in this much administrative activity.

However, modern

pastors generally spend about half of their time in administration
and organization.

At the same time, according to study referred to

earlier,^ they least enjoy this aspect of their work.
Following a similar plan of combining certain activities
that are related in nature, it appears that hospital visiting and
house visiting fall into a similar category.

By doing this a total

c>f 135 minutes, or 20,45 percent of the work day, was involved in
hospital chaplaincy and Christian nurture,
To summarize, it appears that during the twenty-five day
period surveyed, the writer spent approximately seventh-five hours
per week in ministerial activity of some kind.

This is nine hours

more than his Episcopal parish priest counterpart spends at his work,
according to the study referred to above.
As stated earlier there may be many reasons why a pastor
spends so much time in his work.

Of course most pastors would like

to feel it is because of their devotion to their calling, and time
is of little consequence as long as it is used for God and His
cause.

This, no doubt, is the primary cause for working long

hours, often at very demanding tasks.

However, there could be

other motives of a lesser quality involved.

Among these could be

^"Blizzard, "The Minister's Dilemma," The Christian Century
April 25, 1956, p. 509.
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the pastor's inability to let go, a compulsion for grasping all
the work into his own hands.

Also there is the pastor's false

belief that he is physically invincible and that the body and mind
need but very little relief from the demands of the work.

It may

be the lack of competence in delegating authority and letting
others carry more of the burden of the work.

By looking more

specifically into his own life and his relationship to work and
life in general, the writer sought for answers to the above
questions.

These questions will be covered in the next section

of this chapter.

The Pastor as the Focal Person and Role
Receiver Identified
In order to accurately determine what to expect of the pastor,
adequate knowledge about him must be obtained by some reliable means.
It is important that he should know himself and that the congregation
should have at least
about him.

limited access to the information available

He thus will be able to negotiate himself in his role

more effectively.

However, this will require complete openness on

his part toward himself.
Among the questions that will need answering are the follow
ing:

Who is he?

self-image?

How does he see himself?

approach his work?
act?

What has been his work experience?

What is his

With what concepts does he

In what theological framework does he think and

What are his aspirations for himself?

strengths and weaknesses?

What are his personality

The list could be extended.

It will be

to the advantage both to the pastor and his congregation to have
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accurate answers to most of these questions.
examination on the part of the pastor.

This will require self-

It will require a high degree

of honesty as well.

Concerning Self-examination

,

Some may object to such a close examination of oneself.

The

objection is given that too much "looking within" might lead to
neurotic introspection, especially if the tendency is already present.
However, it should be observed that if such neurotic tendencies do
exist, the sooner the pastor is aware of them the better.

What is

proposed here is self-knowledge which can only be obtained through
a certain amount of self-examination.
Both the Bible and other Christian writers, including Ellen
G, White, give straightforward counsel concerning self-examination
and self-knowledge.

The Bible encourages self-examination on the

part of all the followers of Christ.
will take heed to my ways" (Ps 39:1).

The Psalmist declares, "I
Jesus cautioned His disciples

in Mk 13:9, "Take heed to yourselves," when informing them of certain
trials that lay ahead of them.

Self-deception was a concern of the

Apostle Paul as he told the Corinthians, "Let no man deceive him
self," (1 Cor 13:8).

The remedy for this, according to the

Apostle, is self-knowledge and self-examination.
himself," he says in 1 Cor 11:28.

"Let a man examine

Also in 2 Cor 13:5 he urges,

"Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the faith; prove your own
selves.

Know ye not your own selves, how that Christ is in you

except ye be reprobates."
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Among the ministers as well as lay persons of the Seventh-day
Adventist church, the writings of Ellen G. White receive special
attention on any given topic.

This author especially emphasizes

the importance of self-knowledge and self-examination on the part
of ministers in the church.
in her writings.
of the counsel.

A number of references may be found

A few are quoted here to show the pointedness
Specifically writing to ministers, Ellen G. White

states:
To men to whom God designs shall fill responsible positions
He in mercy reveals their hidden defects that they may look
within and examine critically the complicated emotions and
exercises of their own hearts, and detect that which is wrong;
thus they may modify their dispositions and refine their
manners. . . . God would have His servants become acquainted
with the moral machinery of their own hearts.1
Not only are ministers included in this counsel but so also
is every follower of Christ.

"Every follower of Christ should daily

examine himself, that he may become perfectly acquainted with his
own conduct.

There is with nearly all a neglect of self-examination."2

Thus, "To know oneself is great self-knowledge.

True self-knowledge

leads to a humility that will open the way for the Lord to develop
3
the mind, and mold and discipline character."
It is to comply to some degree to the above counsel and
provide a basis for negotiating openly with his role set that the
writer presents the following section.

The writer will disclose

information that some may consider private.

However, most of the

information will be set forth descriptively without conclusive

^White, Testimonies for the Church, 4:85.
2Ibid., 2:511.

3Ibid.
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interpretation, except where the writer deems it necessary.

Follow

ing a brief biographical sketch, work experience, and theological
frame of reference in which he does his work, the results of certain
psychological and other tests will be disclosed.

This is an attempt

to obtain a profile of the pastor as he is at this point in his life

A Brief Biographical Sketch
The writer was born on a farm in western central Illinois,
October 27, 1922.

Along with his exposure to all the facets of

farm life he spent his first twenty years attending schools in
rural and small town centers.

Being oriented to farm life, he

considered that occupation when setting his goals in life.

How

ever, all this changed when providences led him into the U.S. Navy,
overseas service, and eventual conversion to Jesus Christ in 1945.
From then on his steps led him more and more toward the gospel
ministry.

Late in the year of 1945 a second spiritual crisis took

place in his life which led him into the Seventh-day Adventist
church.

Following his discharge from the Navy in February of 1946,

he was baptized into the Seventh-day Adventist church.

He worked

with his brother on the home farm until September 1946, when he
began his first denominational service as a literature evangelist.
A year later he enrolled at what was then known as Emmanuel
Missionary College, now Andrews University, and graduated in June
of 1951 with a Bachelor of Arts degree in religion.
In 1948 the writer married Alma Cummings, also of Illinois,
whom he had met in connection with his literature evangelistic
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work.

Three daughters were born to them.

At the present only the

youngest remains at home since the two oldest daughters are married.

Work Experience and Employment

,

Upon graduation from college in 1951 the writer was employed
by the Illinois Conference of Seventh-day Adventists as an assistant
publishing director of student colporteurs.

Later that same year

the Illinois Conference employed him full time as an assistant to
a senior pastor doing evangelistic work.

Four months later he was

assigned to pastor a three-church district in western Illinois.

He

remained in the Illinois conference as a pastor of a number of small
churches until 1964, except for a two-year absence while attending
the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary.

In 1964 the

Michigan Conference invited him to serve as pastor of one of the
suburban Detroit churches, where he remained until 1966.

In 1966 he

accepted a position in an overseas college teaching theology which
he filled for six years.

Further education drew the writer and

his family to Andrews University in 1972.

He then enrolled in the

Doctor of Ministry program when it was first offered by Andrews
University in June 1973.

During his work toward the Doctor of

Ministry degree he became the pastor of the Grand Rapids Central
Seventh-day Adventist church, which has already been identified
as one Of the foci of this study.

The Writer's Theological and
Working Frame of Reference
The beginning pastor's concepts of the ministry and his
philosophies concerning it develop rapidly in the first few years
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of his work.

These concepts often change as the pastor matures

when he grasps the magnitude of the task he has undertaken.

With

due respect and regard for the formal training received during his
college days, the writer is impressed that he was inadequately
prepared for what became his work as a pastor.

In conversing with

others of his peer group, he finds he is not alone in this impression.
What was lacking in formal training and knowledge was made up in
enthusiasm and youthful zeal, as is so often the case with beginning
ministers.
A careful observer may learn a great deal about the ministry
from the context of the work itself.

As an example, the writer had

only been a member of the church one and one-half years before
attending college to prepare for the ministry.

The first board

meeting he recalls attending was after he had left college and had
entered the ministry.

Four months later he was a full-fledged

pastor of three churches and was expected to serve as chairman of
three church board meetings.

One might reason that learning how to

conduct board meetings is more caught than taught, and this may be
partially true.

However, with no reflection on those in charge

of training young men for the ministry in those days, very little
instruction was given in the art of conducting board meetings or
many other of the routine duties which are a part of the minister’s
work in the local church.
The writer's concept and philosophy of ministry grew out
of his own understanding of his denominational Christian heritage,
his study of theology, and the community and local church traditions
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of which he is a part.

One bit of advice given by two conference

officials proved to be somewhat of a base from which the writer
sought to direct his ministry.

Early in his first pastorate the

writer was visited by these men for business purposes and one made
the suggestion that the writer should try to conduct a well-balanced
ministry.

The implication seemed to be that if the pastor meets

the goals and deadlines of the conference and the demands of his
parishioners, as well as those of himself and his family, he should
enjoy a successful ministry.

Also implied was that one's effect

iveness in the ministry is determined by the degree of his ability
to engage effectively in a wide range of activities presenting
themselves in the pastorate.

This counsel, coming from highly

respected men, was received as good counsel, and an attempt
was

made to implement it from the beginning.
Since graduating from college in 1951 the writer has spent

seventeen years in the pastorate, six years in teaching theology,
and three years pursuing advanced degrees at the Seventh-day Ad
ventist Theological Seminary.

As pastor or as assistant pastor,

he has been associated with twenty-four congregations during this
period of time.

His average length of stay as a pastor in any one

pastorate has been nearly two years.

His longest stay in any one

pastorate was two years and nine months and his shortest was one
year.

This average stay in the pastorate may be less than normal,

but it appears to be the pattern of many of his colleagues.

The

writer would be the first to admit that the moves took place too
frequently and that the length of time in any one pastorate was
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too short.

However, at the time he entered the ministry, Seventh-

day Adventist pastors seemed to move more frequently than in recent
years.
Concerning the frequently moving pastor.

The reasons for

pastoral transfers are as varied and intriguing as the people
involved.

The most common reason is the opportunity for so

called "advancement" in the denominational hierarchy of positions.
This, coupled with the desire to find a more suitable position
to fit one's particular abilities, probably accounts for the
majority of pastoral transfers.

A number of pastors are trans

ferred into nonpastoral positions in the denominational work
system.

Many move from the pastorate into teaching, chaplaincy,

conference administration, and departmental positions.

While no

statistics are available within the Seventh-day Adventist church
as to the number of pastors transferring into nonpastoral positions,
some statistics are available from other denominations.
Ex-pastors and those who move into nonpastoral positions
tend to have shorter stays in local pastorates.

According to one

study as to why men leave the parish ministry, it was found that ex
pastors "have a stronger pattern of early changes than pastors in
denomination, in career, and in jobs."'*'

Furthermore it was found

that reasons for leaving the pastorate include

"personal crises,

a sense of inadequacy, disillusionment and frustration with the
church, inability to relocate when necessary, family problems, and

■^Gerald J. Jud, Edgar W. Mills, Jr., and Genevieve Walters
Burch, Ex-Pastors: Why Men Leave the Parish Ministry (Philadelphia:
The Pilgrim Press, 1970), p. 59.
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attractive work opportunities."'*'

The study reveals the frequent

moves among pastors is not so much a dropout crisis but more of
a mobility and morale crisis in the ministry.

Also it notes that

those pastors who enter secular employment do not consider
themselves ex-ministers in that they have merely enlarged their
understanding of their vocation to include so-called secular
professions.2
Whatever the reasons for frequent pastoral moves may be,
it is likely that the short-term pastorate is not as effective
as it could be in practically all aspects of ministerial concerns.
The writer has observed that pastoral moves within the Seventh-day
Adventist denomination are determined to a great extent by the
pastor-eyangelist concept of the Seventh-day Adventist minister.
He is not just a pastor, he is also an evangelist.

3

Furthermore it

appears that Seventh-day Adventist ministers are amenable first to
their conference employing organization and that they are to hold
themselves available at all times to serve at any place the organi
zation should direct.
However, the writer has further observed that the older and
more experienced a pastor is the less likely the conference officials
are to impose their will upon the pastor contrary to his own wishes.
The approach to move is more by invitation.

On the other hand,

the younger and less experienced a pastor is the more likely it is

1Ibid.

2Ibid.

3
General Conference of SDA, "Evangelism and Finishing God's
Work," paper presented to the Annual Council, 13-21 October, 1976.
(Mimeographed.)
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that he will be asked to transfer.

He, of course, would likely

respond favorably due to his desire to develop a high level of con
fidence in him on the part of his employers.
Since leaving college in 1951 the writer has made fourteen
moves.

Only three of the moves were made on his own initiative

and those were to obtain advanced training at the theological
seminary.

The remaining eleven moves were initiated by his employ

ing organization or another organization that wished his services.
In practically every instance, however, the offical who made the
contact permitted the writer to make the decision as to whether he
would care to move.

In his earlier experience it appeared that the

heat was stronger than the light at times.

However, he has never

felt unyielding external compulsion in any of his moves from
pastorate to pastorate or from pastoral to nonpastoral positions.
Finally, among other reasons the frequently moving pastor
may reflect a poor picture of himself.
distorted and limited.

His self-knowledge may be

He may not have a good self-image and feel

inadequate about his competence as a minister.

This may reflect

itself in restlessness followed by a desire to move and begin over
again in a new setting.
This points up the importance of knowing oneself as a
pastor and being satisfied with that knowledge.

It is with this

concern to which the next section of this chapter is devoted.
How does a pastor go about determining his strengths and weaknesses,
his competencies and incompetencies?

What tools are available for
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this purpose?

As will be seen ample help may be obtained concerning

these matters.

Personality and Vocational Profile
of the Focal Person
In this section the concern is to present the self-assessment
of the focal person or the pastor.

To obtain as accurate self-

knowledge as possible, the writer arranged a two and one-half day
visit to the Midwest Career Development Center in Columbus, Ohio.
Four of the total of six tests were taken there and two additional
tests were taken in connection with the Doctor of Ministry coursework at Andrews University.

Of the six tests three related to

personality, one with concept mastery or intelligence, one in
volved conflict management, and one surveyed vocational interest.
The two and one-half days at the Midwest Career Development Center
were during the month of October 1974, near the end of the writer’s
first year in the Grand Rapids pastorate.

The four tests taken at

that time were Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory, Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator-Form F, Concept Mastery Test-Form T, and a Personal
Orientation Inventory.

The program at the center is explained in

some detail in a letter by the staff.^
Although a variety of benefits are available to the clients
who attend the center, the chief contribution to the writer came
from the tests that were taken and the consequent results with
the interpretations provided by the staff.

^See appendix C.
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The two tests taken at Andrews University were administered
as follows:

The Conflict Management Survey was taken in connection

with the Doctor of Ministry course in church administration, during
the winter quarter of 1974.
taken January 17, 1977.

The 16PF personality profile test was

The results of these tests taken by the

writer will be presented under the headings of personality, con
cept mastery, conflict management, and vocational interests.
Tests involving personality.
recently.

The 16PF test was taken most

It was administered by Dr. Eldon Chalmers, Clinical

Psychologist and Professor of Pastoral Care, Seventh-day Adventist
Theological Seminary, Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan.
It is a test designed to rate the client on sixteen major personality
traits for adults.

The standard of measurement in this test is on

a s.cale of one to ten, with five and six considered average.
According to the one administering the test, the 16PF test
is considered to be one of the most accurate of personality tests
available.

By taking both sections of the test the degree of

accuracy is somewhat increased.

Both sections were taken by the

writer.
The profile resulting from this test revealed both positive
and negative traits to the writer.

On the positive side he rated

average or slightly better on twelve of the sixteen traits.

He

rated slightly below on four of the traits.
The writer was rated eight on the ten point scale in his A
and B factors involving his attitudes and relationships with others.
This discloses him as higher than average in being outgoing,
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warmhearted, and intelligent in terms of abstract thinking.

His C

factor rated him to be at four on the ten point scale indicating
that he is affected by feelings somewhat with a slight tendency
toward low ego strength.
He registered at three on the scale concerning humility and
docility, factor E, which is lower than average and might be con
sidered a positive trait.

He also registered three on the F factor

which implies he has a serious attitude toward life.
The writer rated average on the G factor which measures con
scientiousness.

He also ranked average on the H factor being

equally balanced between shyness and venturesomeness, but shot up
to eight on the scale toward being tender-minded and sensitive.

As

will be seen, this may reflect a slight tendency toward introversion
Most ministers, according to the psychologist, rate high in tender
mindedness and sensitiveness.
He rated slightly better than average as a trusting person.
The test rated the writer about equally balanced between being
practical and imaginative.

He reflected a little above average

amount of apprehension, self-reproach, and insecurity (seven on
the ten point scale).

However, his Q1 factor, which was also

seven on the scale, revealed him as experimenting, free-thinking,
and liberal.

This might help to offset his apprehension, self-

reproach, and insecurity.
The writer was equally as balanced between the need for
being group dependent and being self-sufficient.

The same balance

was maintained for being self-controlled and undisciplined.
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Finally, factor Q4 revealed a trait indicating that, at the time,
the writer was tense and frustrated, driven and overwrought.

The

clinical psychologist gives assuracne that this may be lowered by
following some simple rules for a few weeks— a program the writer
(

is, currently observing.
In summary, the writer obtained a clearer picture of him
self through the 16PF test.

It provided helpful personal insights

to strengths and weaknesses and an encouragement to improve in the
days to come.
A personal orientation inventory was taken by the writer
at the Midwest Career Development Center, Columbus, Ohio, on
September 29, 1974.
statements.

The inventory consists of a number of paired

The client is asked to choose which of the statements

most applies, to himself.

It is therefore, an inventory of oneself.

Eyen though certain changes in attitude may have taken place
within the writer since the test was taken, it appears that some of
the same weaknesses were revealed then as was apparent on the 16PF
profile.

A brief look at the P.0.1, profile sheet discloses that

the writer was very low in his Tc factor (time competence) at that
time.

According to the counselor he was living either in the past

or the future and not very much in the present.

The counselor

pointed out that this may also have influenced the low C factor
involving warm interpersonal relationships because the writer
would not be quite present in his feelings.

At that time he also

showed a low self-perception and some difficulty accepting himself
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in spite of known weaknesses.

He was somewhat rigid in his appli

cation of values, which is perhaps somewhat normal for his pro
fession.
On the positive side he was above average on five of the
twelve factors.
actualization.

He was average in his inner directedness and selfHe rated well in being sensitive to his own feelings

and needs, and he also revealed an ability to express his feelings.
He came out positive in his ability to see the opposite viewpoint
as having some value.

He revealed an ability to accept feelings

of anger and aggression.

It appears that the inventory supports

some of the same positive aspects as did the 16PF profile test.
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator - Form F test was also
administered at the Midwest Career Development Center.
on Qctober 7, 1974.

It was taken

It is concerned with the difference in person

ality that results from the way a person perceives and the way he
judges or organizes.

Perception takes place through the senses and

through intuition, whereas judging or organizing takes place
through thinking and feeling.

This determines personality type.

A personality type grows out of the kind of perceiving and the kind
of judging process persons prefer and how they use them.

Four pairs

of combinations are provided as a criterion for evaluating the
client's results.

They are extroversion and introversion; sensing

and intuition; thinking and feeling; judging and perceiving.
The results of P.0.1, taken by the writer reveals that he
prefers the judging, feeling, intuition, and introversion approach
to life.

A closer look at each of these shows that in judging the
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writer approaches life in a planned, well-ordered way and aims to
regulate life and control it.

His feeling indicates he is sympa

thetic and "feels" that human likes and dislikes are more
important than logic.

He was about equally inclined to sensing

as to intuition as a means of perceiving things.

His primary

intuitive approach indicates that he values imagination, in
spirations, and possibilities and is good at new ideas, projects,
and problem solving.

On the other hand his secondary sensing way

inclines him to be practical and realistic.

Finally his favorite

process involving introversion indicates that he likes to reflect
before acting and think before speaking and drawing conclusions.
Perhaps of all the tests this more specifically points out
the direction the writer ought to go in terms of his work life.
His particular type prefers the intuition and feeling approach to
life.

They focus their attention on possibilities and handle these

with personal warmth.

They thus tend to be enthusiastic and in

sightful and find their scope in research, teaching, preaching,
counseling, writing, or psychology.
A test involving academic intelligence.

The Concept

Mastery Test was also administered at the Midwest Career Develop
ment Center.

It was taken by the writer on October 8, 1974.

is divided into two parts.

It

Part I involves synonyms and antonyms

and part II analogies.
While not an I.Q. test the Concept Mastery Test measures
the intellectual level of the client.

He is compared with others

of the same profession and educational level.

The writer was
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compared with the graduate student educational level.

He registered

slightly lower than the average graduate student who had taken the
test at the Midwest Career Development Center.
The implications to the writer were explained by his
counselor at the center.

It was felt that the writer has potentials

for graduate work and could fill the professional positions of
pastor and teacher of theology without intellectual embarrassment.
A test involving conflict meanagement.
ment Survey was taken in January 1974.

The Conflict Manage

This survey is based on the

premise that one’s view of conflict and his consequent predisposition
to handle conflicts in certain ways are more important determinants
of conflict outcomes than the nature of the conflict itself.

The

survey is designed to provide information about the manner in which
individuals react to and attempt to manage differences between them
selves and others.

It identifies styles of conflict management

which include personal, interpersonal, small group, and intergroup.
The survey measures five different styles of relating to
conflict.

The 9/1 style is characterized by win-lose, in other words

the emphasis is on personal goals to the virtual exclusion of any
concern for personal relationships.

The 1/9 style has as its

dominant conflict management style the concern for the effect of
the conflict upon the well being of his relationships.

He seeks

to appease others by ignoring, denying, and otherwise avoiding con
flict.

The 1/1 style is inclined to hopelessness in times of con

flict, or a lose-leave style.

The person tends to leave the con

flict psychologically if not physically.

The 5/5 is a compromise
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style including a little bit of winning coupled with a little bit
of losing.

It often results in a climate of suspicion among

parties to the conflict.
Finally the 9/9 conflict management style attaches major
importance to goals of those involved in the conflict along with
the well being of the relationship.
in a problem-solving way.

Differences are confronted

It rests on the assumption that a working

through of differences may lead to a more creative solution of both
personal and interpersonal problems than could be achieved by any
single person.
Graph 1 indicates the styles of conflict management the
writer used most at the time the test was given.

It shows that the

1/1, or lose-leave style, dominated the writer at that time.
noted above, in this style

As

the person tends to leave the conflict

psychologically, if not physically, to avoid being caught up in
endless struggles which he feels he cannot win.
It is also important to observe the backup styles that the
writer most commonly turns to when his dominant style is not
acceptable.

The writer, at the time, used acceptably both the 9/1,

or win-lose style, and the 1/9, or yield-lose style.

There was a

slight favoritism shown towards the 1/9, yield-lose, as the writer's
backup style of facing conflict.

This reflects a concern on his

part for preserving the relationship.
The writer's use of the 5/5, compromise style, was shown
to be sufficiently strong in personal and small-group situations,
but weaker than desirable in interpersonal and intergroup
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Personal

9/9

5/5

1

9/1

1

Small Group

Fig. 1. Four graphs concerning personal, interpersonal,
small group, and intergroup conflict management by the focal pastor.

situations.

Finally, except for intergroup-conflict situations, the

writer revealed a weaker than desirable use of the 9/9, problem
solving style, in all of the other situations pictured in the
graphs.
In summary, the writer was made aware of a tendency to flee
conflict situations.

If the conflict does not go away he is in

clined to yield rather than jeopardize his relationship with others.
It appears there is a need for him to strengthen his negotiative
skills in his management of conflict situations.

This is pertinent
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information in view of it's importance in negotiating for a more
fruitful ministry.
A test involving vocational preference.

The Strong-

Campbell Interest Inventory was taken in connection with the writer's
visit at the Midwest Career Development Center, October 4, 1974.
It is used to show one's work interests in a general way and to
show the kinds of work in which he would be comfortable.

It reveals

work, areas of the client that match those of other employed people.
It measures interests and not abilities.

Because of its significance

in terms of this project it will be discussed with a view to deter
mining a course of action for the future.
Three sets of scores are presented to the client in his
inventory report.
client's, interests.

The first set give a general overall view of the
The second set reveals basic interests within

specific areas such as sales, music, or mechanical.

The third set

is designed to disclose how similar or dissimilar one is to employed
people in various occupations such as artists or mathematicians.
1.

The writer ranked highest in the first set of scores

with conventional type work preferring jobs in which he is fully
aware of what he is supposed to do and which involve the use of
verbal and numerical skills that characterize office work.

He

identified with people who fit well into large organizations but
do not seek leadership.

Such people describe themselves as con

ventional, stable, well-controlled, and dependable.

They are most

effective at well-defined tasks, and they value material possessions
and status.

His next highest occupational theme was the S-theme,
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or social.

Such people are sociable, responsible, and concerned

with the welfare of others and human problems.

A third theme

that was very near to the social theme for the writer was the
R-theme, or realistic theme.
and physically strong.

Such people are rugged, practical,

They like outdoor work and working with

tools.
In summary the writer ranked from highest to lowest the
six categories of occupational interests in the following order:
conventional, social, realistic, investigative, artistic, and
enterprising.
2,
pure types of work.

The second set of scores concerned basic interest in
They reveal areas in which one would find

satisfaction or dissatisfaction.

The higher the score the more

likely one would identify and enjoy that type of work, and the
lower the score the less likely he would enjoy that type of work.
The writer did not.identify very highly with any activity, but
was somewhat high in four and average in. sixteen activities.

As

might be expected he was highest in religious activities but, to
his surprise, military activities followed.

Social service and

office practices were much less of a surprise.
From this the writer would identify with people working in
the religious field, particularly directors of Christian education,
priests, and ministers.

He also would identify somewhat with a

military officer, police officer, or an airplane pilot.

As a

social worker he would be comfortable as a social worker, guidance
counselor, or minister.
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3.

The third and final set of scores represents occupational

scales of similarity or dissimilarity.

These scores indicate the

degree of similarity between the writer's interests and those of
employed people who are of the same Sex.

The results show the

writer identifies with college professors, priests, and ministers.
Finally, the printout stated that the writer's academicinterest indicates a similarity of interests with people who go to
college and obtain a baccalaureate degree, such as teachers and
nurses.

His introversion— extroversion score was average with a

slight preference for working with people.
To summarize what the Strong-Campbell Inventory is saying
to the writer, it appears that the combination of interests should
cause him to consider work that involves teaching in a well-ordered
environment in which concern for people is important.

He would

also be satisfied with the ministry, but might experience a higher
degree,of stress because of certain tendencies revealed in other
tes.ts described earlier.

Because one cannot perform equally well

in every occupation, the benefit of knowing where one can find
greatest satisfaction is extremely important.
Most of the tests speak for themselves and a fairly clear
picture of the writer has been disclosed.
but is not pertinent to this study.

Much more might be said

Because of the personal nature

of this section it is hoped the reader will treat with charity that
which has been disclosed.

Suffice it to say it has been an attempt

to comply with the admonition to examine oneself.
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Summary
In this chapter an attempt has been made to present a verbal
picture of a specific church, city, and conference.

These collec

tively are the major role senders to the focal person of this study.
There has also been an attempt to describe the position along with
a brief study of the amount of time involved in the position based
on actual records kept by the writer.
pastor has been described.

Finally, the writer as the

Included in the description of the

pastor was a biographical sketch, work experience, theological and
working frame of reference, and the results of a battery of per
sonality tests;, surveys, and inventories that were taken in
anticipation of this study.
The purpose of this chapter describing the role set has been
to provide helpful knowledge for the negotiating process for a more
effective ministry.

What has been found that will be useful in

this process?
First, the geographical location may have some effect upon
the expectations of the pastor.

As a northern city in the Mid

western part of the United States, Grand Rapids reflects a strong
conservative religious culture.

As compared to other cities of its

size in which the writer has served as pastor, there seems to be a
greater religious influence than is evident in most other cities.
As a "city of churches" almost all types of religious groups may be
found there.

The stronger religious groups appear to be among the

conservative, Protestant variety.

The Grand Rapids Central Seventh-

day Adventisit congregation reflects much of this conservatism,
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variety of backgrounds, and religious culture.

Such a picture has

implications for the pastor.
Secondly, the pastor's position provides a wide variety
of opportunities for him to exercise his pastoral skills.

He may

function as a leader of pastors, preacher, teacher, chaplain,
administrator, organizer, counselor, and community relations
director.

To fulfill all these roles the pastor will need to know

how to manage his time.
Finally, the pastor, as the focal person, found himself to
be within the normal range of humanity.

However, there were some

variations, which, of course, help to make, up this normality.
These will need to be considered in any negotiative setting in
which he is involved.

A few of his dominant qualities include his

ability to relate well to others as friendly and outgoing, his
seriousness with life, his sensitivity to others (and himself),
his tendencies toward being trusting and accepting, socially aware,
experimentative, self-reproachful, and driven.
working alone or with others.

He enjoys equally

In time of conflict he tends to

prefer to leave and lose rather than to negotiate.

He tends to

identify vocationally with those in the ministerial profession or
with college teachers.
The question that is now of concern is how would this person
meet the expectations of the role set involved in this study?

To

determine this the pastor must gain deeper insights as to just
what does the role set expect of him.
manifest?

What attitudes must he

How much time is he expected to spend in his work?

What
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procedures or methods are preferred in his approach to his work?
These and other equally important questions must be answered as
clearly as possible before the pastor is able to'enter into the
negotiation process.

It is to the analysis of the expectations

expressed by the role set in response to the survey form that
the next two chapters are devoted.

CHAPTER V

THE RESPONSES OF GROUPS TO THE SURVEY AND AN ATTEMPT
TO ANALYZE THE RESPONSES TO SECTIONS I AND VIII
CONCERNING ADMINISTRATION AND TIME

In chapter IV an attempt was made to identify the major
divisions of the focal pastor's role set.

These include the Grand

Rapids Central SDA congregation, the Michigan conference officers,
and committee members.

Also a profile of the pastor was given.

The study is designed to provide specific information about
a specific church and its pastor with a view toward negotiating a
more effective ministry.

It is an attempt to be as open as pos

sible to make the negotiating process more meaningful.
This chapter begins to analyze the responses to the survey
instrument, or questionnaire.

It introduces the various sub

groups as they identified themselves in their responses to the
introductory questions of the instrument.

This chapter will also

provide an analysis of section I of the survey form which concerns
administrative and organizational expectations.

The chapter will

conclude with an analysis of section VIII of the questionnaire
which concerns time expectations of the pastor.
The balance of the survey analysis will be presented in
chapter VI.

Part II of the questionnaire, concerning leadership
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style, will not be treated independently, but the issues involved
will be introduced as they supply pertinent information to the
other sections under consideration in this study.

An Analysis of the Responses of the
Subgroups to the Survey
The plan of this study was to survey the Grand Rapids
Central Seventh-day Adventist congregation, the Conference Committee
of the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, and certain
former pastors and assistant pastors who have served the congre
gation.

It was believed that a total survey of the entire church

membership would provide a better picture than limiting the survey
to either random sampling or a select few.

Every member of the

church except those living too far away to attend the services in
Grand Rapids was. included in the survey.

Approximately five hundred

copies of the survey form were mailed out to the various groups on
September 22, 1976.

Total Response
In order to identify three specific groups a color code
system was devised.

It was decided to send pink questionnaires to

the conference committee and ministers, yellow to church officers
and deacons, and white forms to the
mately 430 copies were sent to the

nonofficer laity.

Approxi

nonofficer laity, forty copies

were sent to the officers and deacons of the church, and thirty to
the conference group.
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By January 1, 1977, 213 copies of the survey form had been
returned.

A self-addressed stamped envelope had been enclosed

with the form.

Except for a few public announcements during the

Sabbath worship hour, there was no further communication with
the recipients of the survey form.
The 213 forms that were returned represent 43 percent of
the total sent out.

A total of 190 of the respondents were

members of the congregation and twenty-three were conference
employees.

Three responses were from the pastor and his family

and are treated separately.

Responses from the various color

coded groups are reflected in table 4.

TABLE 4.’— Number of responses from the congregation and conference

Group of
Respondents

Number

Responses............ ............
Nonofficer l a i t y ................
Officers and d e a c o n s ............
Conference group .................

Percent

213
167
23
23

100
78.40
10.80
10.80

Responses from the Congregation
The congregation reflects a wide diversity among its members
in educational, economic, and professional status.
make a more heterogenous than homogenous unit.

This tends to

The degree of heter

ogeneity will be observed when the questionnaire responses are
analyzed.
The strength of any congregation is reflected in the number
of family units within the constituency.

There are approximately
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275 separate family units in the congregation.

The women exceed

the men by almost two to one— 63 percent females and 37 percent
males.

There are approximately 176 men and 299 vfomen in the con

gregation.
One hundred eighty-four usable survey forms were received
from the local congregation.

The responses to the first question

of the introductory page reveals that of these, fifty-six identi
fied themselves as men and 122 as women.

Compared to the pro

portion of men and women in the church slightly fewer men than
expected responded and slightly more women.

Possible reasons for

this may have been that many men did not take the time to do it;
a tendency to leave such matters to their wives, mothers, or sisters
or possibly even a simple lack of interest.

Table 5 provides a

clear breakdown of the number of men and women who responded to the

TABLE 5.— Responding laymen according to sex
Group
Responding
Responses . . . . .
No answer ........
M e n ..............
Women ............

Number

........
........
........
........

184
9
56
119

Percent

100.0
4.9
30.4
64.7

The second portion of the introductory page of the survey
form was designed to elicit approximate ages of the respondents.
Although no specific ages were requested the respondent was asked
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to select the age group into which he belonged.

These were, less
/
than 20 years Old, 20-35j 36-49, 50-64, and over 65. Table 6

reveals that of the group from the church who responded almost half
of the respondents were fifty years old or older.

TABLE 6.— Responding laymen according to age
Age Range

Number

Responses ................
No answer ................
Under 20 years old . . . .
20 to 35 years old . . . .
36 to 49 years old . . . .
50. to 64 years old . . . .
Over 65 years old ........

........
........
........
........
........
........

184
8
29
30
36
39
42

Percent
100.0
4.9
15.2
16.3
19.6
21.2
22.8

The proportion of the number of men and women in the various age
groups was in keeping with what would be expected except in the
under-twenty-year-old group.

There were only four young men under

the age of twenty that responded.
A third section of the introductory portion of the survey
form was designed to determine the attendance patterns of the re
spondents.

Five distinct categories were outlined.

The respondent

was asked to check the one that best fit his attendance pattern.
Those suggested were:

almost every week, two or three times per

month, not more than once per month, less than ten times per year,
or

never.

Table 7 reveals the pattern for the total group of

laymen who responded.
An attendance pattern of two to three times per month might
be considered regular attendance.

By adding those who attend
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almost every week and those who attend two or three times per month
one finds that 82 percent who responded attend regularly.

On the

other hand only 11 percent of those who responded, to the survey
have poor attendance patterns of the last three categories in the
table, i.e., not more than once per month, less than ten times
per year, or never attend.

It may be concluded that those re

sponding to this survey represent a devoted group of strong
supporters for the church and its pastor.

TABLE 7,— Attendance patterns of responding laity
Attendance
Pattern

Number

Responses
..............
No a n s w e r ................................
Almost every w e e k ................
Two to three times per m o n t h ..............
Not more than once per m o n t h ..............
Less than ten times per y e a r ..............
Never attend
..................

184
10
137
15
9
10
3

Percent

100.0
5.4
74.5
8.2
4.9
5.4
1.6

There were some variations in attendance among some of the
subgroups.

The men who responded appear to be less regular in their

attendance than the women.

Eighty-eight percent of the women attend

at least two to three times per month.

Only 82 percent of the men

attend two to three times per month or more.

The 20-49-year-old age

group exceeded the under 20 and the over 50-year-old age groups in
their attendance patterns.

Eighty-nine percent of the 20-49-year-old

age group attend regularly, 86 percent of the under 20-year-old group
and 84 percent of the over 50-year-old age group attend regularly.
While a conclusive trend in attendance is not evident, it appears
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that the older group have a slightly less regular attendance pattern
than their youthful fellow members.
•

Responses from the Conference Group
This survey was planned to invite responses from the
Michigan Conference officers, the executive committee, and certain
former pastors and assistant pastors of the Grand Rapids SDA church.
Since most of the pastors have served as members of the executive
committee and therefore have an affinity with the group of conference
officers, it was decided to treat them as part of the conference
group when tallying the results.

This conference group plays an

important role in the life of the pastor and influences him consid
erably in his approach to his ministry.
A total of twenty-three survey forms were completed and
returned by the conference group.
were men.

All the respondents in this group

Inasmuch as these men do not attend the focal church the

attendance patterns for this group is not pertinent to this study.
However, the age range of the conference group may be of some
interest.

It is to be expected that this group would represent a

fairly mature age.

The approximate age of the various members is

revealed in table 8.

The Subgroups Identified
The above analysis of the responses to the questionnaire
identify a number of subgroups that provide the basis for comparison
in the analyses that follows.

To limit the number of subgroups

certain age and attendance groups were combined.

Table 9 provides
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TABLE 8.— Age range of conference committee members and ministers

Age Range

Number

20-35 years old
36-49 years old
50-64 years old
Over 65 years old

5
8
9
1

Percent
21.7
34.8
39.1
4.3

TABLE 9.— Identification and listing of subgroups
Number

Subgroup

Percent

Les.s. than twenty years o l d ............

29

13.6

Twenty to forty-nine years old • • • • .■ •

94

44.1

Fifty years old or older . . . . . . . . ■ •

81

38.0

Attend less than every week

.......... ■ •

37

17.3

Attend almost every week .............. • •

137

64.4

56

26.2

122

57.2

23

10.7

Nonofficer l a i t y .............. .. . . ,. .

160

75.1

Total laity

184

86.3

23

10.7

216

100.0

M a l e ...................... ...........
F e m a l e ............ ................ . .
Officers and deacons . ................

. ................. . . . ,. •

Conference group . ..................
Total sample

,
. .
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a summary of those groups that emerged from the combinations and
those that naturally fall into separate categories.
A further combining of subgroups allowed -for seven pairs
as a basis for comparison.

These seven pairs are the male/female

groups; the under-fifty/over-fifty age groups; the officers_anddeacons/nonofficer-laity groups; the attend-almost-every-week/lessthan-every-week groups; the officer-and-deacon/conference groups;
the nonofficer-laity/conference groups; and, the total laity/
conference groups.

To determine the degree of difference between

the pairs of subgroups a Chi-square test was applied.^

The Purpose and Plan of the Survey
The purpose of this survey is to determine the expectations
of the pastor by his role set in certain areas of his ministry.

It

is also the purpose to determine the areas of his ministry over
which significant disagreement exists between certain subgroups.
The degree and intensity of preference on the part of the various
groups will be observed.
The main body of the survey form is divided into two parts.
The first part contains eight sections; the last part only one.
The eight sections of part one of the survey form include:

Admin

istration and Organization, items 1-18; Community Relations, items
19-24; Evangelism and Outreach, items 25-29; Counseling and Pastoral
Visitation, items 30-44; Personal and Family, items 45-56; Preaching
and Worship, items 57-63; Teaching and Training, items 64-69; and
Time, item 70.

^See chapter I, p. 14 concerning the Chi-square test and
its meaning in this study.
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The responddnts were asked to check the number of their
preference for each statement regarding the duties of the Grand
Rapids Central SDA church pastor.

Five responses were possible:

1— Absolutely must, 2--Preferably should, 3— May or may not, 4—
Preferably should not, and, 5— Absolutely must not.
Part II of the questionnaire had eight questions.

It was

designed to determine the preference concerning the pastor's
attitudes toward certain facets of his work and life.

Included

were matters related to personal counseling, community relations,
motivation for the ministry, teaching and preaching, conflict,
and leadership style,

The respondent was asked to choose between

two possible approaches to a specific function, attitude or,
concept.

Questions found in Part II of the questionnaire will be

discussed in connection with their corresponding subjects in Part I.
For example, questions 77 and 78 will be discussed in connection
Vith section I of part I under the subject of Administration and
Organization.
In discussing each of the sections of the questionnaire,
first, there will be a preliminary statement concerning the nature
of the work involved.

Secondly, an analysis of the results with

appropriate tables or exhibits will be presented.

Third, a brief

summary and conclusion will follow.

Section I— Concerning Administrative and
Organizational Expectations of the Pastor
Concerning Organization and Administration
The Christian church has always had some form of organization
since its inception.

This has necessitated religious administration.
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The local church pastor may engage in administration and organization
in practically every level of his work.

It may be educational—

involving the church school and Sabbath school; it may be financial—
involving the church budget; or, it may be managerial— directing an
office in the church.
How the pastor conceives the function of the church in the
world will determine his administrative approach.

If he thinks of

the church only as a center for preaching, he may resent the demands
made upon him for counseling or directing the work flow of others.
He may prefer to serve as the chief minister and evangelist and
expect others to serve as helpers to his ministry.

On the other

hand if he sees the ministry as ultimately belonging to the church,
he will function in a different manner.

He will likely be less

autocratic and more democratic in his leadership style.

He will

see himself as one minister among many other ministers his only
advantage being his special skills and training.

He will welcome

every skill and talent in other members of the congregation as a
potential benefit to the total ministry of the church.
What is church administration?

It is defined as:

The necessary activities of church leaders involved in
leading the church toward fulfillment of its total ministry.
These activities include the organizing, planning, and pro
moting the church's program through enlistment of all members
to participate in the work necessary for the achievement of
the church's mission.1
While the Christian church has always required adminis
trators, changes in the current century have made the skill almost

^Franklin M. Segler, A Theology of Church and Ministry
(Nashville, Tenn.: Broadman Press, 1960), p. 207.
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mandatory for the local pastor.
greater demands upon the pastor.

Since 1900 the church has made
According to Leach, "The

minister's tasks have doubled and tripled.
become common practice in the parish.
way to church finance.

Church offices have

Collections have given

Pulpit announcements have been succeeded

by good programs of public relations."^
has emerged in the current century.

A new type of minister

He seldom lives in the

parsonage next door to the church but owns his own home in the
suburbs.

He is. likely to leave his home each morning and commute

to his office as do many others of the business world.

He will

care for administrative matters during the morning hours, visit
hospital patients or homes in the afternoon, and return to his home
in the evening.

The church facilities are in almost daily use.

As administrator, he serves as an imparter of information, director
of his part-time office secretary, and general overseer of the total
program of the church.
Whether the local pastor accepts the administrative role as
a part of his portfolio or not, he functions as an administrator.
It is expected of him today.

He is the head of the local church.

He may do well or poorly, but he is still the administrator of the
local church.

Vidich and Bensman found in their study of a local

congregation that no matter what other skills the pastor has he is
expected to be a good organizer.

They found that "if the minister

^"William H. Leach, Handbook of Church Management (Englewood
Gliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1958), p. 1.
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is not a good organizer, he is a poor minister.

No allowances are

made for lack of administrative ability."^
While the pastor is truly an administrator it is with a
difference.

He must administer from a different base than his

business executive counterpart.
system.

He works with a voluntary social

His constituents are loyal to the organization from

motivations that vary widely from person to person.

His ad

ministrative skill must be greater because it is person centered
and relational and is of eternal consequence.

He must lead but

he. is unable to utilize material rewards and punishments for co
operation or non^cooperation.

However, he may still use the skills

of an administrator.
Unfortunately the average pastor has received little train
ing in church administration during his formal schooling.

He is

trained in theology, in preaching, and, to some degree, in pastoral
counseling.

He has had very little training in church management

which, according to Blizzard, occupies about 50 percent of his time
in the parish.

2

Furthermore, he finds administration, as it is

carried out today, difficult to support theologically or biblically
This may tend to place it in a lower priority level than certain
other functions such as preaching, teaching, or praying.

To engage

^"Arthur J. Vidich and Joseph Bensman, Small Town in Mass
Society, quoted in S. Burkett Milner, An Empirical Examination
into the Ministerial Role Expectations of Clergy (Northwestern
University: Unpublished Doctoral Thesis, 1970), p. 14.

2

Blizzard, "The Minister's Dilemma," The Christian Century
(April 25, 1956), p. 509.
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In it may create a feeling of futility or frustration.

He may be

reactive rather than proactive in his administrative task.

He may

become confused as to the limits of his task.
What must the pastor do?
of executive methods.
discreetly.

First, he will need some knowledge

He will need to delegate intelligently and

He will need to work smarter, not harder.

Secondly,

he will need to make his congregation and conference aware of his
work load so that he may be able to negotiate objectively with them
for a more successful ministry.

Neither congregation nor conference

officials will be aware of his work load without some tangible
knowledge being made available to them.

It is with this purpose

in mind that the following analysis is done.

Responses from the Survey
The discussion of the section on administration and organi
zation will be divided into several parts.

They include leadership

style, inner-church duties, duties outside the church, the adminis
trative center, and the symbolical nature of his position.
Leadership style.

Since administration involves activities

that enhance the mission of the church, much of what the pastor does
is administrative.

Using this definition, such activities as planning

the Sabbath worship service or organizing an evangelistic outreach
program are administrative.

In fact, the pastor uses administrative

skills in practically every aspect of his work.
Each pastor approaches his task with a different style,
however.

Most styles may be grouped under three descriptive terms
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which include autocratic, participative, and laissez-faire.

The

autocratic style assumes more of an authoritarian approach; the
participative style attempts to involve others in the leadership
role; and the laissez-faire tends to identify with those who
follow.

Each may he useful under certain conditions.

However,

the pastor's personality profile, his insight into human nature,
and his theological frame of reference will incline him to one or
the other of these as his dominant style'.
/

Which style did the laymen and conference group prefer in
this present study?

Two items were included in the survey that

were designed to measure leadership style preferences.

Item 77

asked the respondent to choose between a more participative (A)
or a more autocratic (B) style.

The respondents as a whole favored

the participative style, as can be seen in table 10.

It will be

observed, however, that significant differences exist between
certain pairs of subgroups.

For example, the over-fifty-year-old

group tend to favor of the autocratic style (38.27 percent) along
with those who attend less than every week

(40.54 percent).

The

groups least in favor of the autocratic leadership style were the
under-twenty-year-age group (20.70 percent) and the conference group
(13.00 percent).
This survey item was an attempt to determine which of the
two approaches used by the pastor was most acceptable to the
members of the church.

In the participative approach the pastor

sees the laymen as fellow-ministers.
among ministers.

The pastor is a minister

He and his parishioners stand as equals before

TABLE 10.— Number and percentage of responses by congregation and ministers concerning the leadership
style of the pastor of the Grand Rapids Central SDA church in reply to the statement: What leader
ship style is most acceptable?
Answer A
Participative:
Pastor Minister
Among Ministers
Number
%

No
Response
Number %

Subgroup

Answer B
Autocratic:
Pastor Chief
Others Helpers
Number
%

Total

Less than twenty years o l d ........ ..

4

13.80

19

65.50

6

20.70

29

Twenty to forty-nine years old ..........

5

5.32

65

69.15

24

25.53

94

Fifty years old or older . . .

..........

9

11.11

40

49.38

31

38.27

80

............

4

10.83

18

48.65

15

40.54

37

Attend almost every week .................

10

7.30

85

62.04

41

29.93

136

Attend less than every week

....................

4

7.14

32

57.14

20

35.71

56

Female ............

....................

10

8.20

75

61.50

36

29.50

121

Officers and deacons ....................

4

17.00

13

56.50

6

26.10

23

Nonofficer laity ............ ..

12

7.50

92

57.50

56

35.00

160

Total laity

............................

15

8.20

106

57.60

62

33.70

183

Conference group ........................

1

4.30

19

82.60

3

13.00

16

7.51

129

60.56

67

31.46

Total sample . . . .

....................

Chi-square Tests:
Male - Female
Under Fifty - Over Fifty Years Old
Officers and Deacons - Nonofficer Laity
Attend Every Week - Less than Every Week
Officers and Deacons - Conference Group
Nonofficer Laity - Conference Group
Total Laity - Conference Group

=
4057
« 4. 8801
=
4648
= 1. 9118
=
8360
= 4. 9504
= 4. 6795

df
df
df
df
df
df
df

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

p
p
p
p
p
p
p

=
=
=
=
=
=

.524
.027
.495
.167
.361
.026
.031

'

23
212

136

Male . . . . . . . .
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God.

The pastor’s skills and training only make him the leader.

These competencies are used for the good of the total ministry of
the church.'

The ministry belongs to the church not to the minister

On the other hand the autocratic approach sees the pastor
as the chief.

The laymen are his helpers in the ministry.

ministry belongs to the pastor.

The

The congregation is seen as

having a ministry only as it relates to the pastor and his
ministry.
style.

Unfortunately many

respondents

seem to prefer this

It may have implications for the pastor who tries to in

volve the church member as a part of the total ministry of the
church.
Item 78 of the questionnaire concerns the style of leader
ship involved in the setting of objectives for the church.

See

table 11 for number and percentage of responses to this item.

In

78-A, the pastor sees himself as setting the goals and the laity
joining him in the achievement of those goals.
the planning for the church's ministry.

The minister does

The laymen are involved

at the action stage.
The approach described in 78-B, however, includes the
laity in the whole planning process.

It even suggests that the

congregation has goals and objectives of its own.
the pastor will have goals of his own.

It also assumes

This approach necessitates

negotiation between the members of the congregation and the
pastor concerning their goals and objectives.

Out of this emerges

a new set of goals that perhaps both can mutually agree upon as
best for all that are involved.
created.

Thus an entirely new ministry is

TABLE 11.— Number and percentage of responses by congregation and ministers concerning a successful
ministry of the pastor of the Grand Rapids Central SDA church in reply to the statement: How will
the pastor be most successful in setting objectives?
Answer A
Pastor Sets
Obj ectives
Others Help
Number
%

No
Response
Number %

Subgroup

6

21

72.4

29

18

19.15

69

73.40

94

19

23.46

56

69.14

80

8.11

9

24.32

25

67.57

37

10

7.30

27

19.71

99

72.26

136

2

6.9

Twenty to forty-nine years old . . . . . . .

7

7.45

. ...

5

6.7

. . . . ’. . . .

3

Fifty years old or o l d e r ........ ..
Attend less than every week

Attend almost every week ........

. . ...

Total

20.7

...

Less than twenty years old ..........

Answer B
All Negotiate
Objectives Mu
tually Agree
Number
%

...

5

8.93

14

25.00

37

66.07

56

Female ................

............

...

8

6.6

23

18.9

90

77.38

121

Officers and deacons ................

...

1

4.3

4

17.4

17

73.99

22

Nonofficer laity ....................

...

13

8.12

34

21.25

113

70.62

160

Total l a i t y .............. ..........

...

14

7.6

38

20.7

131

71.2

184

Conference group ....................

...

2

8.7

3

13.0

18

78.3

23

Total sample . . . . . .

...

16

7.5

42

19.7

154

72.3

212

............

Chi-square Tests:
Male - Female
= .8465
Under Fifty - Over Fifty Years Old
= .4928
Officers and Deacons - Nonofficer Laity
= .0598
Attend Every Week - Less than Every Week = .3903
Officers and Deacons - Conference Group =
.0045
Nonofficer Laity - Conference Group
= .4011
Total Laity - Conference Group
=
.3367

df =
df =
df =
df =
df = 1
df =
df = 1

1
1
1
1
1

p = .359
p = .483
p = .807
p = .532
p = .946
p = .527
p - .562
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M a l e ........ ........................
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The 78-B answer was overwhelmingly favored by the majority
of the respondents.

Nevertheless, 20.70 percent of the laymen

favored the 78-A response which places the goal setting upon the
minister's shoulders.

Only 13 percent of the conference group were

in favor of this leadership style.

There was no significant dif

ference between any of the pairs of subgroups in item 78 indi
cating that a high degree of unity exists on this item.
There is some significance to the above preference for the
laymen to be involved in planning.

When this response is compared

with item 13 of the survey form, which states that the pastor should
"map out plans, for the overall church program for out-reach evan
gelism and care of new members," a total of 177, or 83.10 percent,
of the respondents either felt the pastor absolutely must or pre
ferably should perform this function of chief strategy planner.
The implications for conflict on the part of the pastor
are obvious.

If the leadership style preferred is a negotiating

approach to goal setting and planning, he may find himself in
trouble with at least some of his parishioners in this church if
he does all the planning himself.

Perhaps the favorable response

to 78-B indicates what the church would like to see, but the re
sponse to item 13 indicates what has been done in actual practice
by most pastors and is, therefore, expected by the congregation.
The feeling by many in the congregation may be expressed
in the words of one respondent who wrote in the comment, "More
suggestions by all members as to the betterment and growth of
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the church would be good."^

It is good that some are concerned

about the betterment of the church and would like to be involved
in making plans and setting goals.
In summary, it appears that the Grand Rapids Central SDA
pastor’s role set generally prefer the participative style of
leadership even though some diversity of opinion exists between
certain pairs of subgroups.

The congregation prefers to negotiate

with the pastor the goals for the church but perhaps they feel
that he should map out plans concerning evangelistic outreach
and care of new members.
Inner-church involvements.

It is within the church pro

gram itself that the pastor demonstrates his leadership style.

It

would not be surprising if many in the subgroups surveyed feel
that the pastor ought not to be involved in any responsibilities
outside the local church.

The congregation under study is large

enough to keep him and his assistant busy.

At least one respondent

felt this way and stated, "I feel the pastor should have less out
side duties than presently Grand Rapids pastors have.

Be present

more also in the Grand Rapids church."
A total of eight of the seventeen items in section I of
the survey form dealt mainly with inner-church matters.
items 1 through 5, 12, 13, and 14.

They were

Item 13 concerning the pastor's

role in planning the evangelistic endeavors of the church has beendiscussed above.

(A summary of the median responses may be seen

in table 12.)

^See Exhibit B, number 65.
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ing administrative and organizational expectations of the Grand Rapids Central SDA pastor
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12. Train the church officers . . ..............
13. Be the chief strategy
planner ..............
14. Be a non-voting board
member ................
15. Be a conference committee member . . . . . . .
16. Oversee bulletin and
newsletter ............
17-A. Conduct services in
district churches . . .
17-B. Conduct pastor's
councils . . . ........
17-C. Stand by for any
district emergency . . .
18. The church should provide the secretary . . .
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Item 1 states that the' pastor should "serve as chairman of
the church board."

The total sample scored 2.08 at "preferably

should," on the one-to-five median scale.

Only twelve of the

total sample, all laymen, felt the pastor should not serve as
chairman of the board.
officer laymen group.

All but one of the twelve were in the non
The great majority of the board members

favored the pastor acting as chairman of the board.
Traditionally, SDA pastors serve- as chairmen of their
church boards.

Perhaps there is good reason for this, and yet

it is here where many pastors become deeply involved in adminis
trative tasks.

One wonders whether the following would apply to

this matter:
I have been instructed in regard to the importance of our
ministers keeping free from responsibilities that should be
largely borne by businessmen. . . . Those who are employed to
write and speak the word should attend fewer committee meetings.
There was less agreement among the members of the pastor’s
role set concerning item 2, which states that the pastor should
serve as an ex-officio member of all other boards and committees set
up by the church.

The conference group is almost unanimously in

favor of this, 1.58 on the five-point scale between "absolutely
must" and "preferably should."

The congregation level is nearly

one full digit more on the Scale, 2.43, between "preferably should"
and "may or may not."

This may indicate that the conference group

feels that the minister must have access to all that goes on within
his church in order to keep control.

The laity, on the other hand,

^Ellen G. White, Testimonies for the Church, 9 vols.
(Mountain View: Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1948), 7:246,
247.
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may feel they are capable of more of the committee work than they
are at present handling.
Item 3 of the survey concerns the pastor having charge of
all fund-raising programs of the church, such as combined budget,
building fund, and so forth.

There was general agreement that

the pastor of this church should not act in this capacity, 3.12 on
the scale.

However, the conference group was considerably stronger

in their opposition, 3.71, than were the laymen, 3.06.

The laymen

are about equally divided on this issue leaving it perhaps to the
situation and to the pastor's wishes in the matter.
may be familiar with the statement:

The ministers

"Our greatest burden should

not be the raising of money, but the salvation of souls."'*'
Related to item 3 was item 4 which stated that the pastor
should "personally direct the annual Ingathering program."

The

analysis of the responses to this question reveals that a strong
agreement exists among the laity that the pastor should have direct
charge of.the annual Ingathering program.

An equally strong agree

ment exists among the conference group that the pastor should not
have direct charge of the Ingathering program.

On no other item

in this study was the congregation and the conference so dia
metrically opposed.

Table 13 gives the full response of all sub

groups for this item.
The Ingathering program is an annual fund-raising drive for
the denomination's spiritual, educational, medical, and welfare
work around the world.

1Ibid., 9:85.

A large percentage of the funds goes over-

TABLE 13.— Number and percentage of responses by congregation, conference committee, and ministers
in reply to the statement: The Grand Rapids Central SDA pastor should personally direct the In
gathering program
No
Response
Number %

Sub
group
Less than twenty
years old . . . .
Twenty to fortynine years old
Fifty years old
or older . . . .
Attend less than
every week . . .
Attend almost
every week . . .

Preferably May or May
Should
Not
Number %
Number %

Preferably
Should Not
Number %

Absolutely
Should Not
Number %

Number

7

24.10

13

44.80

9

31.00

29

19

20.21

30

31.91

34

36.17

8

8.51

3

3.19

94

14

17.28

1

1.23

81

4

4.94

7

8.64

19

23.46

36

44.44

2

5.41

6

16.22

11

29.73

9

24.32

2

1.46

20

14.60

39

28.47

59

43.07

13

9.49

6

10.71

15

26.79

25

44.64

10

17.86
9.8

4

3.30

122

. ..........

37
7

2.92

137
56

Female ..........
Officers and
deacons ........

4

3.33

20

16.40

37

30.30

45

36.90

12

1

4.30

2

8.70

7

30.40

11

47.80

1

4.30

1

4.30

23

Nonofficer laity

4

2.50

23

14.37

46

28.75

62

38.75

21

13.12

4

2.50

160

Total laity . . . .

5

2.70

26

14.10

53

28.80

73

39.70

22

12.00

5

2.70

184

2

8.70

11

47.80

9

39.10

1

4.30

23

28

13.10

87

40.80

31

14.60

6

2.80

213

Conference group
Total sample

. . .

5

2.30

Chi-square Tests:
Male - Female
Under Fifty - Over Fifty Years Old
Officers and Deacons - Nonofficer Laity
Attend Every Week - Less than Every Week
Officers and Deacons - Conference Group
Nonofficer Laity - Conference Group
Total Laity - Conference Group

56

26.30

= 2.8486
= 6.6700
=
.9191
= 6.3749
= 10.0429
= 12.4773
= 13.9528

df
df
df
df
df
df
df

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

P
P
P
P
P
P
P

= .583
.154
= .922
= .173
= .040
= .014
= .007
=
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Male

Absolutely
Should
Number %
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seas and a certain percentage, scaled according to the amount raised,
returns to the local church for its welfare work.

Most of the

funds are obtained from contacts with local businessmen, friends,
and door-to-door canvassing.

A goal based on the number of members

and potential territory is assigned by the conference committee for
each local church.
The pastor, as an employee of the conference, represents
the conference to the local church.

While local church leaders

receive much of the promotional material concerning Ingathering,
the pastor also receives the material and is at least expected to
see that this program is carried out.

An administrative crisis

develops when the layman assigned to the task refuses or otherwise
fails to carry it out.

The possibilities for conflict for the

pastor are very real in this aspect of his work.
As table 13 reveals, the percentages of the laity in favor
of the pastor personally directing the Ingathering were about the
same as the percentages of the conference group opposing his per
forming this task.

On this point, the conference group was sig

nificantly opposed to every subgroup within the congregation with
which they were compared.

Evidently there is a great degree of

misunderstanding existing between the conference leaders and the
local congregation as to just what the role of the pastor is in
connection with the Ingathering program.

This provides an im

portant area for negotiation and clarification.

The pastor and

writer is inclined to share the convictions of the laity on this
matter.
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Another inner-church activity that involves the pastor as
a representative of the conference is found in item 5 of the survey
form.

It states that the pastor should promote in his church all

conference-sponsored periodical subscription
campaigns.

and financial

It is of interest that the responses of the conference

group were in the middle of the five-point scale, 3.00.
scored 2.93 on the scale.

The laity

From this it appears that the pastor

may make his own choice in the matter as to how he relates to
these promotional programs.

Judging from past experience and

observing other pastors, the writer would conclude that his loyalty
will lead him to comply with practically any promotional program
the conference suggests.

This desire for the pastor's loyalty to

the conference may also be found among the laity as seen by one
personal comment:

"A well-rounded pastor should pay equal

attention to all programs laid down by the church at the confer
ence level, not only his pet programs."'*'
Item 12, stating that the pastor should train church
officers, received strong support.
pected from the pastor.

This would normally be ex

However, training others is a highly

specialized skill which requires a breadth of experience and
training that many pastors have not had.

Also many of the officers

are themselves mature, experienced church leaders in the local
church.

The fact may be that the pastor will learn from his

officers as much as he teaches them.

■*"See Exhibit B, number 154.

In the focal church of this
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study the senior pastor is usually mature both in age and experience
and should be able to meet this requirement.
Should the pastor be only a non-voting member of the boards
and committees on which he serves in the focal church of this
study?

Since the median response for the total sample was 3.02 on

the one-to-five scale, it appears to be a question unanswered in
the minds of the respondents.

A closer look shows that the median

responses indicate the middle-age group

(twenty to forty-nine),

the men of the congregation, and the conference group all feel the
pastor should not be a voting member.

All the other groups feel

he should.
These few items gives some insight into the feelings of
the focal church and the conference group concerning inner-church
activities of the pastor.
does the pastor have?
to these activities?

What activities outside the focal church

How favorable or unfavorable is his role set
This will be discussed in the next portion

of this study.
Involvements outside the local church.

In general most

local pastors do not have many demands made upon them for activities
outside their local community or church.

However, the external

duties of a local pastor increases considerably if he serves as
district superintendent, as a member of the conference executive
committee, and of a conference-operated school board.

All these

external responsibilities are a part of the position of the
pastorate under discussion.

The largest share of two days each

month is spent attending the committee and board meetings.

The
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district superintendent work involves more emergency calls than
structured appointments, although a pastor's council which may take
a good portion of one day is called every two or three months.

A

fevr special meetings may occur throughout the year because of the
position as district Superintendent and conference committee
member.

While these require the pastor's time they are usually

uplifting and spiritually stimulating so that he does not mind
the time involved.
The response to item 15, which concerns the pastor ex
pecting to serve as a member of the Michigan conference executive
committee, was favorable for all the groups surveyed.

The con

ference group, however, was significantly less strong in its
response toward his serving in that capacity, at 2.94 on the
median scale, as compared to the laity 2.34.
Since it is an elected office, the conference group may be
more accurate in saying that he may or may not be elected.
Items 17-A, B, and C asked the respondent to express his expectations in regard to the pastor's external church involvement
as it concerns his position as district superintendent.

From the

responses the general feeling is that the pastor ought to fulfill
the duties described in chapter IV, page

87, above.

The median

range for the total sample for both 17-A and 17-B was 2.22, a
little under the "preferably should" response.

For 17-C the

total sample response was a little stronger, at 2.04, the pastor
is expected to be available for emergency services throughout
the district.
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It is the impression of the writer that a great deal of
ambiguity exists in the minds of many laymen as to just what the
work of district superintendent actually requires.

This may be

because it is not clear in the minds of either the pastors or
conference officials.

While the district superintendent is a

recognized position in the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day
Adventists, it has not been adopted by any other local conference.
It is to be observed that the pastor of the focal church
will need to be well organized.

He will also need a center from

which to administer his pastorate.
minister the parish?
gation?

From what point does he ad

How much help can he expect from the congre

To these and other questions this study will now address

itself.
The pastor’s administrative center.
work out of an office in their home.
the church itself.
these locations.

Many pastors prefer to

Others prefer an office in

There are arguments in favor and against both
Much depends upon the local situation, the pastor

himself, and his family needs.

If he has very small children it

may be more difficult to isolate himself for study and prayer within
the home itself.

The "public" environment of the church may make

privacy equally difficult.

The writer prefers the church location

and has maintained a church office in most of his pastorates, in
cluding the one in this study.
Closely related to a suitable office location is obtaining
suitable office help.

As with the church involved in this study,

most local SDA congregations make no provision in their budgets
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for paid secretarial help for either the pastor or the church.
Most churches rely on volunteers who donate their talents and
time.

This may be good or bad depending much upon the individuals

involved

and their commitment and devotion to the church.
The instrument used in this study included seven questions

concerning the above matters.

Items 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 16, and 18

deal with the administrative center and the arrangements for
office help.
Items 6 and 7 concerned maintaining an office in the church
and keeping regular office hours.

The responses for the total

sample were favorable at 2.20 on the scale for item 6 and at 2.10
for item 7.

The conference group was even more intensely favor

able at 1.91 for item 6 and 1.96 for item 7.

While there would

probably be no objection to an office in the home as the adminis
trative center, it appears most would prefer the pastor of the
focal church to use the office furnished and available for that
purpose in the church.

Maintaining regular office hours may be

more difficult for the pastor because of the frequent emergency
calls he receives.

An office secretary would help him to maintain

a more regular schedule as far as his office is concerned.

Many

SDA congregations today do have office help either paid or volun
teer.

This secretary receives phone calls, maintains order,

assists in the keeping of records, and types letters and sermon
materials.
Items. 8, 9, 10, and 18 were designed to elicit the expec
tations of the pastor's role set concerning the arrangement of
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secretarial assistance in his ministry.

Should he do all his own

letter writing, filing, and record keeping as stated in item 8?
The answer is, no, according to the responses, 3.27 for the total
sample on the median scale.

The conference group was significantly

more opposed, 3.82 on the median scale.
Should the pastor rely wholly on paid volunteer help to
do his office work?

Here again the answer for the total sample is,

no, at 3,24 on the scale.

The conference group was still intensely

opposed, 3.79 on the scale for item 9.
Then perhaps the pastor's wife should act as his secretary,
as stated in item 10 of the survey form.

This was even more

strongly opposed by all the subgroups with the conference group
at 4.38 on the median scale and the total laity at 3.76.
tensity of all the subgroups on this is significant.

The in

Although the

pastor's wife and her role is dealt with in a later section, one
comment by a respondent is pertinent here.
pastor was hired, not his wife."'*'

"After all, only the

This, perhaps, typifies much

of the feeling on the part of those responding as they did to the
matter of the pastor's wife acting as his secretary.
The final solution to the pastor's secretarial help emerges
from the responses to item 18 of the survey form.

It states that

the pastor should expect the church to provide a secretary, either
paid or volunteer.

A high degree of unanimity among the subgroups

that the church should do so resulted from the survey.

"^Exhibit B, number 153.

The laymen
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at 2.24 were slightly less enthusiastic than the conference group
at 1.82.

From this it appears that while there is considerable

agreement as to the solution there is much ambiguity as to how to
implement what is desired.

While excellent volunteer help

carries much of the load at present, the amount of work left undone
because of the absence of a regular secretary for the pastor and
church is probably very great.
One further question dealt with the degree of involvement
of the pastor in producing the church bulletin and monthly news
letter.

One respondent very emphatically stated, "The minister

should not oversee the newsletter, or the bulletin if he can have
it [his material] ready by Thursday evening, so the bulletin editor
can type it before sundown."’'' A very weak "preferably should" at
2.79 reflects that the total sample would like this to be left to
the discretion of the pastor, but with some limitations.
The administrative center out of which the pastor functions
has now received attention.

In summary it is to be noted that the

focal pastor's role set prefers that he function from an office in
the church.

They would like him to keep regular office hours in

order that he may be reached.

Finally, they agree that the church

should provide some office help for the pastor, either paid or
volunteer, to make his work more effective.
The pastor and public prayer.

How symbolic do the re

spondents see the pastor in his position?

1

Ibid., number 152.

Item 11 stated that
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the pastor should expect to be called upon to offer prayer when at
gatherings where prayer is needed.

In other words because he is

the pastor must he always expect to be called upon to pray because
of his position?

There were significantly different opinions on

this item among three pairs of subgroups— the under-fifty/overfifty groups, those who attend regularly/those who attend irregularly,
and the conference/total-laity subgroups.

Although all groups

agreed that the pastor should expect to be called upon to pray,
those who attend less than every week were the most emphatic, 1.95
on the scale, while regular attenders responded at 2.48 on the scale
heing much less emphatic.
Those who are irregular attendants are likely to be less
personally acquainted with the pastor than those who are regular
attendants.

Therefore, they may identify the pastor more as a "role"

than as a person.
The conference group was much less in favor of the pastor
expecting to be called upon to pray in public, 2.86 on the scale.
The ministers would probably like to see themselves on a level with
others.

Summary
This analysis has provided certain insights concerning the
administrative and organizational functions of the local pastor.
In summary the following stand out:
1.

An open style of leadership that involves others in the

ministry planning and attaining of goals is preferred.
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2.

The church and conference group prefer to have the pastor

serve on boards and committees on the conference level.
oppose his work as district superintendent.

They do not

At least one person

however preferred that the pastor cut back on his outside responsi
bilities.
3.

The church, with strong support from the conference group,

is willing to help the pastor with secretarial assistance.

Some

negotiation may be needed in this matter.
4.

The church members are inclined to see the pastoral

position as more symbolical than the ministers and the conference
group.

Both ministers and laymen may need to adjust their concepts

of the role somewhat.

The laymen may need to see the minister

more as a person apart from his position and the symbols of re
ligion that it has.

The ministers may need to recognize that when

they assume the position of pastor they assume all the overtones that
position implies to those around them.

Analysis of Section VIII— Concerning Time
Expectations of the Focal Pastor
Time may be one's master or servant.

While every person

has an equal amount of time to work, eat, and rest, yet much de
pends on how a person uses time as to whether it is a master or
servant.
Time may be measured, wasted, marked, or lost, but never
retrieved.

It is one of the most precious gifts God has given to

man. In fact one writer declares, "Our time belongs to God."'*'

^Ellen G. White, Christ's Object Lessons (Washington, D.C.:
Review and Herald Publishing Association, 1941), p. 342.
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The Bible indicates that time may be redeemed or put to a
good use (Eph 5:16).

Also God knows no haste nor delay, for "one

day is with the Lord as a thousand years and a thousand years as
one day" (2 Pe 3:8).
Many moderns live by the clock and this especially character
izes the Christian pastor.

His many appointments require him to

be aware of the passing of time.

The challenge for the pastor

is to know how best to use the 1,440 minutes per day and the 168
hours per week allotted to him.
There are many motivations for the SDA pastor to manage
well his time.

Two stand out.

"belongs to God."

First is the fact that his time

"Every moment is His, and we are under the most

solemn obligation to improve it to His glory.

Of no talent He has

given will He require a more strict account than of our time."^
The pastor must especially consider this counsel as for him.
Secondly, a sense of urgency characterizes the SDA religious move
ment.

The unfinished task of the giving the gospel to the world

provides church leaders and laity with strong incentives to give
themselves unsparingly to this task.
What ratio of time do SDA pastors spend in their work life?
While this may vary from pastor to pastor and position to position,
the writer found that during a twenty-five-day period he spent an
average of 10.5 hours per day in his work.

2

This totals 73.5

hours for a seven-day week.

1
Ibid., p. 342.

2
See chapter IV, p. 90,
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It seems to the writer that few SDA pastors concern them
selves about the number of hours they spend in their work each day
or week.

Their dedication and devotion to their work and the

magnitude of their task causes most of them to wonder where the
time goes so rapidly.

Furthermore, their chief source of counsel,

Ellen G. White, states:

"The eight hour system finds no place

in the program of the minister of God.

He must hold himself in

readiness for service at any hour."'*'
Citing the Saviour as an example of how to use the evenings
the same writer says, "All day He ministered to those who came to
Him; in the evening He gave attention to such as through the day
must toil to earn a pittance for the support of their families."

2

Ellen White, however, balances the above statement by saying,
"There are hours in the day that call for severe taxation, for
which the minister receives no extra salary, and if he chooses to
chop wood several hours a day, or work in his garden, it is as much
his privilege to do this as to preach."

3

To help the pastor to determine whether his congregation
was aware of how much time he spent at his work and to learn how
much time they expect him to spend in his work, one statement was
included in the survey form regarding time.

Item 70 requested

the respondent to "circle the number of hours you expect the pastor
of the Grand Rapids Central SDA church to put in each week in all
facets of his ministry."

The respondent was given a choice of

■*"Ellen G. White, Evangelism (Washington, D.C.:
Herald Publishing Association, 1946), p. 652.
2

Ibid.

3

Ibid., p. 660.
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nine different categories including 30-35, 35-40, 40-45, 45-50,
50-55, 55-60, 60-65, 65-70, and 70-75 hours.

A second part of

the statement then requested the respondent to "underline the
number of hours you think he actually puts in per week."
The responses to each part of this question varied con
siderably.

For identification purposes the first part of the

question, concerning the amount of time the respondent expects
the pastor to spend at his work, will be referred to as part A.
The second part, concerning the amount of time the respondent
feels the pastor actually spends at his work per week, will be
referred to as part B.

Tables 14 and 15 give a summary of the

numbers of those who responded to certain hour categories.
While there was a wide range of opinion in response to
question 70, part A, concerning the hours per week expected of the
pastor, the average was at 52 hours per week.

This will be more

clearly shown by the median responses as depicted in table 16.
A different picture emerges, however, from the responses to
question 70, part B, concerning the number of hours per week the
respondent feels the pastor actually spends at his work.
majority averaged at 65.9 hours per week.

The

As may be easily ob

served this is 13.9 hours more than the average of 52 the respondents
expect the pastor to spend at his work per week.
It is of further interest to note how the various subgroups
responded to these questions concerning time expectations of the
pastor.

Tables 16 and 17 summarize the median responses for 70,
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TABLE 14.— Responses concerning the number of hours per week the
pastor of the Grand Rapids Central SDA Church is expected to spend
at his work

Hours
Per Week
30-35
35-40
40-45
45-50
50-55
55-60
60-65
65-70
70-75
No response
Total

Number of
Responses

Percent of
Responses

8
10
23
62
36
33
14
7
3
20

3.8
4.7
10.8
29.1
16.9
14.6
6.6
2.8
1.4
9.2

216

100.0

TABLE 15.:
— Concerning the number of hours per week the respondents
anticipate the Grand Rapids Central SDA Church pastor spends at
his work

Hours
Per Week
30-35
35-40
40-45
45-50
50-55
55-60
60-65
65-70
70-75
No response
Total

Number of
Responses

Percent of
Responses

4
5
4
8
17
30
31
44
38
35

1.9
2.3
1.9
3.8
8.0
14.1
14.6
19.7
17.4
16.4

216

100.0
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TABLE 16.— Response of subgroups concerning the number of hours
they each expect the Grand Rapids Central SDA Church pastor to
spend at his work each week

Subgroup

Less than twenty years old ............
Twenty to forty-nine years old ........
Fifty years old or older ..............
Attend less than every w e e k ........ .
Attend almost every week ..............
M a l e ..................................
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total laity . . ......................
Conference group . . . ................
Pastor's family ......................
Pastor .................................
Total sample . . ......................

Median
Response

Hours per Week
Expected

4.42
4.33
4.20
4.50
4.22
4.38
4.27
4.31
4.92
6.50
6.00
4.40

52.1
51.6
51.0
52.5
51.1
51.9
51.3
51.5
54.9
62.5
60.0
52.0

TABLE 17.— Response of subgroups concerning the number of hours
they anticipate the Grand Rapids Central SDA Church pastor spends
at his work each week

Subgroup

Less than twenty years old ........
Twenty to forty-nine years ........
Fifty years or older ..............
Attend less than every week . . . .
Attend almost every week ..........
M a l e ..............................
Female ............................
Total laity . . . . . . . . . . . .
Conference group ..................
Pastor's family ..................
Pastor ............................
Total sample . . . . . . . ........

Median
Response
6.62
7.04
7.36
7.64
7.16
7.15
7.25
7.19
6.88
9.00
8.00
7.18

Hours :per Week
Feel Pastor Works
63.1
65.2
66.8
68.2
65.8
65.7
66.2
65.9
64.4
75.0
70.0
65.9
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part A and 70, part B.

The median response has been converted into

actual hours in these tables to give a clearer picture of what is
being discussed.
The above table 16 reals some rather significant differences
between certain subgroups as to the amount of time expected of the
pastor as well as the amount of time the respondents feel he actually
spends at his work per week.

For instance, by carefully observing

table 16 one notices that the pastor's family expects the pastor to
be involved 62.5 hours per week,whereas the over-fifty-year-old
group only expect 51 hours per week from the pastor.

The pastor

himself expects 60 hours per week of his time to be involved in his
work.

The conference group at 54.9 hours expected each week of the

pastor was nearest to the pastor and his family at 60 hours.

The

pastor and his family would obviously approximate the actual number
of hours he spends at his work each week.
Table 17 also discloses some definite differences of opinion
with the pastor's role set concerning the hours per week the various
groups feel the pastor is spending at his work.

The pastor's wife

and teenage daughter again considered the time the pastor spends
at his work to be considerably more than the rest of the role set.
The laity group that come nearest to the pastor's family in their
expectations were those who attend less than every week, at 68.2
hours per week.

However, this is over six hours per week less

than the pastor's wife and family who believe the pastor is spend
ing 75 hours per week in his work.
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Who is right concerning the amount of time the focal pastor
of this study spends in his work per week?

By referring back to

the time study made in the previous chapter it appears that the
pastor's wife and family are nearer to the actual than any of the
role set.

As the pastor's wife remarked on her survey form, "I

do not imagine, I know!"

The time study of the focal pastor's

work life during a twenty-five-day period revealed that he spent
an average 10.5 hours per day during that period in some form of
church work.
week.

Multiplying this figure by seven equals 73.5 hours per

Even the pastor was not aware that he was spending so many

hours at his work.
lation.

It has been a helpful and enlightening reve

This is especially true since it was discovered that he

was involved in his work nearly fourteen hours more per week than
his role set expected of him!
A number of personal observations by certain respondents
reveal anxiety on the part of some that the pastor may experience
an overload as far as his time is concerned.

One questioned,

"Isn't it true that most pastors actually have to spend more than
75 hours a week in all facets of their ministry?
as 112 hours a week?

Perhaps as many

Especially in a large church like Central."^

Another despaired that the pastor could encompass his work ade
quately by stating, "It is impossible for one person to perform
all the expected duties required.
without sleep or rest."

Not enough hours in a month

Another complained, "It is hard to answer

some questions as has the poor pastor so much time to do all this."

1
3

See Exhibit B, number 51.
See Exhibit B, number 101.

2

See Exhibit B, number 156.

3
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Summary
In this chapter the pastor's role set has been disclosed
and identified along with specific
Some of these were

subgroups of the role set.

preplanned according to a color code.

These

include groups, such as the nonofficer laity of the focal church,
the officers and deacons of the church, and the conference
committee members and certain ministers.

Other subgroups emerged

from the introductory page of the survey-form.

These were formed

according to sex, age, and attendance patterns.

A total of seven

pairs of subgroups provide an ample number for comparative purposes.
Section I of the questionnaire, concerning the adminis
trative and organizational functions, was discussed and the responses
analyzed.

It was found that the participative style of leadership

is generally preferred by,the role set.

Most of the items received

positive and expected responses from the role set.

However, there

were several disagreements between certain pairs of subgroups over
such matters as whether the pastor should personally direct the
Ingathering program of the local church, do his own office work, have
his wife act as his secretary,and expect to be a chief person to
offer public prayer.
Finally an analysis was made of the responses to section
VIII of the survey form concerning the time expectations of the
focal pastor of this study.

The role set generally was considerably

lower in the amount of time expected of the pastor per week than
the amount he or his family expects of him.

The role set was

also considerably lower in the amount of time they felt the pastor
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was investing in his work per week than either he or his family.
This, of course, indicates that most of the role set are unaware
of much that the pastor does.

It also indicates that they are

not aware of the pastor's use of his time.

Were it not for dedi

cation and devotion to the task, the pastor might work considerably
fewer hours without anyone knowing it.

Perhaps it is good that he

does not have to give a strict accounting of his time to his role
set since he has a higher responsibility to the One before whom all,
one day, must give an account.
There is a wider scope of ministry for the pastor than the
local congregation.

This is the total community in which he lives.

Here people see the pastor as the representative of his church.
How should the pastor relate to his local community according to
his role set?

It is concerning this issue that the beginning of

the next chapter is dedicated.

This will be followed by an analysis

of the remaining sections of the survey.

CHAPTER VI

AN ANALYSIS OF THE RESPONSES TO THE SURVEY FORM
CONCERNING THE TRADITIONAL EXPECTATIONS OF
THE GRAND RAPIDS CENTRAL SDA PASTOR

In this chapter the six remaining sections of the survey
form are discussed, analyzed, and interpretations attempted.
include:

These

section II, Community Relations expectations; section III,

Evangelistic and Outreach expectations; section IV, Counseling and
Pastoral Visitation expectations; section V, Personal and Family
expectations; section VI, Preaching and Worship expectations; and
section VII, Teaching and Training expectations.

The median re

sponses on the one-to-five scale are provided in table form for
each of the sections.

These tables and the accompanying analysis

provide a basis for measuring attitudes and preferences of the
respondents.

.

Section II— Concerning the Pastor’s
Community Relations Expectations
Based on his own observations, the writer is impressed that
most Seventh-day Adventist pastors are not much involved in community
affairs of cities and towns where they reside.
with regard to this, however.

There are exceptions

Why are SDA pastors so little in

volved in their local communities?

A few reasons may be given.

First, a common tension exists between the pastor's desire
to be a good citizen of heaven as well as a good citizen of this
165
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world.

Some may point to the Apostle's injunction, "Be ye not un

equally yoked together with unbelievers:

for what fellowship hath

righteousness with unrighteousness? and what communion hath light
with darkness?" (2 Cor 6:14).
of Ellen G. White.

Undergirding this are the writings

Concerning God's people she states,

Their citizenship is in heaven. The Lord calls upon them to
stand as a separate and peculiar people. . . . His people
are to possess the elements of reconciliation. Is their work
to make enemies in the political world?— No, no.l
A second reason why SDA pastors are perhaps so little in
volved in their communities has to do with their theology of
mission.

The church had dedicated itself to giving a special

biblical message to the entire world.

The pastor, his conference,

and the laity see this as their first priority in terms of service
for the world and as their basic reason for existence.

They con

ceive their mission as having consequences for eternity as well as
for this present world.

(See analysis of item 76, p. 237.)

There are implications for the SDA pastor in these concepts
mentioned above concerning his relationships to his local community
The spirit of church unity and a desire for people and groups to
come out from behind their separatism places a great challenge
upon the modern SDA local pastor.

Much depends upon the pastor's

self-image and his own personal attitudes toward his place in the
community.
The SDA denomination has made great strides in its attempt
to develop better public relations in the communities where the

ville:

^Ellen G. White, Fundamentals of Christian Education (Nash
Southern Publishing Assoc., 1923), p. 479.
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chureh is found.

One SDA writer declares, "A key figure in the

church public relations plan is the pastor himself."^

The pastor

may not see himself as the ideal SDA churchman but he is expected
to be by those in his community.

Much, therefore, depends upon

the pastor's appearance, manner of dress, attitudes toward people,
and his educational, spiritual, and cultural attainments.

Also

much depends on whether he is outgoing, friendly, and helpful,
or whether he is withdrawn, reclusive, atid unfriendly.

He must

have resolved, to his own satisfaction, the problem of separating
from the world and being involved with the world.
What can the pastor do to develop better public relations?
First, he can be a "minister of introduction."

2

He may need to be

the first to introduce himself to those around his home and city.
Secondly, he may become a member of local professional organizations
that will place him in contact with new acquaintances and important
people in the city.

Thirdly, he may participate with a genuine

spirit of helpfulness in community affairs.

He should do so with

a sincere desire to make the community a better place.

He will

find a much better acceptance if he is involved because of what he
can give rather than for what he can possibly receive.

Fourthly,

the SDA pastor will use caution to avoid political involvements in
view of the counsel that "Those in the ministry who desire to stand
as politicians ought to have their credentials taken from them."

^"Howard K. Weeks, Breakthrough (Washington, D.C.:
and Herald Publishing Association, 1962), p. 52.

3

Review

2

Wayne E. Oates, The Christian Pastor, p. 220.

3
White, Fundamentals of Christian Education, p. 483.
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Finally, the local SDA pastor may discuss his public re
lations role with his congregation in view of the local needs.
This will require information on the part of the entire role set
as to what is specifically expected of the pastor in the specific
place he serves.

It is to an analysis of the responses to the

survey form by a specific congregation and conference group con
cerning the local pastor's role in the local community
following is directed.

that the

The median responses along the one-to-

five-point scale of the various subgroups and the total sample
surveyed may be examined in table 18.
The six items concerning the pastor's community relations
expectations may be found on the questionnaire, numbers 19-24.
Items 19-22 are concerned with the pastor's relationships with
prestigious persons and groups in the community; items 23 and 24
are concerned with the pastor's involvement with the news media.

Responses Concerning the Pastor
and Prestigious Persons
In almost every community there is a ministerial association
of some type.

All groups surveyed responded somewhat favorably, at

2.30 on the one-to-five scale,to item 19 concerning the pastor's
joining such a group.

Further observation reveals that the con

ference group, members who attend almost every week, and the older
age group were least in favor of the pastor being a member of the
ministerial association.

On the other hand those who attend

irregularly and the younger age group were more in favor.

TABLE 18.— Median responses of the congregation, conference committee, and certain ministers Con
cerning community relations expectations of the Grand Rapids Central SDA pastor
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2.20

2.34

1.97

2.36

2.34

2.22

2.06

2.30

2.27

2.54

2.30

2.18

1.96

2.00

2.00

2.03

1.97

2.05

2.00

2.03

2.02

1.97

2.02

3.03

3.14

3.22

3.02

3.20

3.12

3.18

3.09

3.21

3.19

3.07

3.17

2.08

2.55

2.48

2.22

2.40

2.71

2.27

2.61

2.35

2.38

2.81

2.44

2.71

2.40

2.32

2.31 .2.48

2.37
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2.12

2.55
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2.03

2.40

2.77

3.13

3.11

2.07

3.27

2.87

3.45

2.91

2.98

3.55

3.06

3.01

Median figures are based on a range of one to five as follows: 1 - Absolutely must
should 3 - May or may not 4 - Preferably should not 5 - Absolutely should not

2 - Preferably
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19. Belong to the Grand
Rapids Ministerial
Association ..........
20. Become acquainted with
high public officials .
21. Join one of the
service clubs ........
22. Be active in relieving
social injustice, poor,
and needy ............
23. Delegate news article
writing to another
person ..............
24. Be active in making news
media contacts himself
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It appears that the more involved with the life of the
church the respondent is, the less favorable he is to his pastor's
membership in the local ministerial association.

The younger

generation may be less fearful of "worldly" associations for their
pastor than their elders.

The pastor, however, may be faced with

conflict should he comply with the wishes of some of those in his
role set and the counsel which states:

"Our ministers should seek

to come near to the ministers of other denominations."'*'
From the responses to item 20 of the survey form a different
picture emerges.

It states that the pastor should become acquainted

with the public officials, such as the mayor and city manager.

The

response was "preferably should," at the 2.02 point of the scale for
the total sample.

It appears that while the role set is not overly

in favor of the pastor joining the ministerial association, it is
not at all opposed to a one-to-one relationship with public
officials.
Furthermore, there was outright opposition by the respond
ents to the pastor joining one of the local service clubs, such as
Kiwanis International.
form.

This is the issue of item 21 of the survey

It is noteworthy that the role set was highly unified on

this point.

The total sample stabilized at a 3.17 median value.

It seems that the respondents prefer their pastor not being in
volved with groups outside the church itself, at least to the point
of joining the group.

If the pastor wishes to join one of the

Hlhite, Testimonies for the Church, 6:77.
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local service clubs he may need to engage in some negotiation with
his role set.
There was, on the other hand, a favorable response to the
pastor participating in community service organizations to help
the victims of injustice and the poor and needy, as stated in
item 22 of the survey form.

There was general unity among the

total sample by a score of 2.44.

The idea was somewhat less

supported by the male and conference groups, 2.71 and 2.81, re
spectively.
Certain respondents were especially burdened concerning
the ministry to the victims of poverty and injustice.

One re

spondent pleaded, "Please don't turn outcasts and drunken folks
away with no attempt to aid them; to turn their hearts to God as
they ask for help.

Where our church is located it should first

of all be a mission church for those ones downtown."^

The writer

is not inclined to agree fully with the respondent quoted above.
The church serves a much wider area than just the downtown area of
Grand Rapids.

Its mission is to the whole city.

The Pastor and the News Media
Should the pastor of the focal church of this study write
all the news articles himself or should he delegate this to some\

one else?

This was the issue involved in item 23 of the survey.

The respondents were very unified at a median value of 2.40.
While favoring the plan, it appears that many respondents may

^"See Exhibit B, number 49.
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prefer to leave the matter to the pastor to decide.

The conference

group was more adamant in its opinion, 2.03, whereas the laity were
less at 2.48 on the scale.

Apparently this is an activity that

many laymen feel only the pastor has the skill to do.

It requires

more than skill, however, to make up articles and submit them to
the local news outlets.

A burning desire to let the community

know more about the local congregation is also essential.
As to whether the pastor himself- should make most of the
contacts with the news media, there was less unity among the re
spondents.

The total sample leveled at the 3.06 median point.

This is slightly in favor of the "may not" of the "may or may not"
point of the scale,

The over-fifty-year-old group and conference

group appear to be more opposed to the pastor making most of the
new media contacts, whereas the under-fifty and total-laity groups
were more in favor.

Perhaps the younger group are much in favor

of some contact but feel unqualified to perform the task.

The

conference group seems inclined to urge someone other than the
pastor to perform such tasks, perhaps with the thought in mind
that the minister has the more professional work of teaching and
preaching to do.

The writer is inclined to agree with his con

ference brethren, but with the stipulation that if the work con
cerning contact with the news media is delegated, the person
chosen to do the work should be adequately trained beforehand.
The ability of the pastor, the willingness on the part of the
public relations secretary, and the concern that the church let
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its light shine in the community are all key factors to a successful
public relations program.

The Pastor and Civic Involvement
Another item on the questionnaire involves the pastor’s
relationship to civic issues.
questionnaire.

This is item 72 of part II of the

Table 19 gives the number of responses and Chi-

square test results from the seven subgroups compared.
Of all the issues discussed on the survey form, item 72
created more significant differences among subgroups than any other
item.

Five of the seven pairs of subgroups had significant dif

ferences over the pastor's part in public issues.
Item 72 states that in public controversies involving such
issues as national or community elections, tax support for par
ochial schools, or racial prejudice in suburban real-estate deal
ings, the pastor should either actively engage in promoting his
opinion on the issues through organizations, circulation of
petitions, and so forth (answer A), or he should have his opinions
but avoid becoming involved at all in such matters and stick to
preaching the three angels' messages (answer B).
The response

indicates that the majority of the respondents

oppose answer A and favor answer B on the above issue.

However, as

will be noted in table 19, even though most of the groups favor
answer B, there is a wide degree of intensity in their responses.
While the officer-and-deacon/conference groups were in total agree
ment, the over-fifty/under-fifty age groups were in total disagree
ment.

The only other pair of subgroups that agreed were the

TABLE 19.— Number and percentage of responses by congregation and ministers concerning involvement
in civic affairs of the pastor of the Grand Rapids Central SDA church in reply to the statement: How
should the pastor relate to national or community elections, social injustice and public controversies?

No
Response
Number %

Subgroup

Answer A
Speak Out Pub
licly Using
Various Media
Number
%

Answer B
Avoid Giving
Opinions Pub
licly
Number
%

Total

3

10.30

12

41.40

14

48.30

29

Twenty to forty-nine years old . . . .

7

7.45

23

24.47

64

68.09

94

Fifty years old or older ............

2

2.47

5

6.17

73

90.12

80

Attend less than every week

1

2.70

10

27.03

26

70.27

37

Attend almost every week . . . . . . .

7

5.11

18

13.14

111

81.02

136

Male . ..............................

4

7.14

6

10.71

46

82.14

56

Female ..............................

5

4.10

21

17.20

95

77.90

121

Officers and deacons ................

2

8.60

—

21

91.30

23

Nonofficer laity . . . . .

..........

8

5.00

29

18.12

123

76.87

160

Total l a i t y ...................... ..

10

5.40

29

15.80

144

78.30

183

1

4.30

—

22

95.70

23

11

5.20

29

172

80.80

212

. . . . .

Conference ministers & committee . . .

-

Total sample ........................
Chi-square Test
Male - Female
Under Fifty - Over Fifty Years Old
Officers and Deacons - Nonofficer Laity
Attend Every Week - Less Than Every Week
Officers and Deacons - Conference Set
Nonofficer Laity - Conference Set
Total Laity - Conference Set

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1.2917
11.7066
3.5432
3.8175
.0000
3.7566
3.1092

df
df
df
df
df
df
df

—

—

13.60
ss
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

P
P
P
P
P
P
P

= .256
= .001
= .060
= .051
= 1.000
= .053
= .078
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Less than twenty years old ..........
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male/feraale subgroups.

It appears that there is a strong feeling

among the leadership of the SDA church, officers, deacons, ministers,
and conference officials, that the pastor of the focal church
should avoid involvement in public issues.
In view of the conservative, antisocial-gospel mentality
that'exists within the SDA church, it is noteworthy that 15.8 per
cent of the total laity favor answer A, which involves the pastor
in aggressive activity on public issues in his local community.
However, nearly half of these are from the under-twenty-year-old
age group.

The possibilities of conflict for the pastor are ob

vious, particularly as one observes the position of the conference
and the older members and the younger members of the church.

A

negotiative approach to this problem could prove useful.

Summary Concerning the Pastor
and Community Relations
From the above analysis it appears that the majority of the
respondents prefer that the pastor not participate in service clubs
such as Kiwanis nor act as a press agent.

Considerable difference

of opinion seems to exist between certain pairs of subgroups on
these matters.

Also there is not a high degree of preference that

the pastor belong to the local ministerial association even though
the majority did favor the idea.

Finally, it appears that there

is serious disagreement between many of the respondents from the
church and conference as to how involved the pastor of the focal
church ought to be in public issues.
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The majority clearly opposes the pastor being involved in
public and social issues in the community.

It is particularly

striking that not one of the conference committee members or
ministers approves of the pastor's being involved in public
issues.

This is even more unusual when one notes that the majority

of ministers in other Protestant denominations favor being involved
in public and social issues of their community.^

While conflict

over this matter seems to be present to a degree in the SDA church
and conference, yet it does not appear to be as serious as it
has become in other denominations.
The impression from the analysis is that a strong segment
of the respondents in this survey would prefer the local pastor to
be somewhat uninvolved in community affairs.

Perhaps the group

surveyed perceives that the short tenure of most of the pastors
of this church would preclude much community involvement.

2

Certainly it takes more than two and one-half years for the pastor
to become very well acquainted with many in a community the size
of the one in this study.
Because the SDA church is heavily oriented to sharing a
special biblical message with the world, one program of the pastor
usually receives a ready response.
outreach program.

It is the evangelistic and

It is to this matter the following section is

dedicated.

^Jeffrey K. Hadden, "Role Conflict and Crisis in the
Churches," Ministry Studies, Vol. II, nos. 3 and 4, December 1968,
p. 20.

2

See chapter IV, p. 2.
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Section III— -Concerning the Pastor's
Evangelistic and Outreach
Expectations
Since the Seventh-day Adventist church was organized in
1863, it has grown from a small group of thirty-five hundred
members to nearly three million.'*'
growth.

There is a reason for this

The SDA church has accepted as its mandate the commission

of Jesus Christ recorded in Mt 28:19:

"Go ye therefore, and

teach all nations, baptizing them in the'name of the Father, and
of the Son and of the Holy Ghost."

A strong urgency to fulfill

this commission characterizes the movement.
At the 1976 Annual Council of Seventh-day Adventists the
church gave impetus to this aspect of its mission by taking a
specific action concerning Evangelism and Finishing God's Work.

2

The main thrust of the action is that the local conferences are
to engage more personnel and devote more funds to the evangelistic
outreach of the denomination.
According to the document, evangelistic work is defined as
The communication of the essential elements of the gospel of
Jesus Christ in the setting of the three angels' messages in
such a way as to make possible a resposne in the hearts of the
hearers to accept God's provision of salvation from sin and His
provision for victory over sin.3

^"Office of Archives and Statistics, Seventh-day Adventist
Yearbook (Washington, D.C.: Review and Herald Publishing Assoc.,
1976), p. 4.

2

"Actions of General Interest From the 1976 Annual Council,"
Review and Herald, December 2, 1976, p. 14.
3
Home and Overseas Officers and Union Presidents, "Evan
gelism and Finishing God's Work," paper presented at the 1976
Annual Council of the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists,
14 October 1976, p. 26.
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The above definition indicates that evangelism means a
direct confrontation with the claims of the Bible and Jesus Christ.
It is a direct, personal confrontation that seems to be called for
in the definition rather than an indirect, impersonal activity.
The church, Adventists believe, exists to evangelize.'*'
Because of the magnitude of the task and because Jesus
Christ has promised to return when the gospel is carried to the
world, a spirit of urgency characterizes all that the church does.
This urgency has its influence upon the SDA pastor.

It may stimu

late him to give more of himself to his work than if his theology
concentrated more upon the "here and now."

But the SDA pastor works

under the overarching dome of the imminent return of Christ.

His

chief source of counsel, Ellen G. White, has set the tone of his
eschatological concepts in such words as
Now is the time for the last warning to be given. . . . De
cided efforts should be made to bring the message for this
time prominently before the people. The third angel is to
go forth with great power. . . .2
Another reason the local SDA pastor actively engages in
working for the unconverted is for the good of his own experience.
He is aware that "it is in working to spread the good news of salvation that we are brought near to the Saviour."

3

Finally, the pastor, like his fellow members in the church,
is concerned that the church does not become Laodicean (Rev 3:14-17)

^"Ellen G. White, Acts of the Apostles (Mountain View, Calif.
Pacific Press Publishing Assoc., 1911), p. 9.

2

White, Testimonies, 6:16.

3
White, Desire of Ages, p. 340.
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This may serve to stimulate the pastor to engage in seeking the
lost.

The danger is that of being lulled to sleep and "following

the fearful trend of the early church."^
One of the intentions of the annual council action,
"that the role of the pastor be clarified,"
study.

2

is relevant to this

It appears, according to the document on evangelism and

finishing God's work, that the role of the pastor has already been
determined.

It is to be primarily an evangelistic role, as stated

in the following:

"Church policy shall clearly state that the

pastor-evangelist's first work and that for which he be held
accountable is the giving of the gospel of Jesus Christ in the
setting of the three angels' messages."

3

In view of the above concept concerning the role of the
pastor certain questions arise.

If the pastor is to be primarily

an evangelist, does he abdicate his position as pastor before his
parishioners?
exclusive?

Are the two functions complementary or mutually

Is it possible that some are called to be pastors

without being called to be primarily evangelists?

Will all

pastors be able to be "freed" from administrative responsibilities
and other so-called "encumbrances" in order that they may engage
in evangelistic activity?
in this regard?

How does the church see the pastor

Can the local churches be expected to respond

^"Evangelism and Finishing God's Work," p. 23.
2Ibid., p. 27.

3Ibid.
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positively to the call for the pastor to become primarily an
evangelist?
The comments of two of the respondents may indicate how
some laymen feel about their pastor engaging in evangelism for
nonmembers.

One respondent wrote, "I feel that most pastors are

more interested in obtaining new members than they are in keeping
the old ones."'*'

Another wrote, "I feel if as much or even half

as much time and effort was spent to visit and win back dis
couraged members as is spent trying to win even’one new member,
it would be great for our church."

2

Just what should the local SDA pastor do?

Will he be

able to meet the wants of his congregation if he complies with
the recommendation of the Annual Council action of the General
Conference?

Must every local pastor comply to an equal degree

and do evangelistic work or is this a matter for negotiation?
To some of these questions section III of the survey form is
directed.
The five items, numbers 25-29, on the survey form deal
with evangelistic and outreach expectations for the focal pastor
of this study.

They include issues relating to public evangel

istic meetings, personal Bible teaching work, training laymen
for witnessing, and making initial evangelistic contacts.

Table 20

gives the median scores for each of the subgroups and the total

^"See exhibit B, number 61.

2

See exhibit B, number 201.

Attend Almost
Every Week

Male

Nonofficer Laity

Conference Group

Total Sample

1.70

1.62

1.73

1.61

1.74

1.73

1.71

1.62

1.71

1.86

1.95

2.35

2.33

2.07

1.93

2.16

1.91

2.22

1.55

2.08

2.23

1.78

2.03

1.83

2.06

1.80

2.03

1.92

2.07

1.27

1.95

2.54

2.28

2.41

2.22

2.45

2.31

2.42

2.79

2.38

2.13

2.37

3.12

2.81

3.04

2.72

3.06

2.80

3.06

2.75

3.06

2.55

2.97

Officers and
Deacons

\ttend Less than
Every Week

1.54

Female

Fifty Years or
Dlder

1.97

Median figures are based on a range of one to five as follows: 1 - Absolutely must
should 3 - May or may not 4 - Preferably should not 5 - Absolutely should not

2 - Preferably
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25. Either the pastor or an
other conduct an annual
series . . . . . . ........
26. Do Bible study work for non
members ..................
27. Give on-the-job training in
witnessing . . . . ........
28. Let others make initial con
tact with nonmembers . . . .
29. Do more training of others
than actual evangelism
himself ..................

rwenty to Forty
line Years Old

Instrument
Number and Statement

Less than Twenty
fears Old

TABLE 20.— Median responses of the congregation, conference committee, and certain ministers con
cerning evangelistic and outreach expectations of the Grand Rapids Central SDA pastor
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sample based on the one-to-five-point scale.

The reader is directed

to this table in the discussion that follows.

Concerning the Conducting of
Public Evangelistic Meetings
Item 25 states that the pastor himself should conduct or
arrange to have another conduct at least one evangelistic or
revival series each year in the local church.

The responses from

the total sample indicate a high degree of interest in such a
plan at a 1.71 score.

There was little disagreement among the

subgroups concerning this issue.

The middle-age group, twenty to

forty-nine years old, were slightly more insistent than the rest
of the groups, at 1.54 on the one-to-five scale.

The burden of

the laity for public evangelism is indicated by one respondent's
suggestion to "Love all men and join in with our brothers and
sisters wherever possible.

Hold united crusades with all churches

in our district and let's see God do miracles in your life and
others."^
There was less unanimity, however, between the subgroups
in their responses to item 26 of the survey form.

This item is

concerned with the pastor personally conducting Bible lessons for
nonmembers in their homes.
one-to-five scale.

The total sample scored 2.08 on the

However, the conference group was somewhat

more insistent at 1.55 on the scale, indicating the pastor almost
"absolutely must" engage in this form of evangelism.

■^See exhibit B, number 50.
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The over-fifty age group, at 2.45, half way between "pre
ferably should" and "may or may not" point of the scale, indicate
they have less desire to see their pastor do personal Bible
teaching to nonmembers.

This may be seen as a slight trend among

the older age group to avoid direct contact with the nonmember
public, si+ice they also were inclined to prefer that the pastor
avoid public issues as well.^

Perhaps they see the pastor having

enough to occupy himself within the congregation without taking
on the additional burden of working for nonmembers.

The potential

conflict for the pastor exists, however, in the fact that he has
been advised that "Our ministers are not to spend their time
laboring for those who have already accepted the truth."

2

Concerning the Training of the
Laity for Witnessing
One of the concerns of the new revival of evangelism,
according to the paper already referred to, is that the pastor
conduct lay witnessing training programs in his church.

It states

that "Pastors who lead churches shall accept the responsibility of
training and organizing all laypersons in the church for involvement
in effective pre-evangelistic action with conference assistance in
harmony with the Spirit of Prophecy instruction."

3

How does the local congregation of this study and the
conference group see this facet of the pastor's work as stated

^See p. 4 - Concerning pastor's public relations expectations

2

"Evangelism and Finishing God's Work," p. 27.

3

Ibid.
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in item 27 of the survey form?

The item suggests that the pastor

should engage in a type of on-the-job house-to-house visitation
and Bible-teaching approach to witnessing.

All subgroups of the

sample responded at "preferably should," or 1.95 on the scale.
The conference group was somewhat more intense at a 1.27 score.
The pastor may be pleasing his conference peers and officials by
engaging in on-the-job witnessing training.

There appears to be,

however, a sizeable group of laymen who are unconcerned with this
type of training.

The challenge for the pastor will be to stimu

late this group to participate in some other form of witnessing.
From what is stated above it appears the local SDA pastor
may find himself doubly burdened.

On the one hand he is told that

he is "not to spend his time . . . laboring for those who have
already accepted the truth," and then he is urged to "train and
organize all laypersons in the church."
for the local SDA pastor is very obvious.
is paramount at this point.

The potential conflict
The need for negotiation

Also a more complete understanding of

what is meant by certain statements from the writings of Ellen G.
White may be in order.
It appears from the responses to item 28 of the survey form
that there is general agreement among the respondents that someone
other than the pastor should make the initial contact with evan
gelistic prospects referred to the pastor from the Michigan Con
ference office.

The total sample, however, was not overly strong

on their insistence for this, at a 2.37 score.

It is quite possible

that many would like to leave such decisions up to the pastor.

It
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appears to be a duty that could be negotiated and that the pastor
may find someone willing to help him in this activity.

It appears

that the laity were somewhat less enthusiastic in their willingness
to do this work at a 2.38 score than was the conference group at
2,13 on the scale,

That is understandable due to the lack of

training many laymen have for this type work.
Finally, how should the pastor of the focal church relate
to personally conducting public evangelistic meetings?

From the

responses to item 29, there are potentials for conflict over this
issue,

The item states that the pastor should spend most of his

time helping church members be good witnesses rather than con
ducting public evangelistic meetings.

The total responses leveled

at a 2.97 median point, or almost at the "may or may not" response.
The "may or may not" point on the scale may indicate that about
half favor the pastor engaging in public meetings and about half
favor his spending most of his time training others to witness.
On the other hand, it could also mean that most respondents actually
checked the "may or may not" response.

Regardless, the pastor is

left to either decide for himself whether he will spend more time
conducting public evangelistic meetings or more time training his
laymen in witnessing.

It may provide an area for negotiation be

tween the pastor and his role set.

A Summary Concerning Evangelistic and Out
reach Expectations of the Focal Pastor
In summary, the respondents in this survey reflect a sig
nificant interest in the pastor engaging in personal and public
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evangelistic activity.

Only a small minority consider it an optional

activity for the pastor.
However, it appears that the laymen themselves seem to con
sider evangelistic and outreach activity somewhat optional as far
as either participating themselves or being trained on-the-job.
There was somewhat less desire of the laymen to make initial
contacts with evangelistic prospects.
The picture that emerges is that most laymen favor the
church being evangelistic as long as the pastor is the chief
evangelist and witnessing trainer.

There also appears to be some

reticence on the part of the laymen to even engage in some form of
witnessing training.

Perhaps, under the present conditions, it would

be unwise to insist that they do.
winning work to be done.

There is much indirect soul

This might well be an area for negotiation

so that assignments may be made which more nearly fit the natural
abilities of the laity.
It appears that the type of evangelistic work suggested by
"Evangelism and Finishing God's Work" is the most favored ministry
in the which the local SDA pastor can engage.

This is the concept

held by the general leadership of the local church, conference,
and the denomination.

However, as good as this may be, there are

other activities in which the local pastor is expected to engage
his energies, time, and talents.

Among these are his personal

counseling and pastoral visitation responsibilities.
questions on the survey form involve these duties.

Several
The study now

directs itself to an analysis of the responses concerning those
questions.
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Section IV— Concerning Counseling and
Pastoral Visitation
Pastoral counseling today has become a separate science in
itself.

The writer is impressed that among SDA pastors today there

is a general acceptance of this as one of his functions.

Most

seminary trained SDA pastors have been exposed to the field of
counseling.

Clinical Pastoral Education courses are available

to SDA pastors within the denomination's educational system.
Pastoral counseling is defined as:
The utilization, by a minister, of a one-to-one or small
group relationship to help people handle their problems of
living more adequately and grow toward fulfilling their
potentialities. This is achieved by helping them reduce
the inner blocks which prevent them from relating in needsatisfying ways.l
Pastoral visitation is closely allied to pastoral coun
seling.

Many of the same skills are used in pastoral visitation

that are used in pastoral counseling.

They are, therefore, dis

cussed together in this section of this study.
Pastoral visitation must be defined in terms of the way it
is referred to in the New Testament.
visit is episkeptomai.

"The New Testament word for

Forms of this work occur eleven times

(Mt 2^:36, 43; Lk 1:68, 78; 7:16; Acts 6:3; 7:23; 15:14, 36; Heb
2:6; Jas 1:27)."

2

In Acts 6:3 the word is translated "look out."

In every other reference it is translated "visit."

Pastoral

visitation must be defined as "to go to see, to inspect . . .

a

^Howard J. Clinebell, Jr., Basic Types of Pastoral
Counseling (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1966), p. 20.

2

Robert G. Witty, Church Visitation:
(Nashville: Broadman Press, 1967), p. 11.

Theory and Practice
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Christian service whereby Christians go or come to other persons
in order to understand their needs and assist them with adequate
help found only in Christ."^"
As dual functions of the pastor, pastoral counseling and
pastoral visitation are to minister to the spiritual, mental, and
emotional needs of his parishioners.
There has always been the sickness of the mind and body
as. well as a sickness of the soul.

There has always been someone

designated to care for the people of God as a shepherd cares for
his sheep.

The purpose is to assist in healing those who may be

sick in body, soul, or mind.
In the twentieth century pastoral psychology has become a
highly developed science.

Mental, emotional, and spiritual illness

have new explanations in the light of this new science, and there
fore new methods of healing should be applied.

Instead of the sick

ness being attributed only to spiritual causes, a more sophisticated
explanation is given.
complex as well.

This makes the treatment of sickness more

This has implications for the local pastor.

How

one sees the origin of a soul-sickness determines how one seeks a
cure for it.
That a wide range of spiritual, emotional, and mental problems
and personal needs exists within the membership of many SDA congre
gations is evident from the personal experience of the writer as a
pastor.

The church faces the challenge of an unfinished task of

giving the gospel message to the world.

1Ibid., pp. 13, 15.

The pastor is faced with
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the challenge of preparing his people for this task.

The question

facing him is whether he should urge his members to engage in wit
nessing to their neighbors and friends while they are crippled in
their ability to relate well with others.

What is needed is some

way of knowing how to become a more capable witness.

Perhaps by

personal counseling and visitation the pastor may provide this
help.

"Counseling and visitation aims at helping a person increase

his ability to love God, his neighbor and himself more fully.
In the light of the above, the pastor today is faced with
the challenge of developing his counseling and visitation skills.
Is it w:hat he does

or who he is that is most important?

How he

answers this will determine what resources he will utilize in his
pastoral work.

If he feels it is what he does, then he will draw

from the fields of psychology, behavioral science, and religion.
If he feels it is what he is, then he will depend more upon the
spiritual resources with a greater expectation of the miraculous
in the healing process.
The tension existing between these two approaches of the
pastor to his pastoral work is reflected in question 71, part II,
of the survey form.

Also, question 74, part II, of the survey in

volves the counseling work of the local pastor.

Before discussing

section IV, items 30-44 of the survey form, these two issues con
cerning counseling resources and methods will be examined.

^Clinebell, Basic Types of Pastoral Counseling, p. 46.
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Analysis of Techniques and Resources
for Counseling
The two items, numbers 71 and 74, part II, concern the pas
tor's counseling resources and methodology.

The reader is directed

to table 21 for the number of responses and percentages to the
issue discussed in number 71 and table 22 for the issue discussed
in number 74.
Table 21 provides a clear picture of frequency responses,
percentages, and Chi-square tests for certain pairs of subgroups
surveyed in this study concerning counseling resources for the
pastor.

The respondents were given two choices in their response

to this item.

The A response indicated utilizing psychological and

technical information concerning human nature along with the spiritual
resources, whereas the B response showed a preference for the
pastor to utilize only spiritual resources in his counseling and
pastoral care.

There were 55.4 percent of the respondents who chose

answer B and 38.5 percent who chose answer A.

It appears a slight

majority prefer the pastor to rely totally upon spiritual resources
in his pastoral care.
However, a closer look at table 21 reveals that certain of
the subgroups are diametrically opposed to each other.

This indi

cates that there is considerable difference of opinion among the
respondents as to what resources the pastor should use in his
counseling work.

For instance, 60.9 percent of the nonofficer

laity were in favor of answer B, whereas 39.1 percent of the
officers and deacons and 43.5 percent of the conference group
favored answer B.

The over-fifty age group were even more in

TABLE 21.— Number and percentage of responses by congregation and ministers concerning the pastoral
counseling concepts of the pastor of the Grand Rapids Central SDA church in reply to the statement:
What resources in counseling skills should the pastor use in his work?

No
Response
Number %

Subgroup

Answer B
Utilize Only
Bible, Prayer
and Religion
Number
%

Answer A
Utilize Psychol
ogical Resources
and Religion
Number
%

Total

Less than twenty years old ..........

2

6.90

12

41.40

15

51.70

29

Twenty to forty-nine years old . . . .

8

8.51

41

43.62

45

47.87

94

Fifty years old or older ............

4

4.94

23

28.40

54

66.67

81

Attend less than every week

-

—

15

40.54

22

59.46

37

. . . . .

..

8.76

50

36.50

75

54.74

137

................

3

5.36

24

42.86

29

51.79

56

........................

9

7.40

43

35.20

70

57.40

122

2

8.70

12

52.20

9

39.10

23

Nonofficer laity ....................

10

6.25

53

33.12

97

60.92

160

Total laity

12

6.50

66

35.90

106

57.50

184

1

4.30

12

52.20

10

43.50

23

13

6.10

82

38.50

118

55.40

213

Male . . . . . . . .
Female

. . .

Officers and d e a c o n s .......... ..

........................

Conference ministers & committee . . .
Total sample . . ....................

Chi-square Test
Male - Female
Under Fifty 0 Over Fifty Years Old
Officers and Deacons - Nonofficers Laity
Attend Every Week - Less Than Every Week
Officers and Deacons - Conference Group
Nonofficer Laity - Conference Group
Total Laity - Conference Group

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

.9572
5.4002
4.5793
.0035
.0962
3.0123
2.1223

df
df
df
df
df
df
df

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

p
p
p
p
p
p
p

=
=
=
=
=
=
-

.328
.020
.032
.953
.761
.083
.145
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12

Attend almost every week ............

NUMBER 22.— Number and percentage of responses by congregation and ministers concerning pastoral
counseling methods of the pastor of the Grand Rapids Central SDA church in reply to the statement:
What approach is best when counseling persons with personal or moral problems?

Subgroup

No
Response
Number %

Answer B
Non-Directive:
Supportive Lis
tening
Number
%

Answer A
Directive:
Offer Opinions
Freely
Number
%

Total

2

6.90

14

48.30

13

44.80

29

Twenty to forty-nine years old . . • •

7

7.45

47

50.00

40

42.55

94

Fifty years old or older .

7

8.64

49

60.49

25

30.86

81

Attend less than every week

2

5.41

21

56.76

14

37.84

37

13

9.49

75

54.74

49

35.77

137

4

7.14

37

66.07

15

26.79

56

11

9.00

60

49.02

51

41.80

122

Officers and deacons . . .

4

17.40

13

56.50

6

26.10

23

Nonofficer laity . . . . .

11

6.87

87

54.37

62

38.75

160

Total laity

............

16

8.70

100

54.30

68

37.00

184

Conference group ........

3

13.00

11

47.80

9

39.10

23

19

8.90

113

53.10

81

38.00

213

Attend almost every week . . • • • « •
Male . ................. ..
Female ..................

Total sample

........

Chi-square Tests
Male - Female
Under Fifty - Over Fifty Years Old
Officers and Deacons - Nonofficer Laity
Attend Every Week - Less than Every Week
Officers and Deacons - Conference Group
Nonofficer Laity - Conference Group
Total Laity - Conference Group

= 4.4311
= 2.4696
= .7039
= .0027
= .7415
= 1.7461
= .1512

df
df
df
df
df
df
df

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

p
p
p
p
p
p
p

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

.035
.116
.401
.959
.389
.773
.697
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Less than twenty years old
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favor of answer B with 66.6 percent preferring the pastor use only
spiritual resources in his pastoral ministry.

On the other hand,

among the under-fifty age group only 47.8 percent favored answer B.
-It appears that terms such as psychology and the study of
human nature tend to be unpopular among the older laity whereas the
church officers, deacons,
dated by these terms.

and the conference group are less intimi

The writer would certainly disagree with

the majority of his laymen in his response to this issue and
choose answer A.

If the science of psychology is a science of the

human mind and it is good in its place,'*' perhaps it is not wrong
to become acquainted with the science at least to the extent of
knowing what constitutes human normality.
It appears that some of the aversion to the field of psy
chology among the laymen, older-age groups, and a large portion
of the respondents stems from their indoctrination that psychology
is dangerous.
White:

This may be the result of the statement of Ellen G.

"Satan comes more directly to this generation to ruin

souls through the science of psychology."

2

The ministers and

officers may have read the balancing statement, which says, "the
sciences having to do with the human mind are good in their place."
Item 74 has to do with the question of whether the pastor
should use a directive or nondirective counseling approach when

^Ellen G. White, Selected Messages, 2:352.

2

Ellen G. White, Testimonies, 1:296.

3

Ellen G. White, Selected Messages, 2:352.

3
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seeking to help persons who have mental, emotional, or spiritual
problems.

Even though there was much difference of opinion, 53

percent of the respondents were favorable to answer A, the directive
counseling method.
answer B, the

A strong segment, 38 percent, were in favor of

nondirective method of counseling.

One unusual feature, as revealed in Table 22, indicates
that a conflict exists(between the male and female respondents
concerning the pastor's counseling methods.

The male-group were

highly in favor of answer A, the directive approach, with 66 per
cent choosing that response, whereas only 49 percent of the women
chose answer A.

It appears that more of the women prefer to see

the pastor as a sympathetic listener rather than a solver of their
problems.

More of the men, on the other hand, appear to prefer

to be told by the pastor what to do.

The writer is inclined to

agree with the women in most counseling situations.

There may be

exceptions when a person needs the experience and knowledge of
the pastor to help him make up his mind, and that would require
the directive approach.

However, in most cases of mental, emotional,

and spiritual difficulty, the nondirective counseling approach is
more effective and helpful.

Expectations of the Pastor in Times of
the Crises of Sickness and Death
Traditionally the pastor is expected to give support and
comfort in times of sickness and death among his parishioners.
Six items concerning the pastor's functions during these times were
included in the survey.

A highly unified response was received from
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these questions.

Table 23 gives the median responses for the total

sample and subgroups.
Statement 30, that the focal pastor should visit a seriously
ill person immediately upon learning about it, received a favorable
response at a 1.60, or between "absolutely must" and "preferably
should" value on the one-to-five scale.

The respondents were

also favorable to statement 32 concerning pastoral visiting with
the family of the deceased member at the time of death.

The total

sample scored 1.29 on the scale indicating slightly more insistence
that the family of the deceased member be visited immediately than
when a member is reported seriously ill.The respondents were consistent in opposition to the
pastor waiting until called before visiting the sick, as is stated
in item 31 of the questionnaire.

The total sample scored 3.94 on

the one-to-five scale at "preferably should not."

It appears that

the respondents consider the pastor an important part of the heal
ing team.
How frequently should the pastor visit the hospitalized
member of the focal church?

The statement in item 33 that the

pastor should visit the terminally ill frequently but not daily
received a "preferably should" response at 1.93 on the scale.
There was a high degree of unity among the subgroups in their
responses.
The respondents were also in favor of statement 34 that
the pastor should visit hospitalized members only one or two times
in a ten-day stay.

There was no strong insistence on the part of

Male

Female

Officers and
Deacons

Nonofficer Laity

Total Laity

Conference Group

Total Sample

1.54

1.56

1.63

1.49

1.64

1.65

1.60

1.64

1.22

1.60

4.15

3.89

4.21

3.84

4.12

3.79

4.05

3.94

3.88

4.44

3.94

1.24

1.23

1.24

1.31

1.21

1.33

1.17

1.29

1.30

1.18

1.29

1.87

1.92

2.03

1.87

1.97

1.88

1.59

1.93

1.91

2.00

1.93

2.62

2.57

2.41

2.66

2.69

2.55

2.86

2.62

2.59

2.85

2.62

2.75

2.55

2.69

2.70

2.71

2.66

2.82

2.66

2.66

2 50

2.66

2.30

2.08

2.25

2.27

2.11

2.29

2.06

2.27

2.30

2.05

2.27

1.95

2.00

1.79

2.02

1.85

2.03

2.19

1.99

1.96

2.19

1.99

2.50

2.55

2.27

2.45

2.61

2.34

2.75

2.44

2.36

2.82

2.44
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30. Immediately visit those re
ported seriously ill . . 1.80
31. Wait until requested be
fore visiting the ill
3.50
32. Visit family of deceased
at the time of death . . 1.70
33. How frequent should pastor
visit terminally ill? . 2.08
34. How frequent should he
visit hospital patient?
2.75
35. Must pastor visit out-oftown SDA hospital
patients ..............
2.92
36. What is the best way to
bring unity in the
church? ............ . 2.67
37. What is the best way to
resolve conflict? . . . 1.97
38. Pastor should visit shutins once per month . . . 2.04

j

jAttend Almost
■■
Every Week

1.56

Less than Twenty
Years Old
i■
1
Twenty to Fortynine Years Old
1
1
;Fifty Years or
Older

Instrument
Number and Statement

jAttend Less than
Every Week

TABLE 23.— Median responses of the congregation, conference committee, and certain ministers con
cerning pastoral and visitation expectations of the Grand Rapids Central SDA pastor

TABLE 23 (Continued)
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39. Pastor should give more
time to nonmembers . . .
40. Visit every member family every two years . .
41. Always pray when visiting members ..........
42. Avoid counseling women
who are having marriage
problems ..............
43. Counsel any and all who
request it ............
44. Refer to local agencies

a

■W T3
d tH
o o
fa
CO
o d
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the total sample at 2.62 which reveals that many respondents favor
a "may or may not" response.
As mentioned earlier in the study, a group of hospital
patients that often expect visits from the focal pastor are SDA
members from surrounding cities and towns.

Requests come from

fellow pastors and loved ones of the patient for the focal pastor
to go and visit their member or loved one in one of the city's
hospitals.
Statement 35, concerning the respondent's reaction to this
duty of the focal pastor, received a favorable response.
it was not strong at a 2.62 value on the scale.

However,

While the pastor

should include these members of other SDA churches, it appears
that in the minds of the respondents there is less insistence
that he should do so.
From the above analysis of the responses it appears that
the respondents to this survey consider the focal pastor an important
part of the emergency team in times of crisis.
time problems to the focal pastor.

This may pose serious

As his congregation increases

in numbers the calls also increase for his services in times of
crises.

Unless the pastor can devise some form of negotiated

ministry that releases him from time to time, he will be over
loaded with such activities and unable to engage in his other
duties, such as evangelism.

One plan that might possibly be used

is a crisis chaplaincy assignment for the local elders of the church.
Such a plan was initiated by the writer as pastor of the church
during his time there.

It was attended with some degree of success.
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Analysis of Responses Concerning the Focal
Pastor's Role in Times of Conflict
Traditionally, the Christian church has sought to reduce,
as far as possible, all forms of conflict.

The cry for unity in

the church was first made by its originator, Jesus Christ (Jn
17:23).

However, Jesus was aware that conflict would be a part of

the tribulation of the church down through the ages (Jn 16:33).
History pictures the church often beset by conflict both within
and without its borders.
Is conflict always bad?

Some think so, others do not.

One writer states, "I am sure that we can begin by agreeing that
every major advance in civilization has resulted from conflict."'*'
Others point out that only by a complete unity will the church
achieve its goals.

"God designs that His people shall be a unit;

that they shall see eye to eye, and be of the same mind and of the
same judgment."

2

Also the same writer declares that "the strongest

witness that God has sent his Son into the world is the existence
of harmony and union among men of varied dispositions who form
His church."^
Because of his position and influence the pastor is a key
person to create conflict in the church or enhance its unity.

Much

depends upon the pastor's own way of managing conflict.

^Ross Stagner, quoted in Speed Leas and Paul Kittlaus, Church
Fights (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1973), Frontispiece.
2

Ellen G. White, Radiant Religion (Washington, D.C.:
and Herald Publishing Assoc., 1946), p. 109.

3

Review

Ellen G. White, Conflict and Courage (Washington, D.C.:
Review and Herald Publishing Association, 1970), p. 357.
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Item 36 of the survey form states that the pastor should
seek unity by preaching powerful sermons on unity.

The repondents

tend to favor such sermons as reflected in the nearly, "preferably
should," or 2.27 point of the one-to-five scale.

A goodly number

appear to prefer this to be a matter for the pastor to decide in
that the median point is near to the center, or the "may or may
not" response.
The respondents were more in favor of the statement found
in item 37 of the survey form that the pastor should go to work
right away and try to resolve any conflict that occurs in the
church.

The median score for the total sample was 1.99 indicating

that the pastor "preferably should" involve himself immediately in
time of conflict among groups or persons in the church.

However,

the officers and deacons and conference groups were less intense
in their approval at 2.19 on the scale.

The writer is inclined

to respond with "may or may not" to this question, or at 3.00 on
the scale.

This may reflect his approach to the management of

conflict in terms of a lose-leave attitude.^
better ways.

Perhaps there are

The word "negotiate" might describe one of those

better ways of managing conflict in the local church.
A special question having to do with the pastor's role in
time of conflict is found in part II, number 75.

It states that

in helping to resolve conflict among church members and groups in
the church the pastor should, according to answer A, try to reach

^See chapter IV, p. 30, concerning the results of the
writer's conflict management survey.
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a compromise solution by acting as an impartial mediator or,
answer B, take a clearly stated position in the conflict and
maintain it.

Table

2k

gives a complete record of the number and

responses of the groups and Chi-square tests of the seven pairs
of subgroups.
The response of the role set being surveyed indicates
that all groups favored the A response.

The role of the pastor

in this case would be as an impartial mediator rather than as a
judge.

It is to be noted, however, that nearly 30 percent of the

respondents favor the judgmental role of the pastor in time of
conflict.

According to this the pastor takes a firm stand in

the conflict and maintains his position.
Again the writer would oppose taking a firm stand in a
conflict situation, generally.

However, there might be times when

such a position would be necessary.
of the conflict itself.

Much depends upon the nature

If a moral or spiritual principle would

be sacrificed because the pastor refused to take a firm position
in time of conflict, then by all means he should do so.

A pastor

cannot avoid being cast, at times, into the position of a judge.
He cannot always remain neutral.

Much improvement may be made

in the unity of the church by negotiating conflict rather than by
simply avoiding it, denying its existence, or losing and leaving
it.

The negotiating skills of the pastor will be taxed and utilized

to advantage in conflict situations in the local church.

This

appears to be the preferred stance for the pastor by the respondents
as well.

TABLE 24.— Number and percentage of responses by congregation and ministers concerning conflict sit
uations of the pastor of the Grand Rapids Central SDA church in reply to the statement: How may the
pastor best help resolve conflict between church members and groups in the church?

No
Response
Number %

Subgroup

Answer A
Act as an Impartial Mediator
Number
%

Answer B
Take a Firm
Stand and Maintain It
Number
%

Total

3

10.30

18

62.10

8

27.60

29

Twenty to forty-nine years old . . . .

5

5.32

63

67.02

26

27.66

94

Fifty years old or more

4

4.94

51

62.96

26

32.10

81

1

2.70

25

67.57

11

29.73

37

Attend almost every week ............

9

6.57

88

64.23

40

29.20

137

M a l e ................................

3

5.36

38

67.86

15

26.79

56

Female ..............................

7

5.70

78

63.90

37

30.30

122

Officers and deacons ................

3

13.00

15

65.20

5

21.70

23

Nonofficer laity ....................

7

4.37

104

65.00

49

30.62

160

........................

11

6.00

119

64.70

54

29.30

184

Conference group ....................

1

4.30

18

78.30

4

17.40

23

Total s a m p l e ...................... .

12

5.60

142

66.70

49

27.70
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............

Attend less than every week

Total laity

. . . . .

Chi-square Tests:
Male - Female
Under Fifty - Over Fifty Years Old
Officers and Deacons - Nonofficer Laity
Attend Every Week - Less Than Every Week
Officers and Deacons - Conference Group
Nonofficer Laity - Conference Group
Total Laity - Conference Group

= .3735
= .3978
= .4067
= .0063
= .0260
= 1.7461
= 1.5863

df
df
df
df
df
df
df

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

p
p
p
P
p
p
p

=
=
=
=
=
=
-

.541
.528
.524
.937
.872
.186
.208
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Less than twenty years old . ........
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The Pastor’s Visitation Program
The focal congregation in this survey has a considerable
number of shut-ins and elderly.

There are also a number of in

active members on the church membership list.

Some attempts have

been made to develop a visitation program for shut-ins and care
less members by volunteer laity.

Such a program was initiated

during the writer's time as pastor.

That this was looked upon

with favor is reflected in the comments of one respondent who
wrote,
I feel if as much or even half as much time and effort was
spent to visit and win back discouraged members as is spent
trying to win even one new member it would be great. The
visitation program has been a progressive and positive inno
vation, also the fellowship potlucks. Our church is much
friendlier now.l
A question facing the focal pastor of this study is how
often is he expected to visit the shut-ins himself.

Item 38 on

the survey form states that the pastor should visit the shut-ins
at least once per month.

The responses indicate a slight balance

on the positive side of the five-point scale towards "preferably
should" at a 2.44 score for the total sample.

However, while the

laymen were inclined more to a "preferably should" response, the
conference group were more inclined to a "may or may not" response
at a 2.82 score.

Perhaps the ministers in the conference group

are more aware of the heavy demands such a plan in a church with
as many members as the one in this study would make on the time of

^"See exhibit B, number 201.
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the pastor.

Again assistance from capable laypersons may relieve

the focal pastor in this important work.
How much time should the focal pastor spend visiting the
careless members and interested nonmembers?

Item 39 states that

the pastor should spend most of his time engaged in this work.
Certainly there is a demand for it.

One respondent who openly

admitted not attending the church services seemed to feel that the
writer had neglected him.

He stated:

"I have not been going to

church for two years and have yet to have the pastor call at my
home or on the phone to find out why. . . .

I would like to ask

if a pastor can visit with a person who is backsliding."^
The above statement was supported by another respondent
who stated:

"Before seeking to find new members, the pastor should

look in his own congregation for those that haven't been to church
periodically."

2

Surprisingly, in spite of the above observations by certain
respondents, the general response indicates that the majority opposes
the pastor spending most of his time visiting careless members and
nonmembers.

The total sample scored 3.22 on the one-to-five scale

inclined slightly to a "preferably should not" response.

The officers

and deacons were even more strongly opposed at 3.59 on the scale.
There appears to be some inconsistency between the responses
to item 39 and those concerning evangelism and outreach in section
III of the survey form.

1

While the respondents are wholly in favor

See exhibit B, number 61.

2

Ibid., number 52.
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of the pastor engaging in evangelistic activity, they are unwilling
to have the pastor spend most of his time in such activity, accord
ing to the responses to item 39.

Here is clearly an area for

negotiation on the part of the pastor of the focal church.
Perhaps the respondents, the officers and deacons especially,
are saying that all members should receive equal attention by the
pastor.

This is indicated by one respondent's personal comment

that "when a new minister comes and says he will visit all homes
and doesn't he had better not have said it.
but people remember what he said."^

I know he is busy

The writer made such a promise

when he first arrived as pastor of the church in this study.

The

plan was for the pastor to visit in every home at least once during
his stay there.

The assistant pastor joined in the plan and the

membership was divided between the two pastors.
was visited but not by the senior pastor.

Every home

Unfortunately some

members do not look upon the assistant pastor's visit as on the same
level as a visit from the senior pastor.
How often do the respondents feel the senior pastor should
visit in the homes of his parishioners?
40 of the survey form.

This was the concern of item

It states that the pastor should visit the

home when every member is present at least once every two years.

A

strong "preferably should" response at 2.07 on the scale indicates
this is very acceptable by the responding laity, ministers, and
conference officials.

^Ibid., number 53.
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However, a larger-than-expected group of the under-fifty
age group were inclined to check the "may or may not" response to
item 40 of the questionnaire.

Also, as might be expected, those

who attend less than every week tended to be more intensely in
favor of this plan at a 1.67 median score.

This is a good cue for

the pastor that those who attend irregularly may have needs that
a visit from the pastor could help resolve.
Should the pastor always pray when visiting his members?
The total sample was highly unified between an "absolutely must"
and a "preferably should" response at 1.64 on the scale for item 41
of the survey.

The pastor can be assured that he may pray if he

should so desire with practically any of his parishioners in the
church of this study.

The younger respondents appear to be slightly

less favorable than the older age groups.

Apparently the prayers

of the pastor are significant to the respondents of this study.

Counseling and Referral Expectations
for the Focal Pastor
Many who come to the pastor for personal counseling are
women.

Among these women are some who are experiencing marital

difficulties.

Question 42 of the survey form was included to test

the respondents as to their approval of the pastor being free to
engage in counseling the opposite sex, especially those experiencing
marital problems.
The respondents were almost evenly divided on the matter at
a 2.99 point on the scale.

As might be expected the over-fifty

age group were more opposed, whereas the younger groups were more
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in favor.

However, the conference group were more strongly opposed

to the pastor performing such a ministry for the opposite sex.

It

appears that the conference group and many others of the respondents
do not consider the counseling ministry of the pastor as part of
his professional role.
If the pastor should not counsel with those of the opposite
sex who are having marital difficulty then should he make distinc
tions between persons who come to him for guidance?
issue involved in item 43 of the survey form.

This is the

It states that the

pastor should be willing to counsel any and all who come to him
for help.
The response was a strong 1.79 score between "preferably
should" and "absolutely must" on the one-to-five scale.
spondent, a conference employee, stated:

One re

"I believe the pastor

should pastor all members."^
The conference group was consistent with its answer to the
previous question by approaching a "may or may not" response to
item 43 of the survey form at a 2.42 median point of the scale.
Evidently there are some differences of opinion existing among the
conference group concerning the counseling ministry of the pastor.
There seems to be less confusion among the laity as to whether
pastoral counseling is a part of the pastor's professional role in
the local church than among the ministers and conference officials.
The writer is inclined to agree with the laymen more than
with his ministerial colleagues on the above issue.

^"See exhibit B, number 21.

Of course much
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depends upon the pastor as to how much counseling he does and with
whom.

A bit of professionalism seems necessary for the pastor as

with others who must minister to those who have personal problems.
To attain a professional stance may require additional training on
the part of the pastor himself.

Otherwise, perhaps he should avoid

certain situations in which he may be involved with the opposite
sex.
The final item of section IV concerns the pastor referring
to the professional counseling services all those who come to him
with difficulties.

Of course this would be an easy way to reduce

the amount of time and work involved with these people.

How do

the respondents feel about such a plan on the part of their pastor?
Responses from item 44 of the survey reveal that the pastor
"preferably should not" at 3.72.

This supports what psychothera

pists have known for some time, that pastors are favored as
counselors by the majority of people who are in trouble.

One

writer states, "A joint commission survey of national mental health
resources revealed that when people felt emotionally distressed they
preferably turned first to a clergyman."^

The reasons given include

the following:
There are many more clergymen, they are widely scattered and
geographically accessible, they are easy to contact at any
time, they are less expensive, their role and function are
usually well known so that people know what to expect, and
they have ongoing contacts already established with many people,
so that in time of crisis it is natural to turn to them.2

(Boston:

^E. Mansell Pattison, ed., Clinical Psychiatry and Religion
Little, Brown and Company, 1969), p. 246.
2Ibid.
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The respondents in the survey of this study seem to agree
with the above observation.

The writer has found that his parishion

ers will usually come to him first if he reveals a desire to be of
help, shows some professionalism in connection with his pastoral
work, and reflects dedication and devotion to the high standards of
the Lord Jesus Christ.

Summary of Analysis of Responses Concerning
Pastoral Counseling and Visitation
This section has revealed certain attitudes and preferences
for the focal pastor of this study concerning his counseling and
visitation program.

To summarize the following insights stand out:

There is obvious conflict among the respondents as to whether
the focal pastor should use psychologic principles along with
spiritual resources in his pastoral work.

The majority seem to

prefer that the pastor utilize only spiritual resources.
In times of conflict it appears the respondents prefer the
pastor to act more in the role of a mediator rather than as a judge
or as an unyielding authority.
There was some opposition from the respondents to the
pastor spending most of his time visiting careless members and non
members in an effort to win them back to the church.

An inconsist

ency appears to exist between the respondents desire for evangel
istic outreach and their desire to restrict the pastor's activity
from outreach for the careless members and nonmembers.
A serious division among the respondents appeared in
connection with the pastor counseling with persons of the opposite
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sex who have marital problems.

Referral to professionals in the city

appears to be an undesirable alternative to limiting the pastor's
availability to those needing his assistance.
From these insights there is some indication that a size
able group of the respondents have yet to view pastoral counseling
as a professional function of their pastor.

Considerable negotia

tion will be necessary to help the entire role set to understand
this aspect of the pastor's work.
Much that the pastor communicates is about himself.

His

life-style, approach to his work, and personal relationships all
speak for or against his ministry.

What do the subgroups surveyed

expect of the pastor concerning these matters?

Section V seeks to

obtain an answer to this question.

Section V— Analysis of Responses Concerning
Personal and Family Expectations
A considerable literature has developed in recent decades
to inform the laymen of the Christian community about their pastor's
problems.

The title usually indicates the nature of the material

presented.
To name a few, William E. Hulme published a guide for
ministers and laymen entitled, Your Pastor's Problems.^

Ralph G.

Turnbull's, A Minister's Obstacles, is concerned with "the wrestlings
and intricacies of the heart.

It is in the inner realm of the

^William E. Hulme, Your Pastor's Problems (Garden City,
New York: Doubleday and Company, 1966).
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preacher’s life that a man is made or unmade."^

Daniel D. Walker's

concern is expressed in The Human Problems of the Ministers.

"It

is with human tensions, as they appear in the clergy, that this
material deals."

Finally, Lucille Lavender, a minister's wife,

has recently produced the book They Cry Too!

According to

Lavender, her purpose is to share with laymen "what you always
wanted to know about your minister but didn't know whom to ask.
The book is addressed to a problem common to most clergymen— being
accepted as a human being!"

3

These and other books and articles

like them attempt to relate the pastor's position, his person,
and his roles to the modern situation.
The local SDA pastor is no less faced with updating his
ministry.

Besides the current literature, he has the added

source of counsel, the writings of Ellen G. White, to provide him
with a wealth of guidance concerning the pastoral ministry.

Whether

this makes the role of the SDA pastor more clear or not depends
much upon the pastor himself and how he relates to his work.

As

one. reads the counsel from the writings of Ellen G. White, he is
struck with the deeply spiritual emphasis when the author discusses
the life and work of the pastor.

^Ralph G. Turnbull, A Minister's Obstacles (New Jersey:
Fleming H. Revel Company, 1966), p. 5.
2
Daniel D. Walker, The Human Problems of the Minister
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1960), p. xi.
3
Lucille Lavender, They Cry Too! (New York:
Stone Publisher, 1976), jacket blurb.

W. Clement
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One reference states that "the minister of Christ must
possess an undying love for souls, a spirit of self-denial and
of self-sacrifice."'*'

Another states:

Positions have no power to develop a man's character. It
rests wholly with the man himself to prove whether he will
work himself, which means that Satan will work him, or
whether he will be worked by the Holy Spirit.2
The minister as a person, therefore, is to represent the
"crucified life" experience or as "the sacramental person . . . one
through whom is experienced the person of the church and of
Christ."

3

As has every true Christian, so has the pastor "ex

perienced the death of the ego— the surrender of all natural
securities and even the sense of self, in order to enter the king
dom of God. . . ."^
The rash of literature concerning the person of the pastor
that has been produced in recent years indicates a concern for his
welfare in his high and holy calling.

It seems to be a concern that

the pastor's position be made relevant to modern times and yet re
tain its hallowed tradition.
One writer has stated that "the clergy are a lonely, set
apart people."'*

So also is being captain of a ship a lonely

^White, Testimonies for the Church, 2:151.

2
Calif.:

Ellen G. White, Testimonies for Ministers (Mountain View,
Pacific Press Publishing Assoc., 1944), p. 288.

3

York:

Urban T. Holmes, III, The Future Shape of Ministry (New
The Seabury Press, 1971), pp. 92, 93.
4

Biersdorf, Creating an Intentional Ministry, p. 29.

^Margaretta K. Bowers, M.D., Conflicts of the Clergy: A
Psychodynamic Study with Case Histories (New York: Thomas Nelson
and Sons, 1963), p. 7.
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position.

This writer, however, who is a psychiatrist, has great

concern for the clergyman.

Some human understanding seems in

order.
And they are told they should pray and everything will be
all right. But how can a man pray when his ship is in such
desperate plight? . . .
It seems to me that the very least
we can do for these men is to give them the mental and psy
chological health, the emotional health and maturity so that
they are not weak, scurvy-ridden ships.1
How do SDA laymen see their pastor?
he be to satisfy their needs?
style?

How competent should

How human may he be in his life

What is expected of his wife and children?

To what

spiritual level must the focal pastor of this study be to meet the
expectations of his role set?

It is to these and other similar

questions that the following analysis is directed.

An Analysis Concerning the Motivating Call
of the Focal Pastor to the Ministry
What motivates men to become ministers?

The motives may be

as varied as those which prompt people to become members of the
church.

However, certain motivating factors seem more acceptable

than others when it comes to accepting a call to the ministry.
Item 73 on the survey form states that the pastor should,
according to answer A, be motivated by a thorough conversion through
which he felt a deep call of God into the ministry or, answer B, by
a desire to help people find the better life and help solve social
problems within the Christian context.

In other words answer A is

the God-centered call motive and answer B the human-centered motive.

1Ibid.
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Table 25 provides a complete breakdown of the number of responses,
percentages, and Chi-square tests concerning motivations for the
ministerial call.
The responses of the total sample indicate that the great
majority favor the God-centered call, or answer A.

There were

74.6 percent of the total respondents in favor of answer A.

How

ever, not every subgroup was in favor of this response.
The less-than-twenty-year-old group was in direct oppo
sition to all other groups with only 37.9 percent in favor of
answer A and 55.2 percent in favor of answer B, the humancentered call to the ministry.

Apparently the youth see the pastor

in a different light so far as his motivating call to the ministry
is concerned.
The strong response in favor of the spiritual call indi
cates, that the majority favor a pastor who works under the arched
dome of a mystical call of God supported by a thorough conversion
experience.

However, it is significant that 19.2 percent of the

respondents favor a minister that works under the burden for the
welfare of his fellowmen.
Two approaches to the ministry are seen here, both of which
are valid motivations for ministry.

They are not mutually ex

clusive but some elements of both may be necessary for a successful
ministry.

The strong favor to the spiritual call is consistent

with the respondents position with reference to the pastor
utilizing only spiritual resources rather than a combination of
spiritual and psychological resources in his counseling ministry.

TABLE 25.— Number and percentage of responses by congregation and ministers concerning the motivating
call to the ministry of the pastor of the Grand Rapids Central SDA church in reply to the statement:
What should be the pastor's dominant motivation for ministry?
Answer A
Motivation
Felt Call of
God
Number
%

No
Response
Number %

Subgroup

Answer B
Motivation:
Desire to
Help People
Number %

Total

2

6.90

11

37.90

16

55.20

29

Twenty to forty-nine years old . . . . . .

5

5.32

65

69.15

24

25.53

94

Fifty years old or older . . ............

8

9.88

60

74.07

13

16.05

81

Attend less than every w e e k .......... .

3

8.11

23

62.16

11

29.73

37

10

7.30

102

74.45

25

18.25

137

6

10.71

41

73.21

9

16.07

56

.

7

5.70

86

70.50

29

23.80

122

Officers and d e a c o n s ................ .. ,

33

13.00

19

82.60

1

4.30

23

Nonofficer laity ......................

.

10

6.25

113

70.62

37

23.12

160

........................... .

13

7.10

133

72.30

38

20.70

184

22

95.70

1

4.30

23

159

74.60

41

19.20
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Attend almost every week ..............
Male . . . . . .

........................

Female ................................

Total laity

Conference officers and committee
Total sample

.

. . . ,

...................... .

Chi-square tests:
Male - Female
Under Fifty - Over Fifty Years Old
Officers and Deacons - Nonofficers
Attend Almost Every Week - Less Than
Officers and Deacons - Confernce
Nonofficers - Conference
Total Laity - Conference

.

.

—
13

= .9611
= 1.9086
3.1495
= 2.4792
= .0043
= 4.8034
= 2.9966

6.10
df
df
df
df
df
df
df

*
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

P
P
P
P
P
P
P

=
=
=
=

.327
.167
•1
076
.115
947
= .028
= .083
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Less than twenty years o l d ............ .
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The strong spiritual emphasis reveals an aversion to anything that
savors of a humanistic, social-gospel approach to the ministry.
reflects a Bible-centeredness, spiritual approach to life.

It

On the

other hand, the small group who chose answer B reflect a desire to
see a more human-centered ministry on the part of the pastor.

He

is, therefore, to be more involved in the human dilemma than in
only heavenly issues.

Expectations Concerning the
Pastor's Devotional Life
The importance of the pastor taking time to engage in prayer
and personal devotions is the subject matter of item 45 on the survey
form.
pastor.

This would seem to be an almost obvious activity for the
However, the writer has observed by experience that it is

difficult to maintain a consistent devotional and prayer life as a
pastor.

Median responses for the various groups on this and other

items in this section are found in table 26.
Does the response from the survey indicate support for the
pastor to maintain a devotional life?

The answer is an overwhelming

yes, at a 1.44 score, between "absolutely must" and "preferably
should" on the scale.

The conference committee and ministers were

even more insistent at 1.02 on the one-to-five scale.

The pastor

also has the added encouragement to "guard jealously your hours for
prayer and self-examination.

Set apart some portion of each day

for a study of the Scriptures and communion with God.

^Ellen G. White, In Heavenly Places (Washington, D.C.:
Review and Herald Publishing Association, 1967), p. 85.

TABLE 26.— Median responses of the congregation, conference committee, and certain ministers con
cerning personal and family expectations of the Grand Rapids Central SDA pastor
1
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45. Engage daily in personal
devotions ............
46. Expect to develop compe
tence by experience . .
47. Time is to be allowed for
professional improvement
48. Must have at least a
Master of Divinity
degree ..............
49. One day to be allowed
each week for self and
family ..............
50. Spend some time each
day with family . . . .
51. Wife must be an active
volunteer church worker
52. Wife must work if pastor
is in debt ..........
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4.28

4.13

4.15

3.92

4.11

2.08

2.03
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1.79

2.01

1.93
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Median figures are based on a range of one to five as follows: 1 - Absolutely must
should 3 - May or may not 4 - Preferably should not 5 - Absolutely should not

2 - Preferably
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53. Avoid close friendships
with church
parishioners ..........
54. Cultivate close friend
ships with those out
side the church . . . .
55. Children of pastor must
be good examples . . . .
56. Be visibly present at
most church and
social gatherings . . .
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One respondent believes the spiritual impact of the pastor
is the most important contribution, as stated in the following:
All pastors have their fields of interest, their strengths and
weaknesses. Congregations have the right to expect to have the
individual’s need of the ministry be met but the lasting impact
of a minister is going to come from spiritual growth (or lack
of it) of that congregation that he was able to nurture. How
he is able to bring this about would be the goal.l
The respondents to this survey believe that the church's
spiritual growth depends much upon the pastor's level of spiritual
attainment.

This supports the familiar statement that the church

will seldom rise to a higher spiritual level than that maintained
by the pastor.

It also implies some degree of competence on the

part of the pastor.

How competent must he be?

his competency in any way?

Ought he to improve

The pastor's competency is the concern

of items 46, 47, and 48 of the survey form.

Responses Concerning the Competence
of the Pastor
Item 46 states that the pastor should gain competence for
his ministry through experimentation or through trial and error.
The response was that he "preferably should not" at 3.95 on the
one-to-five scale for the total sample.

The conference group was

even stronger, 4.58 on the scale, showing opposition to the pastor
learning only by trial and error.
with the respondents.

The writer is inclined to agree

However, while in theory the pastor should

learn his work by means of observation, the example of fellow
ministers, and instruction, in practice he probably learns more

^See exhibit B, number 37.
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through experimentation.

Of course by the time he becomes an

ordained pastor he will have learned some things that need no
further experimentation.
From where does competence for the ministry come?
the primary outcome of effective continuing education."^

It "is
This

implies that he has already attained to a certain level of education
and that he is to merely continue what he has already begun.
Should the focal pastor of this study be allowed to have
certain free time each year to improve his professional competency?
Does the congregation and conference group consider this an impor
tant part of the pastor's work life?
The responses to item 47 indicate that the majority of the
respondents would approve of such a plan with a score of 2.05 on
the scale.

The officer and deacon group were even stronger at a

1,75.
It appears that the respondents would favor the pastor ob
taining additional education while serving as pastor of the church.
This would need to be a negotiated matter between the pastor, the
congregation, and the conference group.
However, not all appeared to favor such a plan, as re
vealed by a personal comment of one of the respondents:

"I suggest

that all educational goals be completed before a pastor comes to a
church of the size Of the Grand Rapids [church].
is wished for then resign."

If more education

2

Hlark A. Rouch, Competent Ministry (Nashville:
Press, 1974), p. 10.
2
See exhibit B, number 90.
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How much education should the focal pastor of this study have
beforehand to meet the wishes of the responding group?

Item 48

states that the pastor should at least be a graduate from the
seminary with a Master of Divinity degree.

The response indicates

a wide difference of opinion exists among some of the subgroups.
While all the groups favored the pastor having the M.Div. degree,
there was a noticeable lack of positiveness for the total sample
at 2.30 on the scale between "preferably' should" and "may or may
not."

This was especially noticeable for the conference group at

2.78 on the scale.
The tendency of the respondents toward a "may or may not"
response indicates that the M.Div. degree is not considered so
important as perhaps other qualifications.

It may also indicate

some tendency to minimize intellectualism in a pastor in favor of
personality qualities.

If this be so, it would not be unique since

other studies detect an aversion to having an "intellectual" as
pastor of a local church.^-

Responses Concerning the
Pastor's Wife and Family
Some of the respondents expressed their concern that the
pastor.have some time with his wife and family.

One respondent ex

pressed this concern in a personal observation which is quoted in
full.

^Vidich and Bensman, quoted in Milner, Ministerial Role
Expectations of Clergy, p. 14.
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Most pastors are very conscientious about their duties. We
recognize that pastors are human too and must have time to
rest and refresh their minds. Probably most pastors work
too hard. Their families are important to us too. We are
concerned for their health, their wife and children too.
Speaking for one person, myself only, I definitely feel a
pastor should definitely have one day off each week when he
can be free to be with his family. Most would not begrudge
him this.l
The sentiment expressed above supports the responses to
item 49 of the survey form.

The total sample scored at 1.93 on

the scale with a strong "preferably should" in response to the
statement that the pastor should spend one day each week with his
family.

The conference group was even more insistent at 1.63 on

the scale.

As seen earlier the writer attempted to set aside one

day each week for family activities but still averaged approximately
seven hours in some type of church or conference related activity
on that day.

2

It is to be admitted that perhaps some of the

activity was not heavy in terms of the work involved.
The respondents were even more insistent that the pastor
spend some time each day with his family.

An hour was suggested.

This was the issue involved in item 50 of the survey form.
total sample responded at 1.63.

The

This supports what has already

been stated above.
As important as the pastor's educational qualifications,
his talents, and abilities are to him, recent studies show that
the pastor's wife

■^See exhibit B, number 51.

2

See chapter IV, p. 11.
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is a major support to him. This appears to be true all through
out the career . . . family support seems especially necessary
for clergy. Whatever the liabilities of a married clergy, there
can be no doubt that the marital relationship is one of the
strongest supports the minister has.-*What is the role of the pastor's wife?
of her in the focal church of this study?

What is expected

Item 51 on the survey

form states that the pastor should expect his wife to be avail
able at all times for volunteer church work such as community
services, friendship visitation, and being helpful where needed.
The response to the above statement was only slightly in
favor of the pastor's wife fulfilling the above described role.
The total sample scored at a 2.28 median value, near to a "may
or may not" response.

A considerable number, apparently, while

favoring the pastor's wife being available would prefer leaving
it open to the pastor and his wife.
A striking difference appears between the conference group
at 3.12 on the scale and the laity group at 2.77 on the scale.
Apparently the conference group see this as optional and oppose
making such demands upon the pastor's wife unless she herself
wishes to fill such a role.

With the changing role of women, in

general, it appears that the pastor's wife can no longer be ex
pected to function as a "free" servant of the local church or
conference.

Many have personal skills that are in demand on the

labor market which provides the pastor and his family with
additional income.
the home?

Should the pastor's wife be employed outside

Item 52 of the survey deals with that question.

^Rouch, Competent Ministry, p. 113.
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Item 52 states that the pastor's wife should work away from
home when extra money is needed because of indebtedness.

The gen

eral response to this reveals definite opposition exists among the
respondents to the pastor's wife working outside the home.
is indicated by the 3.76 score on the one-to-five scale.
there was considerable unity on this point.

This
Also

Apparently, however,

a number of the respondents would prefer this to be an optional
duty for the pastor's wife as well.

The writer's wife has not

worked on a full-time basis during the time he served as pastor
of local SDA churches.

This was mainly because small children

were in the home and she desired to be a fulltime mother to them.
Each pastor's needs are different from another's.

While the

respondents seem inclined to prefer the pastor's wife to be in
volved wholly in the life of the church, they are also willing
for it to be negotiated.
More pointed responses were provided by three of the re
spondents concerning the role of the wife of the pastor.

One

states, "I feel the pastor's wife should not work unless absolutely
necessary, and be available when needed.

She should also be

present at bridal and baby showers, [and] 'women's' gatherings."^
Another respondent tends more to leave the decision up to the
pastor and his wife by stating:
As far as the pastor's wife working, I feel it should only be
between them. If the church is not paying for the services
of the wife, how can they expect her not to work. After all,
only the pastor was hired, not his wife.2

1

See exhibit B, number 54.

2

See exhibit B, number 54.
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A third respondent was opposed to the pastor's wife working
but offered a simple solution by stating, "The minister's family
should not allow themselves to be in debt.

It is not a good

example to the church family."^
From the survey response and the personal comments it
appears that considerable division exists among the subgroups
surveyed as to the role of the pastor's wife.

Today a large

number of women work outside the home to enhance the family in
come.

It is not surprising that the pastor's wife also works

outside the home and the church to enhance the family income.
This may provide a very important issue for the

pastor to

negotiate with his congregation and conference.

Responses to Expectations Concerning
the Pastor's Social Life
The writer has overheard young pastors say that they
have been advised not to develop close friendships with the mem
bers of their congregations.

In fact, the writer himself took

such a position early in his ministry.

The apparent concern is

that as head of the local congregation he must avoid any appearance
of being partial to a certain few.

The pastor's concept of his

position and his style of leadership may influence his social
relationships with his members.

If he sees himself as a chief

minister and the laymen as helpers, he then may be unable to
develop close friendships in the congregation.

^"Ibid., number 153.

His position may
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thus become a barrier between himself and his members.

On the other

hand if he sees himself more as a minister among other ministers
in the congregation he may be able to develop a very close friend
ship with many of his parishioners.^"

Two items on the question

naire were devoted to the pastor's relationships within his
congregation.

These were numbers 53 and 54.

Item 53 states that the pastor should keep a professional
distance between himself and church members and avoid close
friendships with anyone in the church.

The respondents strongly

oppose such a position on the part of the pastor with a median
response of 3.76 or close to a "preferably should not" response.
There appears to be little variation among the eleven subgroups
in their response to this question.

The respondents generally

would like to be close friends with the pastor and his family,
according to the survey.

This portends well for a negotiated

ministry of the type suggested by this study.
The response to item 54 stating that the pastor should
form most of his close friendships outside the church received
opposition.

At 4.11 on the scale the respondents firmly oppose

such a friendship plan for their pastor.

A high degree of unity

is reflected among the subgroups on this question.
Possibly most respondents feel the pastor has enough to
do just to learn the names of everyone in the church.
clearly stated by one respondent.

This is

"When a new minister comes

^"See chapter V, p. 135 concerning analysis of item 77.
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[he should] try to ask everyone their name, and show an interest in
everyone, not just the ones who are the officers in the church."'*'
The writer is inclined to agree with the respondents as
far as close friendships between himself and his members is con
cerned.

To provide the pastor with human association, unless he

develops some friendships within the church, to whom should he
go?

It is the writer's conviction that not only will the pastor

benefit by such friendship but the church itself will become more
friendly to those who come under its influence.
The pastor's children have often been a source of diffi
culty for the pastor and, at times, the church as well.
normal may the pastor's children be?

How

Should they be expected to

represent the position of the pastor in their relationships with
their peers?
The very simple statement found in item 55 of the survey,
that the pastor's children should be good examples to other
children, met with a "preferably should" response at 1.99 on the
scale.

The over-fifty age group tend to be even more insistent

than the under-fifty age group.

However, little variation is ob

served among the subgroups.
Concerning the pastor's children one respondent stated,
"Expectations for children are often unfair pressures.

Let’s give

our pastors sufficient opportunity to be parents as well, and
more of their children will be the children God desires."

1

See exhibit B, number 53.

2

2

A

See exhibit B, number 145.
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pastor's child does have some advantages and privileges that many
other children do not have.

Among these are the constant exposure

to the best literature and music, the finest people, the highest
ideals of Christian living and a wider perspective of life than
children of many other professionals.
The pastor's visible presence at a church meeting or social
occasion is often seen as important to its success.

Item 56 states

that the pastor ought to be visible at religious and social occas
ions of the church.

It was met with a "preferably should" at 1.92

on the one-to-five scale by the total sample.

However, there was

less intensity on the part of the officers and deacons and con
ference group.

Most ministers are aware that it is not possible to

attend every social or religious occasion conducted by the various
organizations within the church.

Perhaps this explains why leaders

would not be so insistent that the pastor commit himself to being
present for every occasion.

Summary of the Responses Concerning
Personal and Family Expectations
for the Focal Pastor
Section V touched on some of the expectations and attitudes
of the respondents of the survey towards the pastor's personal,
family, and social life.
1.

Four points stand out.

The respondents prefer that the pastor be motivated for

his ministry by a spiritual call from God rather than his burden
for the human dilemma only.
high level devotional life.

They urge the pastor to maintain a
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2.

While there was not full agreement, it was generally ad

mitted that the pastor should be allowed to continue his education
while serving as pastor of the focal church.
3.

The respondents were balanced slightly in favor of the

pastor's wife being available for voluntary service and also that
she ought not to work away from home.
4.

The pastor and his family are expected to make their

friendships within the church and be visible at the church and social
occasions as much as possible.
There appears to be a sincere desire on the part of those
responding to the survey to identify with the pastor in his multi
role expectations so that he may have time for himself and his
family.

It appears that the respondents would willingly negotiate

with the pastor to make this possible.
One very visible function of the pastor is the conducting
of the religious services of the church.

A discussion of the

responses concerning this aspect of the pastor!s work is presented
in the next section of this chapter.

Section VI— Analysis of Responses
Concerning Preaching and Worship
Seventh-day Adventists have the distinction of worshiping
on Saturday on what they believe to be the Bible Sabbath.

They

have a strong conviction that they are keeping the day sanctified
by God and are aware of the social stigma attached to keeping a
different day of the week as a day of rest.

For this reason the

weekly worship experience may have special significance to the
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Seventh-day Adventist church members.

To them God has called the

service of worship on His special day (Is 58:13, 14).

The SDA

worshiper responds with the specific object in view of attending
the house of worship and offering praise and thanksgiving to God
along with his tithes and offerings.
fulfilling the expectation of God.

Objectively he should be
Subjectively he should re

ceive encouragement, comfort, and spiritual help to face the
issues of daily life.
Apart from the keeping of a different day, however,
Seventh-day Adventists have departed little in the way they con
duct their worship services from other fundamental Christian
groups.

The sermon is given the dominant place in the order of

service along with congregational singing, public prayer, gifts
and offerings, and special musical presentations.
noticeable absence of a formal liturgy.

There is a

Many SDA pastors create

their own order of service that appears to meet the demands of
the local situation.
Who presents the sermon?

The pastor is to be more than

an administrator, a promoter of the denominational program, the
maintainer of a good community image, a counselor, a visitor,
husband* and father.
of salvation.

He is to proclaim and preach the message

Of course, no one expects the pastor to do all

these equally well.

But he is expected to be a good speaker

or "talker."1

York:

^Robert S. Lynd and Helen Merrell Lynd, Middletown (New
Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1929), p. 344.
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The Bible says, "Jesus came preaching" (Lk 8:1).

As

undershepherds of Jesus Christ, every pastor is to preach (2 Ti
4:2).

It is not only his privilege, it is his responsibility.
Perhaps there is no activity in which the pastor functions

that makes him more visible than in his conducting of the Sabbath
worship services.

The majority of the members attend this service

and it recurs every week.

It is not surprising, therefore, that

laymen are more discerning of the pastor's strengths and weaknesses
in this area of his work than in any other in which he engages.
In the work life of many a pastor, the preaching function
may absorb but a small portion of his time and energies.

His

Sabbath sermon may be but the tip of the iceberg of his total work
life.

This is not to deny the importance of the function.

The

writer is impressed that the level of the pastor's speaking ability
and persuasive powers determines in the minds of most church goers
the degree of his success as a minister.
respondents surveyed in this study?

Is this supported by the

The answer will be found at

least partially in the analysis of the responses concerning the
preaching and worship issues that follow.
Two major services are discussed in this section that in
volve the pastor in preaching and worship activity.

Items 57,

60-63 are mainly concerned with the Sabbath worship service;
items 58 and 59 with the midweek prayer service.

Table 27 gives

a picture of the median point on the five-point scale for the
responses of the various subgroups as well as the total sample.

TABLE 27.— Median responses of the congregation, conference committee, and certain ministers con
cerning preaching and worship expectations of the Grand Rapids Central SDA pastor
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57. Preach in the church at
least three times a
month ................
58. Conduct mid-week ser
vices without fail . .
59. Involve others in con
ducting mid-week
services ............
60. Spend more time in ser
mon preparation than
any other ............
61. New worship innovations
are encouraged . . . .
62. Must a sermon always be
presented?
..........
63. Let the sermon serve
for discussion groups .
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The reader is directed to Table 27 for each of the items discussed
in this section.

Analysis of Responses Concerning the
Sermon and Sabbath Worship Service
Pastors may vary in their desire to preach.

The writer

is inclined to believe that most pastors enjoy this part of their
work.

In fact, they may be reluctant to allow others to fill

their pulpits.
The frequency of the pastor's preaching appointments is
the topic of consideration in item 57 of the survey.

It states

that the focal pastor should conduct the Sabbath worship services
and speak at least three or more Sabbaths per month.
proposal appeal to the respondents?

Does this

Apparently it does.

A fairly

strong positive response at 1.99 is observed for the total sample.
A high degree of unity in the response indicates this to be an
acceptable plan for the pastor of the focal church in this study.
However, there remains at least one and occasionally two Sabbaths
per month when additional speakers are needed.
Who, then, should be asked to speak when the pastor does
not?

One respondent suggested, "I would like to hear occasional

sermons from qualified lay members if possible."'*'
would be a good plan.

Possibly this

However, the writer has found that it is not

difficult to obtain someone to speak in the church of this study.
In fact, there are often not enough Sabbaths to accommodate all of
those who wish to be scheduled.

The assistant pastor must also

^See exhibit B, number 94.
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be scheduled from time to time.

One responsent, however, seemed to

feel that the assistant pastor has little to offer as far as the
Sabbath sermon is concerned.

He stated, "Many times the assistant

pastor takes over the preaching service and I don't expect to take
home a blessing."^

Apparently this respondent has serious pre

dispositions against assistant pastors as preachers.

Has the

senior pastor given the impression somehow that only he has a mes
sage for the church so that his parishioners only allow themselves
to listen to him?

This is an urgent item for negotiation to avoid

severe conflict.
How much time should the pastor spend on sermon preparation?
Of course no set number of hours may be given.

Some may spend ten,

fifteen, twenty, or thirty hours on a single sermon.

A number of

pastors may re-use previously prepared sermon material and adapt it
to the current occasion, thereby saving much time.

It is the

writer's opinion that most experienced pastors adapt previously pre
pared sermons and only occasionally prepare a new sermon.
Should the focal pastor of this study spend more time in
sermon preparation than in any other activity?
reflected in item 60 of the questionnaire.

This is the question

The responses show that

there is only slight favor at 2.85 on the scale, or nearly a "may
or may not" response.

This indicates that a considerable number

of the respondents are willing for the pastor to decide for him
self how much time he needs to spend in his sermon preparation.

^Ibid., number 136.
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It is significant that the officers and deacons and the
less-than-twenty-year-old age groups scored 3.15 and 3.05, re
spectively, in their responses to question 60.

This indicates

that these two groups were somewhat opposed to the pastor
spending a disproportionate amount of time in sermon preparation.
It may also reveal that they do not consider the sermon as being
that influential.

However, the over-fifty age group place a

somewhat higher value upon this activity, as shown by their 2.57
median score.

A determining concept might be that "preaching is

a small part of the work to be done for the salvation of souls."'*'
The time involved in sermon preparation was a concern of
one respondent who asked, "When do pastors find time to prepare
for sermons with all their expectations?"

2

New worship innovations is the subject matter of item 61 of
the survey form.

It states that the pastor should develop new ways

of worship and get away from the monotony of the traditional ways
followed at present.

One respondent seemed to be desirous of

having a part in planning the worship service by stating, "It
would be nice to have the church services conducted the way the
members feel it is most interesting.

Church members need to be
3

involved in the church's activities."

Hftiite, Testimonies for the Church, 4:69.

2
3

See exhibit B, number 45.
See exhibit B, number 136.
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While the above remarks possibly favor certain innovations
in worship, the responses of the majority of those surveyed tend
slightly to oppose innovation in response to item 61.

However,

at a 3.07 point it appears that there is a wide range of opinion
on the matter of innovative-type worship services.

Those under

twenty years old and those who attend less than every week are
most positively in favor, and those in the twenty-to-forty-nine
age group were most opposed.
needs attention by the pastor.

This may be a source of conflict and
It may be that the youth and others

who do not attend regularly are unable to appreciate the tradi
tional worship program as it is now conducted.
The sermon content is the consideration in item 62 of the
survey.

It states that the pastor conduct a Bible study occasion

ally on Sabbath morning rather than preach a sermon.

A nearly

divided response resulted from the survey at a 2.92 score for the
total sample.

It appears the Bible study idea in place of the

Sabbath sermon does not appeal to many Seventh-day Adventists
today.

This is in spite of the fact that the church has a tra

dition of being a Bible-centered church.

Instruction along this

line was given by Ellen G. White:
Our people should not be made to think they need a sermon
every Sabbath. Many who listen frequently to sermons, even
though the truth be presented in clear lines learn but
little. Often it would be more profitable if the Sabbath
meetings were of the nature of a Bible class study.1
The respondents were even more equally divided concerning
the suggestion found in item 63 of the survey form, that feedback

Hfhite, Evangelism, p. 348.
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sessions be conducted the week following the sermon presentation.
The group who responded could hardly be more equally divided at a
3.02 median score.

Of course, a high percentage of the respond

ents perhaps checked the "may or may not" response.

This may

indicate that the feedback idea is too new and unexplored to
receive full endorsement.

It is of interest to note that the

younger the respondent the more in favor of feedback sessions he
is, and the older the respondent, the less in favor.

Those

attending less than every week appear most in favor of feedback
sessions, at 2.66 on the scale.

This supports what was revealed

in connection with the innovation suggestion found in item 61.

Concerning the Pastor's Appeal in
His Sermons and Bible Studies
In the light of the above discussion on content and feed
back, item 76, part II, of the survey form may provide some added
insight concerning the attitude of the focal congregation and con
ference group.

It states that the pastor, in his sermons and

Bible studies, should, according to answer A, emphasize the im
portance of obtaining eternal life through Christ in the future
or, answer B, emphasize the importance of finding a richer more
joyful personal life on earth through Christ in the here and how.
The number, percentage, and Chi-square tests of the re
sponses may be analyzed by the reader by examining table 28.

It

is noted that the respondents were almost equally divided on this
issue with 47.4 percent favoring answer B, a present-oriented
appeal, and 45.5 percent favoring answer A, a future-oriented

TABLE 28.— Number and percentage of responses by congregation and ministers concerning sermon and
Bible-study emphasis of the pastor of the Grand Rapids Central SDA church in reply to the statement:
Should the pastor base his appeal upon the future or the present?

No
Response
Number %

Subgroup

Answer A
Appeal Based
on Future Salvation
Number
%

Answer B
Appeal Based
on Here and
Now
Number
%

Total

3

10.30

16

55.20

10

34.50

29

Twenty to forty-nine years old ........

5

5.32

44

46.81

45

47.87

94

Fifty years old or older ..............

6

7.41

40

49.38

34

41.98

80

Attend less than every week

..........

1

2.70

17

45.95

19

51.35

37

Attend almost every week ..............

11

8.03

66

48.18

59

43.07

136

M a l e .............................. . .

4

7.14

29

51.79

23

41.07

56

Female . . . . ........ .............. ..

8

6.60

55

45.10

58

47.50

111

Officers and deacons ........

3

13.00

8

34.80

11

47.80

22

9

5.62

81

50.62

70

43.75

160

12

6.50

89

48.40

82

44.60

183

...

2

8.70

6

26.10

15

65.20

23

Total sample ..........................

14

6.60

97

45.50

101

47.40

212

........

Nonofficer laity ....................

.

Total l a i t y .............. ............
Conference officers and committee

Chi-square tests:
Male - Female
Under Fifty - Over Fifty Years Old
Officers and Deacons - Nonofficer Laity
Attend Every Week - Less than Every Week
Officers and Deacons - Conference Group
Nonofficer Laity - Conference Group
Total Laity - Conference Group

s .6303
= .3447
= 1.3170
= .3482
= .0595
= 1.7461
= 4.1233

df
df
df
df
df
df
df

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

p
p
p
p
p
p
p

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

.427
.557
.251
.555
.440
.031
.042

238

Less than twenty years old ............
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appeal.

There was some disagreement between the conference group

and the laity in their responses to item 76.

As will be seen on

Table 28, 65.2 percent of the conference group favored answer B,
and only 26.1 percent answer A.

Whereas only 44.6 percent of the

laity favored answer B, and 48.4 percent favored answer A.

The

laymen tend to prefer a future-oriented appeal by the pastor,
whereas the conference committee members and ministers are more
in favor of a present, here and now, appeal.

The almost even

division, however, between the various groups should caution
the pastor against being too onesided either way in his appeals
for decision.

He may, on occasion, need to use both motivations

if he is to appeal to all segments of his role set.

The Analysis of the Responses
Concerning the Pastor's Role
in the Prayer Meeting
Another regular appointment for which the local SDA
pastor is traditionally responsible is the midweek prayer service.
In many SDA churches the midweek prayer service is poorly attended
by the members.

The pastor is responsible for the service and

often finds himself with a greater challenge to maintain a high
level of interest on the part of the members in this service than
in any other service of the church.
Two items of the survey were directed at the focal pastor's
responsibility to the midweek prayer meeting service.

Item 58

states that the pastor should conduct the midweek service, even
though only a few people attend the meeting.

A fairly positive

response from the total sample at a 2.25 median score indicates
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that the majority feel the pastor "preferably should" function
in this capacity.

The over-fifty age group were slightly more

insistent at 2.09 on the scale.
group attend the prayer meeting.

Perhaps more of the older age
They are possibly a little

more traditionally oriented than those younger in years.
A second question concerning the prayer meeting responsi
bility of the pastor, item 59, states that the pastor ought to be
present at the meeting but invite others', such as the assistant
pastor and the church elders, to help conduct the service.

Al

though there Was some favor shown to this plan at a 2.24 score,
the insistence in not overwhelming.

There was a high level of

agreement among the respondents on the suggestion that others be
asked to participate in the prayer meeting service.

The conference

group, at 2.45 on the scale, seem to be slightly less in favor of
involving others than the laity, at 2.20.
It appears from this brief survey of the expectations of
the pastor concerning the prayer services that the respondents
would favor the pastor being present but utilize others in helping
to conduct the service.

Again this may be an area for negotiation.

It may be that the laymen themselves have suggestions as to what
to do to stimulate a greater interest by the church members in the
prayer meeting.
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Summary of the Analysis of the
Pastor's Preaching and Worship
Functions
The survey taken revealed certain attitudes and concepts
concerning the Sabbath and midweek services in the focal church.
In summary the following ideas stand out:
1.

Except for the matter concerning the pastor's three or

more Sabbath preaching appointments per month, the respondents re
veal a considerable division among themselves concerning such
matters as the time for sermon preparation and worship innovations.
Worship innovation may be too new and strange to many to receive
ready acceptance.
2.

The pastor of the focal church of this study also faces

a divided constituency concerning what is most appealing
sermons and Bible studies.

in his

The respondents were about equally

divided between a future-oriented appeal and a present-oriented,
here and now, appeal.
3.. A high degree of unity, however, exists among the re
spondents concerning the pastor being present and conducting the
prayer meeting service, regardless of how well attended it may be.
A certain amount of traditionalism may be seen among the respond
ents as far as prayer meeting is concerned.

Possibly new inno

vations may be introduced to stimulate interest.

There is some

indication that this would be acceptable to the respondents.
Closely related to the preaching and worship functions of
the pastor are the teaching and training responsibilities.

In

fact, there are some who may see the pastor more in these roles
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than as a preacher and leader of worship.

It is to the teaching

and training functions of the pastor that the final section of
this survey analysis is directed.

Section VII— Analysis of Responses
Concerning Teaching and Training
Jesus was a teacher as well as a preacher.
are closely associated.

Both functions

Preaching may include a great deal of

teaching and, contrariwise, teaching may include some preaching.
The two, however, stem from two different original New Testament
words.

Preaching comes from the Greek word, >mpuaa£vv, to pro

claim, and is rooted in a proclamation, xnpuyya.

The original

word, 6i6axeiv, means to teach and is the source of the modern
didactic method of communication.
The only gift the apostle Paul associated with the function
of the pastor was the gift of teaching (Eph 4:12).

This teaching

ministry, along with the other gifts mentioned in Eph 4:11 and 12,
is said to be for the purpose of "perfecting the saints, for the
work of the ministry."

One concludes that the pastor-teacher is

to train others so that they may be more effective in their min
istry.

However, the pastor is not to lift the load of responsi

bility from the laymen's shoulders.

The success of the church's

mission depends much upon the pastor's ability to inspire, to
teach, and to train the members or "fellow ministers" already in
the church.
The SDA pastor is particularly urged to function as a
teacher and trainer.

In the writings of his chief counsel,
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Ellen G. White, he is told that he should "devote more time to
educating than to preaching."3

The pastor is "to teach them

[the laity] to work for God and to depend on Him and not on the
ministers.
Furthermore, to help his members in the best way possible,
the pastor is told, "The best help that ministers can give members
of our churches is not sermonizing but planning work for them."

3

Finally he is told, "The people have had too much sermonizing; but
4
have they been taught how to labor for those for whom Christ died."
The reason why teaching and training is urged so strongly,
especially for SDA pastors, may be partially due to the unique
differences between the church and most other Christian denomin
ations.

The new convert must make considerable adjustment in his

religious concepts and life style.

This requires patient teaching

and training on the part of the local religious leader in the SDA
church.

Also, should the newly converted member wish to become

a witness, additional training will be needed.
It is concerning the teaching and training roles of the
local SDA pastor that section VII of the survey form is directed.
Items 64 to 69 of this section include matters pertaining to the
pastor teaching the pastor's Bible class, instructing candidates
for baptism, training laymen for witnessing, and ministering to
the youth.

Table 29 gives the median response summary for this

section.

^White, Testimonies for the Church, 7:20.
2Ibid., 7:19.

3Ibid., 9:82.

3Ibid., 6:431.

TABLE 29.— Median responses of the congregation, conference committee, and certain ministers con
cerning teaching and training expectations of the Grand Rapids Central SDA pastor
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64. Teach pastor's Bible class
when present ..........
2.32
Personally instruct those
preparing for baptism
1.69
Never baptize anyone with
out thorough instruction 1.56
Direct the witnessing
training program . . . .
2.69
Most of youth ministry
should be done by the
a s s i s t a n t ........ .. . 2.27
Delegate others to lead
in ministry for children,
2.00
youth ................
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The Analysis of the Responses
Concerning the Pastor Teaching
the Pastor's Bible Class
Some SDA pastors prefer to be free from teaching responsi
bility during the Sabbath School period each week.

They apparently

feel they are thus able to minister to a wider group than just
a small class.

Other pastors feel that by conducting a class for

them this is a good time to '
’
orient new and prospective members into
the doctrine and fellowship of the church.

Question 64 was de

signed to obtain an attitude from the respondents on the question
whether the pastor ought to function as a teacher of a Sabbath
School class or not.
The general consensus of the respondents was a strong "pre
ferably should," at a 1.84 median value.

There appears to be little

doubt about this matter among any of the groups except the lessthan-twenty-year-old age group, at a 2.32 median score.

The youth

may feel that if the pastor teaches a Sabbath School class every
week he may be too involved to ever have opportunity to meet with
them.

The writer personally prefers to teach a class, however, it

may be that some negotiation here is necessary to please all seg
ments of the church.

The Analysis of the Responses
Concerning Instruction for
Baptismal Candidates
Items 65 and 66 on the survey form are very similar in
their intent.

Item 65 states that the pastor should personally

supervise the instruction of those he plans to baptize.

This
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implies that he may personally do the instructing or he may dele
gate someone else to perform the task under his supervision.

The

response for the total sample was very insistent at a 1.51 median
score.

There was no significant disagreement between any of the

subgroups on this matter.
Item 66 states that the pastor should never baptize any
one without thoroughly instructing them beforehand.
to be an obvious duty of the pastor.

This may seem

However, among SDA evangelists

there seems to be a tendency for some to hasten the baptismal rite
without duly instructing beforehand.

To obtain the sentiments of

the respondents, the question concerning prebaptismal instruction
was included in this survey.
The response of the total sample was a 1.31 score indi
cating that most respondents urge the pastor to instruct his
baptismal candidates thoroughly before the baptism.

Apparently

the laity see the problem that is created for the church when
persons unite without a thorough acquaintance with the church's
unique doctrinal positions.

The writer is inclined to favor

thorough instruction of baptismal candidates before their baptism.
There may be a few exceptions such as a person who is already
well acquainted with the church's beliefs and practices.

Even

then a review should be in order.

An Analysis of the Responses Con
cerning Witnessing Training for Laymen
As a teacher-trainer, the SDA pastor will be expected to
train his parishioners to witness for their faith.

Item 67 of
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the survey states that the pastor should personally direct the
witnessing training program by means of on-the-job training plus
classes.

This plan of training the laity in witnessing is highly

recommended at the present time in the SDA church.

It is the

plan strongly endorsed by Ellen G. White in these words:

"There

should not only be teaching but actual work under experienced
instructors.""*"
The respondents scored at a 2.25' median point on the oneto-five scale.

While this is positive, it is not as positive as

one might expect in the light the apparent concern for evangelism
reflected earlier in this study.

Perhaps the layman finds himself,

like his pastor, too involved in many other matters to devote much
time to evangelistic witnessing.

This may prove to be an invalid

excuse in the light of the urgency that characterizes the SDA
movement.

An Analysis of the Responses Con
cerning Ministry for the Youth
Because there is assigned to the senior pastor of the
focal church of this study an assistant pastor, and because the
assistant is usually younger in years than the senior pastor, he
is often expected to work primarily with the youth.
determined by the two pastors themselves.

This may be

However, it does not

deny the senior pastor the opportunity to conduct a ministry for
the youth should he be willing and able to do so.

ite, Ministry of Healing, p. 149.
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Item 68 of the survey states that the senior pastor should
turn over most of the youth ministry to the assistant pastor.
respondents scored at 2.40 on the scale.

The

This indicates that,

while most favor such a plan, the respondents are not overly in
sistent that such a plan be followed.

The respondents may see

this as an area that should be decided by the pastor and his
assistant, hence the lack of strong conviction on the issue.
There was, however, slightly more insistence that the
assistant pastor conduct the youth ministry on the part of the
under-twenty age group and those who attend irregularly.

Perhaps

this may be seen both by the youth and the irregular attendants
as a way of having some pastoral assistance from the pastoral staff
Item 69 was very similar to item 68 in stating that the
pastor should show interest in the youth but delegate to others
the actual ministry for the children and youth.

The responses

indicate that this is even more acceptable, at a 2.05 or "prefer
ably should" point of the scale.

There appears to be much unity

among the respondents on this issue.
A few respondents indicate some concern that the senior
pastor show interest in the youth.

For instance one respondent,

an officer of the church, wrote, "The Grand Rapids pastor should
show interest in all departments of the church including the youth
department and community services."'*'

^See exhibit B, number 26.
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Summary of Analysis Concerning
Teaching and Training
Little apparent conflict appeared among the various sub
groups in their responses to the issues involved in section VII
of the survey.

The survey reveals that respondents favor the

pastor teaching a pastor's Bible class and instructing the candi
dates

for baptism thoroughly before their baptism; and they

indicated they would cooperate in an on-the-job witnessing train
ing program.

However, the respondents do not indicate a really

strong willingness to be trained for witnessing.

This supports

the analysis concerning the laymen becoming involved in evangel
istic endeavors, that the enthusiasm tends to wane on the part
of many laymen when it comes to being personally involved in
witnessing.
The respondents seem to feel the pastor ought to have an
interest in the youth and perform some type of ministry in their
behalf.

However, it appears that, due to the heavy work load the

senior pastor carries, the assistant pastor would likely perform
much of the youth ministry in the focal church.

This should pro

vide an important area for negotiation for the pastors as well as
for those involved in the local congregation.

Summary of the Analysis of the Responses
to the Survey Form
The focal church of this study and the conference personnel
included in the survey represent a wide diversity of backgrounds,
as well as educational, social, and economic differences.

It is
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to be expected, therefore, that in a survey of this type consider
able disagreements could arise.
this prediction.

The study has not disappointed

It is the interest of this summary to note the

number of items on which the subgroups disagreed with one another,
to study these items themselves, and to attempt to draw some
conclusions.
In the analysis of the questionnaire just completed most
of the items on the questionnaire were analyzed upon the basis of
a median response score for each of the subgroups and the total
sample.

The median score reflects the general consensus of the

responding group or groups.

This was done in order to simplify

the discussion and reduce the length of the analysis.

A table

of median responses was provided for each section of the question
naire.

Also items 71-78 of part II of the survey form were ex

plained by individual tables including number of responses, per
centages, and Chi-square tests.
To aid in this summary a complete list of items that
created significant disagreement between one or more pairs of
subgroups is provided in table 30.

The section of the question

naire, item number, and a brief description for identifying the
issue involved is included in the table.
groups are listed in table 30.

The disagreeing sub

Only those items are included

over which certain pairs of subgroups disagreed in their
responses.
In order to determine the degree of disagreement on any
given issue in this survey a Chi-square test was applied.

A

TABLE 30.— Summary of items which created significant disagreement between certain pairs of the sub
groups based on Chi-square tests
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Section VII
68. Give over youth work to assistant pastor

Disagreement is significant if .10 or less
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simple explanation concerning the benefit of this test may be
useful to the reader.

This test compares the actual number of

responses on a given item with the expected number of responses.
The expected number is determined by comparing the responses of
one group with the responses of one or more other groups.

If the

groups are in full agreement the probability percentage will
equal 1.000.

The greater the disagreement between the groups,

the lower the probability percentage becomes.

In this study

disagreement between subgroups is seen as significant if the
probability percentage equals .10 or less in the Chi-square
test.
It is customary in attitudinal measurements to break at
.10.

However, it is possible that in some instances that a higher

percentage may be seen as significant.
than .10 percentage only is significant.

Also it may be that a lower
The .10 percentage of

disagreement provides a standardized breaking point that is helpful
for interpretative purposes.
A brief glance at table 30 will reveal to the reader that
the respondent groups and subgroups disagreed on thirty-seven of
the eighty-one possible issues on the questionnaire.^

The proba

bility percentages provided on table 30 show that in each case
the percentage is .10 or less.

It is concerning these thirty-

seven items that the greatest attention should be given to deter
mine sources of potential conflict within the role set.

^Item 17 includes three parts and item 70 contains two
parts making a total of eighty-one separate issues in this survey.
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It is of interest to note that certain items listed on the
survey form involved more pairs of subgroups in disagreement than
other items.

The reader will notice that twelve items involved

only one pair of subgroups in significant disagreement; eleven
items involved two pairs of subgroups in significant disagree
ment: eleven items involved three pairs of subgroups; two items,
11 and 48, involved four pairs of subgroups in significant dis
agreement; only one item, number 72, concerning the pastor's role
in civic affairs, involved five pairs of subgroups in significant
disagreement.
It is to these specific items that the pastor will need to
pay particular attention.

They will provide the pastor, his

congregation, and his conference officials helpful input in nego
tiating the pastor's role and position in the church.

A particular

concern may be required on those items that involve a multiple
number of the subgroups in disagreement.
It is of further interest to note the number of times each
of the seven pairs of subgroups differed and on which item of the
survey they differed.

There was more or less disagreement between

each pair of subgroups.

However, certain subgroups appear to

think very much alike.

For instance the male/female subgroups

were most often in complete agreement.

There was no significant

disagreement between these two groups except for item 48, con
cerning the pastor's educational qualifications, and item 74,
concerning his counseling techniques.
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There was also considerable agreement between the officersand-deacons/nonofficer-laity groups.

Out of the eighty-one possi

bilities these two groups disagreed on only three items.

These

include numbers 71, concerning counseling resources for the
pastor, item 72, concerning the pastor's civic involvements, and
item 73, concerning the pastor's motivation call to the ministry.
Two other groups that seemed to agree quite frequently were the
conference/officer-and-deacon groups.

In only five instances did

they disagree significantly in this survey.

These disagreements

included such matters as the pastor's role in the Ingathering
program, doing his own office work, his wife acting as his secre
tary, and the pastor's devotional life.
A higher number of disagreements occured between those who
attend almost every week and those who attend less than every week.
These two groups disagreed significantly on seven items of the sur
vey form including such matters as whether the pastor should be a
member of the local ministerial association, his academic quali
fications, feedback sessions for Sabbath sermons, and involvement
in civic affairs.
A much more frequently disagreeing pair of subgroups was
the over-fifty-years-of-age/under-fifty-years-of-age groups.
disagreed significantly on fifteen separate items.

They

The disagree

ments included such issues as whether the pastor should be the
chief public prayer, should visit every member family every two
years, and what should be his counseling resources.
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Finally, the largest number of disagreements occured be
tween the conference/nonofficer-laity groups which totalled
twenty-five out of the possible eighty-one issues in the survey.
This indicates that in a very real way the ministers conceive
of the pastor's work in one way and the laity conceive of his
work in another way.

The conference/total laity disagreements

paralleled closely those of the conference/nonofficer laity.
Among the more significant items upon which it appears the laity
disagree with the conference officers and ministers are matters
pertaining to the Ingathering program, lay training, the pastor's
educational qualifications, pastor's wife, involvement in civic
affairs, and sermon and Bible study appeals.
The analysis provided considerable information concerning
the attitudes and preferences of the local congregation and sig
nificant others in the pastor's work life.
learned from this survey.

Much more may yet be

A rich source of information concerning

the attitudes of many in the congregation came from the personal
comments, questions, and suggestions section of the questionnaire.
Over seventy of the respondents wrote something of interest to the
researcher.

Those voluntary comments having to do with the survey,

the program of the church, or the work life of the pastor may be
perused by turning to the appendix, exhibit B.
It appears that the thesis proposed in this study con
cerning the existence of conflict between the significant others
in the SDA pastor's work life has been proven correct.

It is

evident from the survey that the greatest amount of potential
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conflict exists between the old and the young and between con
ference employees and the laity.

All such conflict may provide

the pastor and his congregation opportunities for negotiation
and growth.

On the other hand it may be a source of frustration,

discouragement, and defeat for the pastor and his congregation.
Much depends upon how well the knowledge gained is used.

CHAPTER VII

EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS

This final chapter is an attempt to evaluate the benefits
of the project to the writer and its possible significance to the
Seventh-day Adventist ministry in general.

It is designed to

provide a reflective overview of the project as it has developed
and to survey the conclusions that have been reached.

Concerns and Reflections
One of the concerns of this study was to "suggest a model
that SDA pastors may use to reduce role overload, conflict, and
ambiguity within their pastoral setting.""''

The verbal model

suggested is referred to as an intentionally negotiated ministry.
The process includes an analysis of the focal person, the pastor,
and an analysis of the pastor's role set, which includes his
family, his church, his conference officers, and committee members
It is one of the theses of this study that the pastor of
a local SDA church experiences conflict, ambiguity, and overload
in his relationship with his role set.
been amply proven.

This, it appears, has

By simply comparing the responses of selected

subgroups to specific items on the questionnaire, one can readily

"'"See chapter I, Introduction, p. 13.
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discern significant disagreement over thirty-seven separate items.
Furthermore, it was found that the pastor of the focal church of
this study spends fifteen to twenty hours more at his work per
week than the role set expects of him.

Consequently, either the

pastor is experiencing work overload or he is overworking himself
voluntarily.

While no final answer may be possible it appears

that a real possibility exists in the pastorate of this study for
work overload.
In view of the above it appears that the church and con
ference is willing to enter into new approaches to ministry.
There is evidence that a willingness to improve is in the minds
of many.

New Approaches to Ministry are Acceptable
First among the evidences that the above conclusion is true
is the fact that when conceiving this project, the writer received
favorable reaction from both the local church members and leader
ship as well as among the conference leadership.

Furthermore,

there was no known resistance to the circulation of the survey
form from among any of the above-mentioned groups.

On the other

hand, there were many who expressed considerable interest in what
was being attempted in the project.

One respondent asked, "Could

the church members receive a copy of this survey with its combined
results?"

2

The writer has promised to comply with this request.

^See table 30 page 251.

2

See exhibit B, comment number 131.
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A complimentary copy of the total project is to be presented to
the church in appreciation for the congregation's part in this
study.

The conference officials will also receive a copy.
Apparently some of the respondents found the survey stim

ulating to their church life as is indicated by one person who
states,

"I've done some studying and I feel I have a clearer

outlook on the function of a minister.
looking into a new world. . . .

It is almost like

This is your project, but the

subject matter is a new, fascinating study for me in my church
life."'*"

Another respondent stated that "these questions . . . I

feel should be strongly considered by all pastors, especially in
taking up the duties of a new congregation."

2

It is evident that the local SDA pastor has considerable
freedom to implement new approaches to minsitry in his local
church.

This freedom may, however, be limited by certain factors.
Limitations to new approaches to SDA ministry.

One of the

determining factors to implementing new models for ministry in the
local church is the degree of trust exisitng between the pastor
and his role set.

If all have confidence that the pastor will not

abandon local and denominational church traditions and if there
is confidence that he has the best interest of the total church
program in view, the pastor should not have difficulty suggesting
new approaches to ministry.

Furthermore, if there is a spiritual

^See exhibit B, comment number 46.

2

Ibid., number 65.
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legitimacy undergirding the new approach, it will be more acceptable
No new model is likely to be acceptable to local SDA churches or
conferences unless there is support from the Bible and denomin
ational literature.
Another factor that assists the pastor when introducing
new models for ministry is the success factor.

If the pastor

has had some degree of success in the local pastorate it provides
him with some strength in the introduction of new concepts of
ministry.

However, it should be added that success in the ministry

is such a relative matter that the pastor should not let this be a
serious issue as to whether he introduces new approaches to
ministry in his local church.

This Project Reveals a Need for
a Negotiated-Type Ministry in the
Local Seventh-day Adventist Church
The SDA pastor like his Protestant counterpart is exper
iencing considerable stress in his ministry.

Much of this is

caused by a lack of understanding among the significant others that
are a part of the pastor's role set concerning his life and work.
The large number of issues in the survey over which there
exists significant disagreement between the various segments of a
local SDA pastor's role set indicates an urgent need for nego
tiation.

The issues over which disagreement exists range from the

pastor's role in the annual Ingathering program to his academic
qualifications; from the pastor's role in civic affairs to his
leadership style; and, from the role of the pastor's wife in the
local church to whether the pastor should be provided a church
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secretary.

The need for some form of negotiation between the

pastor, his congregation, and his conference is urgent.

As a means

of fulfilling the mandate of Jesus Christ to carry the gospel to
the world the church will find a negotiative approach to ministry
productive of greater results.
Besides the evident lack of total agreement between certain
groups of the SDA pastor's role set additional factors urge him to
negotiate an intentional ministry.
chapter III, pages 68-72.

These were elaborated on in

Those mentioned were the need to be

intentional, the need to recognize the voluntary nature of the
church, the need to see the church as heterogenous, the need to
include both the local church and conference, and the need to
provide some alternative to frequent pastoral transfers.

The Project Reveals that the Focal Pastor
of this Study may Experience Role Overload
Role overload is simply having too many roles at any one
time.

This may lead to reduced effectiveness in the roles that

are accepted.
This study reveals that the pastor of the focal church
actually averaged 10.5 hours per day in his work.^"

This was

based on a twenty-five-day period when the records were kept.
Of course other persons and other pastors may spend equally as
much time at their work or more.

^See chapter IV, p. 90.

It is to be observed that this
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average is based on a seven-day work week and that the weekly
average thus was 73.5 hours.
The multi-role position of the pastor may appeal to many
and be a source of challenge to them.

To others it may make

demands that they do not have the capacity or inclination to
fulfill.

Much depends upon the pastor and his capacities for

work as well as his family needs and the amount of time and
energy he is able to invest in his work.'

If the demands of the

position do not match his capacities, he will experience role
overload.
As a pastor the writer devoted as much time in his work
as he felt he could without jeopardizing his health and capacities
for work.

It appears he was giving more than necessary to satisfy

his role set.

He will need to review this issue and determine

whether he is letting his work fill the time he has or whether he
is planning his time to meet the needs of his work.

It is an

issue for negotiation with the significant others in his work life.
It is true that a pastor has little difficulty changing
his activity with so many roles to choose from.

He has, therefore,

much more variety in his work and may spend more time in work-related
activity without tiring than can employees in certain other .
repetitive-type occupations.

Nevertheless, it is no doubt wise

for pastors to spend some time fully away from their work each
week.

The writer may need to study further his own use of time

and seek a balance that is compatible with all his significant
others.
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Personal Goals— Assessment
The writer’s personal objectives in this study were:

(1)

to analyze the attitudes of a local Seventh-day Adventist congre
gation and conference towards the life and work of the pastor,
(2) to obtain materials concerning principles of church leader
ship that may be shared both with ministers in training and with
those in the field, (3) to gain insights to personal strengths and
weaknesses, and (4) to obtain information in order to make a mid
career self-assessment to guide him in the choice of a specific
ministry.^
The project was conceived about the middle of the first
year of the writer's tenure as pastor of the Grand Rapids Central
Seventh-day Adventist church.

It became, therefore, an in-ministry

project for the remainder of the time in that pastorate.
The benefits of the project appeared in the writer's
pastoral ministry as soon as research of the literature on the
subject began.

The ongoing reading and occasional opportunity to

gather materials developed concepts that were immediately applica
ble in some cases to the ministry.

The new concepts were helpful

in keeping a fresh view of what the pastoral ministry is all about.
However, there were some limitations of the benefits of
the project to the writer while serving as pastor of the church in
this study.

One was a lack of adequate time to spend on the

formulation of the concepts into practical application in the

"^See chapter I, Introduction, p. 14.
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pastorate.

Often the writing would be set aside for several weeks

before it was taken up again.

This proved to be a frustration in

that the writing was not being done and time was not available to
devote to it.
To resolve the frustration, the writer proposed a plan by
which more of the church responsibilities could be transferred to
the assistant pastor and more time allowed to the writer to complete
his written report.

The proposal, while not totally rejected,

was not met with full approval by the local lay leaders nor the
conference officials.

To complete the writing it became apparent

to the writer that he must give up his pastorate.

This was done

at the end of September 1976.
Because the project had not taken full shape the writer was
unable to demonstrate the suggestions of a negotiated ministry in
the focal church of this study before he left the pastorate.

The

implementation aspect may be worthy of further study and application
in another project.

However, a few suggestions for negotiating may

be helpful.

Suggestions for Implementing a
Negotiated Ministry
With the information contained in this project in hand,
the pastor has sufficient materials for negotiating with his
congregation.

Some means must be devised so that the information

may be transmitted to his role set.
It appears to the writer that the following steps are a
basic minimum that must be taken in any negotiation process in
the local SDA church:
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1.

Decide what issues are to be negotiated.

This may re

quire some preliminary work on the part of the pastor and his church
board.

The survey results may provide strong suggestions as to what

direction the negotiation should take.

The pastor may also have

some personal goals he may wish to negotiate.

The congregation

may wish to negotiate its goals with the pastor.

The list of

issues that may need attention could become very long.
must be established.

Priorities

This may be most ably done by the church

board or a steering committee appointed by the board.
2.

Organize the church into groups for open discussion.

This too may best be done by the church board or steering committee.
The groups should not become too large.

As a guide, not less than

six and not more than fifteen makes an effective discussion possible.
Groups may be natural units such as a Sabbath School class, board
of elders, deacons and deaconesses, youth under twenty, and so forth.
3.

Devise a communication plan that reaches every member

of the pastor's role set.

One of the most effective ways of

reaching every member is the postal system.

A series of weekly

articles prepared by the pastor concerning the negotiative model
and the issues to be negotiated would possibly be sufficient.

The

telephone is perhaps almost as effective as the postal system.

Of

course the pastor may utilize the church bulletin for appropriate
observations.

A special brochure may be very useful as a basic

negotiating manual for the pastor in the local setting.
4.

Encourage fellowship within the negotiation process.

The very existence of the church is determined by its fellowship.
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Negotiation implies fellowship or partnership in establishing
programs, goals, and roles within the church.

Much depends upon

the spirit in which the process takes place whether the negotiation
is successful.

It is important that the fellowship is maintained

throughout the whole process.
Fellowship may be encouraged more readily by organizing
house groups.

While these tend to be more informal, it may be

more beneficial due to the nature of the occasion.

The goal is to

encourage participation on the part of as many in the congregation
as possible.

The "silent members" need to be heard as well as the

more vocal ones.

The pastor may find it convenient to invite

certain leadership groups to his home for discussion and negotia
tion.
church.

He is thus encouraging the spirit of fellowship within the
The conference officials may be invited to some of the

fellowship and negotiation sessions where the pastor is present.
They are thus included in the process, and at the same time they
may thus be heard by the pastor.
5.

Following a series of several group sessions a general

gathering of the church is required to finalize on the recommenda
tions of the various groups.

This gathering may be conducted as

a business session and may or may not be accompanied by a fellow
ship dinner.

What emerges from the plenary session of the church

is, hopefully, a new creation; a ministry that is unique and
acceptable to the pastor involved and his congregation.
6.

Finally, the suggested model requires some type of an

evaluative plan that allows also for renegotiation on the part of
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the pastor and his congregation from time to time.
session may be what is involved.

An annual review

It should be a time for renewal of

the contract or a time to renegotiate a new contract in the pastorcongregation relationship.

Thus through an ongoing negotiative

relationship the pastor and his congregation may enlarge and ex
pand the total ministry of their combined efforts.

Positives and Negatives Concerning
the Survey Form
To study the local chiirch as an independent religious unit
was a long sought desire of the writer.

It became necessary to

prepare and administer a questionnaire or survey form.

This was

the writer's first attempt to administer and obtain responses from
a local church by means of a survey form.

It became an extremely

valuable learning experience.
The questionnaire was prepared, pre-tested, and distributed
by the writer just prior to his leaving the focal pastorate of this
study.

The writer learned much through this experience both from

his successes and failures.

It appears a bit wider circulation

for the purposes of pretesting would have been advisable.

It was

discovered too late, for instance, that items 14 and 35 were double
negatives and ambiguous to the respondents.

There were some who

complained that some of the issues on the questionnaire were too
dependent upon conditions, upon the pastor himself, or were too
neutral and could draw only a "may or may not" response.^- Other

^See exhibit B, comment number 15.
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respondents felt the pastor ought to be left in a free framework
and the issues left to his discretion.^
The above observations concerning the questionnaire are,
no doubt, true in some instances.

However, the great majority

of the issues did receive clarification from the study of the
responses.

It may be noted that a number of the issues are of such

a nature that they ought to be left up to the discretion of the
pastor.

In other cases it is helpful to the pastor to know the

opinions of his congregation and others in his role set.
As noted earlier there were a number who considered the
survey form a valid instrument to measure attitudes within the
church.

This is what is was designed to obtain.

Among the

positive benefits the writer received from the questionnaire are
the personal comments, suggestions, and questions by the respondents written at the end of the survey form.

2

These reflect a wide

range of opinion both concerning the writer as pastor, the survey
form itself, as well as the local church and its program.

Because

a number of the comments were very personal these were deleted
from the list found in the appendix, exhibit B.

Only those that

have bearing on the life and work of the pastor, the church, and
general observations are included.
These personal comments, suggestions, and questions pro
vide the writer and the reader with a deeper insight to the
thinking of the local congregation on a wide range of issues.

^Ibid.', number 108.

2

See exhibit B.

It
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is valuable feedback from a large segment of the local church.
Most of the remarks are pertinent and clearly reflect the attitude
of the respondent.

Coming at the end of nearly three years in the

pastorate the written personal responses were of special benefit
/

to the writer, the initiator of this study.

It has been an edu

cation to the writer and has informed him as to which programs,
innovations, and attitudes on his part were most effective and
which were not.

An Enlarged Repertoire of Materials
Concerning the Pastoral Ministry
The project has provided the writer with an enlarged
amount of materials concerning the pastoral ministry both in and
out of the SDA church.
ways.

These may be useful to the writer in many

At the present time the writer is under appointment to

teach in the theology department of Helderberg College, Somerset
West, South Africa.

Having served there for six years prior to his

recent pastoral experience, he is aware that the materials should
be useful there in teaching and preparing young men for the Seventh
day Adventist ministry.

The study somewhat indicated to the writer

that, at present, he would likely experience less stress in teach
ing than in pastoring.

It is significant, therefore, that the

invitation to return to the classroom came subsequent to his
decision to resign his pastorate.

The indications of providence

seems to support the findings of this study.
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Personal Insights and Self-assessment
The design of this study included a self-examination by
the pastor as well as an analysis of the local church.

Con

siderable insight was gained by the writer concerning his own
strengths and weaknesses.
of the entire study.

This may be the most beneficial aspect

The nature of these insights are such that

perhaps they may best be stated in a more personal way.
These insights have not only affected me in my ministry
but they have also affected my personal life at home, with
friends, and relatives.

I am more comfortable with myself and

therefore more comfortable with others.

I am less apprehensive.

I am more confident in my competence to perform an effective
ministry.

A much broader perspective of the pastoral ministry

has opened to me as the result of this study.

I now understand

why, at times, I have experienced stress in the local pastorates
where I have served.
There are some areas in which additional growth, develop
ment, and improvement are indicated:
I will need to:
1.

Seek a balance between my work life and my personal,

recreational, and social life that is compatible with both my
family and myself— in other words, begin to live on all fronts.
2.

Structure ways of implementing a negotiative ministry

in the local church— make it practical.
3.

Continue to expand my resource material concerning

implementing an intentional ministry with a view to developing a
negotiative manual for local pastors.
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4.

Apply the negotiative process to the nonpastoral

relationships— home, family, and classroom.
This project was conceived as an analysis of a local SDA
church’s expectations of its pastor in terms of attitudes, work
life, and leadership style.

It was also designed to suggest a

model by which possible role conflict experienced by the pastor
may be resolved.

This model suggests that the pastor negotiate

his role conflicts with his congregation and conference openly
rather than keeping them to himself.

It means the pastor must

initiate the process, make his own self-assessment, and obtain
information from his congregation and conference concerning their
expectations of him.
may begin.

When this is done the negotiative process

Out of this process a newly created ministry emerges

that is mutually agreed upon and mutually implemented.
The

Seventh-day Adventist local church appears ready and

in urgent need of a new approach to ministry.

The model suggested

in this study seems to provide an organizing principle with which
to begin.

A P P E N D I C E S

APPENDIX A

SURVEY FORM USED IN THIS STUDY

312 Hillcrest Drive
Berrien Springs, Michigan

49103

Dear Friends and Members of the Central Church:
As you know, i am working on a special project toward the Doctor of Ministry Degree at
Andrews University. You can be a great help to me if you will take just a few moments
to fill out the accompanying questionnaire. It will be very much appreciated.
Ify project theme is an analysis of the role expectations of the Senior pastor of the
Central Seventh-day Adventist Church of Grand Rapids, as one of those involved in the
life of this church, you can be of great help in determining what is expected of the
senior pastor in setting his Driorities and oerhaps assist him in avoiding serious con
flict or ambiguity in his work for the church. In so doing, you will not only be helping
me in my doctoral project, but helping guide future pastors who may have access to our
findings.
Blank you for your cooperation.
Sincerply in Christ,

Victor R. Brown
Directions for filling out this questionnaire:
1.

You need not place your name anywhere on this questionnaire.
main anonymous.

2.

Respond to each statement by circling the number under the response you wish to
make. Here is a sample:
ABSOLUTELY PRarERR.‘.ELY MAY OR FRZF. ABSOLUTELY
SHOULD
SHOULD
M a Y NOT SKCULD
The G.R. Central pastor should:
MUST
NOT
NOT
Give, many Bible studies in the
2
1
homes of non-members.
5
4
3

3.

Circle only one of the five numbers.

4.

Your personal comments, questions, or suggestions may be made in the space provided
at the end of the questionnaire.

5.

Before going further, would you please check the following:
tty approximate age is: (Circle one)
Under 20
20-35
36-49
50-64
Over 65

You ere asked to re

Male_________ Female________ _

Ky attendance pattern at the Central Church may be described as:
Almost every 'week____ 2-3 times per month
Mot more than once a month____
Less than 10 times per year____ jtever attend____
6.

Please turn to the first page and begin your response.
few minutes.
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It should only take you a
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SECTION I.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE AND ORGANIZATIONAL EXPECTATIONS FOR THE G.R. PASTOR

The Grand Rapids Central pastor should:

AESGLUTELY
MUST

PREFERRAELY
SHOULD

Ma Y or PREF. a BSGL.
MAY NOT SHOULD SHOULD
NOT
KOI
3
4
5

1*

Serve as chairman of the Church Board.

1

2

2.

Serve as an ex-officio member of all
other boards and committees set up by
the church.

1

2

3

4

5

3.

Have charge of all fund raising pro
grams of the church such as the
Combined budget, Building Fund, etc.

1

2

3

4

5

4.

Personally direct the Ingathering
program.

1

2

3

4

5

5.

Promote all Mich. Conf. sponsored cam
paigns such as Religious Liberty,
Listen Magazine, Ihese Times, Review
and Herald and all Special offerings.

1

2

3

4

5

6.

Maintain an office in the church.

1

2

3

4

5

7.

Have regular hours when he may be
reached at the church office.

1

2

3

4

5

e.

Do his own church office work such as
letter writing, filing, and record
keeping.

1

2

3

4

5

9.

Rely wholly upon volunteer secretarial
help who are willing to work without
pay.

1

2

3

4

5

10.

Expect his wife to act as his secretary.

1

2

3

4

5

11.

Expect to be called on to offer prayer
when at gatherings where prayer is
needed.

1

2

3

4

5

12.

Oversee the training of church officers
in their duties.

1

2

3

4

5

13.

Map out plans for the overall church
program for out-reach evangelism and
care of new members.

1

2

3

4

5

14.

Not be a voting member of committees
and boards on which he is an ex-officio
member.

1

2

3

4

5

. 1

2

3

4

5

15.

Expect to serve as a member of the

Mich* Conf. Executive Committee,
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SECTION I (COIiT.)

ABSOLUTELY
MUST

FREF£nE>.RLY
SHOULD

MAY OR FilEF. AES CL
MAY NOT SHOULD 3HCU1
NOT
NOT
4
5
3

16.

Oversee the weekly church bulletin
and monthly Newsletter.

1

2

17.

As District III Superintendent of
the Mich. Conf. of S.D.a., he is
to:
A. Conduct worship services in
each of the other ten churches
once per year.
B. Conduct pastor's councils every
other month or so for the other
pastors in the district.
C. Be available for emergency funerals, special calls when the
other pastors are on vacation or
gone for some other reason.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Expect the church to provide either a
paid or volunteer secretary to help
him in his church office work.

1

2

3

4

5

18.

SECTION II.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS EXPECTATIONS CF THE G .R. CENTRAL PA3TCR

The G.R. Central pastor should:
1

2

3

4

5

20. ■ Become acquainted with the public
officials such as the Mayor, City
Manager, etc.

1

2

3

4

5

21.

Ee active in one of the community
service organizations,such as,
Kiwanis.

1

2

3

4

5

22.

Take an active part in community ser
vice organizations that assist victims
of social neglect, the poor and needy.

1

2

3

4

5

23.

Delegate the writing of news articles
for the public newspaper to someone
else rather than do it himself.

1

2

3

4

5

24.

Act as chief public relations officer
and thus make most of the contacts
with the news media himself.

1

2

3

4

5

19.

Be a member of the Grand Rapids
Ministerial association which in
cludes all denominations in the city.
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SECTION III.

EVANGELISM AND OUTREACH EXPECTATIONS CF THE G.R. CENTRAL PASTOR

The Grand Rapids Central pastor should:
25.

26.

ABSOLUTELY
MUST

PREFERRAELY
SHOULD

MAY OR FREF. AB50L.
MAY NOT SHOULD SHOULD
NOT
NOT
3
4
5

Personally conduct or arrange to have
someone else conduct at least one
evangelistic or revival series each
year.

1

2

Regularly conduct Bible study series

1

2

3

4

5

in the homes of non-members.
27.

Train the church members in ministry
by taking them with him as often as
feasible.

1

2

3

4

5

28.

Let others such as the Assistant pas
tor, qualified members make the ini
tial contact on Voice of Prophecy,
Faith for Today, It is Written, or
other names sent to him by the Mich.
Conference office.

1

2

3

4

5

29.

Spend most of his time helping church
members be good witnesses rather than
conducting public evangelistic meet
ings.

1

2

3

4

5

SECTION IV.

COUNSELING *M) Pa STCRAL VISITATION SXFECTA.TICKS CF THE G.R. PASTOR

The Grand Rapids Central pastor should:
30.

Go quickly to the bedside of a mem
ber reported seriously ill.

1

2

3

4

5

31.

bait until requested before going to
the bedside of one reported seriously

1

2

3

4

5

bhen death occurs in a church family,
visit personally to comfort those who
mourn.

1

2

3

4

5

33.

Visit the terminally ill frequently,
but not daily.

1

2

3

4

5

34.

Visit a hospital patient not more than
one or two times in a 10-day stay.

1

2

3

4

5

35.

Not visit out-of-town S.D.A. hospital
patients unless speciTicslly requested
to do so.

1

2

3

4

5

ill.
•

CM
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SECTION IV.
36.

(CGNT.)

ABSOLUTELY
MUST

PREFERRABLY
SHOULD

MAY OR PREF. a BSOL.
MAY NOT SHOULD SHOULD
NOT
NOT
4
3
5

Serve as a unifying influence in the
church by preaching powerful sermons
on unity.

1

2

37. When conflict occurs between members
or groups in the church, go to work
right away and try to help resolve
the conflict.

1

2

3

4

5

38.

Visit all the shut-ins at least once
a month.

1

2

3

4

5

39.

Spend most of his time visiting care
less members and non-members trying
to get them in the church.

1

2

3

4

5

40.

Visit every member family when the
whole family is present at least once
every two years.

1

2

3

4

5

41.

Always pray when visiting church mem
bers.

1

2

3

4

5

42.

Avoid,as much as possible, personal
counseling with women who are having
marital problems.

1

2

3

4

5

43.

Be willing to perform a counseling
ministry to any and all who may come
to him for help.

1

2

3

4

5

44.

Refer all persons who come to him for
counseling to the local counseling
services available in the city.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

SECTION V.

PERSONAL AND FAMILY EXPECTATIONS

The G.R. Central pastor should:
45.

Maintain a disciplined and regular
time for prayer and personal devotion.

46. Expect to improve his professional
competence by trial and error rather
than by attending seminars end work
shops in his area of service.
47.

Be allowed to have certain amount of
time off each year to improve himself
professionally.
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SECTION V.

(CCNT.)

ABSOLUTELY
MUST

PREFERRA.BLY
SHGULD

MAY CR PR5F. ABSCL.
MAY NOT SHOULD SHGULD
NOT
NOT
3
4
5

48.

Be at least a graduate from the seminary with a Master of Divinity degree.

1

2

49.

Spend one day each week with his fami
ly relieved from involvement in any
church or conference responsibility.

1

2

3 -

4

5

5°.

Spend at least an hour each day during
the remaining six working days with
his family.

1

2

3

4

5

51.

Expect his wife to be available at all
times for volunteer church v.ork such
as Community Services, Friendship visi
tation, being helpful where needed.

1

2

3

4

5

52.

If in debt, expect his wife to obtain
a job outside the home to enhance his
income.

1

2

3

4

5

53.

Keep a professional distance between
himself and the church members avoid
ing close friendships with ary one in
the church.

1

2

3

4

5

54.

Form most of his friendships outside
the local church.

1

2

3

4

5

55.

Expect his children to be good ex
amples to other children.

1

2

3

4

5

56.

Be visible by attending most of the
religious a n * social functions of the
church.

1

2

3

4

5

SECTION VI.

PREACHING ACT V.GRSHIP EXPECTATIONS

The Grand Rapids Central pastor should:
57.

Conduct the Sabbath worship service
and speak at least three or more
Sabbaths per month.

1

2

3

4

5

58.

Be present and conduct the raid-week
service, even though only' a few people
attend.

1

2

3

4

5

59.

Be present, but ask others such as the
assistant pastor and the elders to
help conduct the mid-week service.

1

2

3

4

5

60.

Spend more time in sermon preparation
than in any other activity.

1

2

3

4

5
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SECTION VI.

ABSOLUTELY
MUST

(COOT.)

PFJSFERRAbLY
SHOULD

MAY OR PREF. ABSOL.
K k Y n o t s h o u l d SHOULD
NOT
NOT
4
3
5

61.

Develop new ways of worship and get
away from the monotony of the tradi
tional ways followed at present.

1

2

62.

Conduct a Bible study occasionally on
Sabbath morning rather than preach a
sermon.

1

2

3

4

5

63.

Allow feedback from the congregation
about the sermon through group sessions
during the following week.

1

2

3

4

5

SECTION VII.

TEACHING AND ITUIhiNG EXPECTATIONS

The Grand Rapids Central pastor should:
64.

Always teach the Pastor's Bible class
when present.

1

2

3

4

5

65.

Personally supervise the instruction
of those he plans to baptize.

1

2

3

4

5

66.

Never baptize anyone without thorough
ly instructing beforehand.

1

2

3

4

5

67.

Personally direct the witnessing-train
ing program with on-the-job training
plus classes.

1

2

3

4

5

68.

Turn over most of the youth ministry
to the assistant pastor.

1

2

3

4

5

69.

Show pastoral interest in the youth
and children but delegate others to
lead out in the ministry for them.

1

2

3

4

5

viCRK-V.ESK-TLME EXPECTATIONS

SECTION VIII.
70.

Please circle the number of hours you expect the pastor of the G.R. Central S.P.A.
Church to put in each week in all facets of his ministry. Then underline the
number of hours you think he actually puts in per week.

30-35

35-40

40-45

45-50

50-55

55-60

60-65

65-70

70-75

PART II
Directions:

This part of the questionnaire has to do with the pastor's leadership style.
You are asked to choose between two possible ways of reacting to certain
situations. Select the one you would prefer to see in your pastor's leader
ship style. Simply draw a circle around the A or b of the statement that
you prefer.
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PART II

71i

(CONT.)

IN COUNSELING V.TIH PEOPIE AEOUT IHEIft PERSONAL AND MORAL PROBLEMS, THE PASTOR

SHOULD:
A

B

Along with the healing power of faith
and prayer, he should utilize his
acquaintance with human nature gained
from psychological studies and the
latest counseling techniques.
72.

Depend entirely in the 'healing power
of faith and prayer and his ability
to see human problems in the light
cf the Bible and the Spirit of Pro
phecy.

IN.PUBLIC CONTROVERSIES INVOLVING NATIONAL OR COMMUNITY ELECTIONS, TAC SUPPORT FOR
PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS:

RACIAL PREJUDICE IN SUBURBAN REa L ESTATE DEa LINGS, THE PASTOR

SHOULD:
A
Actively engage in promoting his opinion
on the issue through organizations, cir
culation of petitions, etc.

73.

74.

THE G.R. PASTOR SHOULD BE MOTIVATED BY:
A
A thorough conversion through which he
felt a deep call of God into the mini
stry.

A

B
a-ct es a patient and sympathetic
listener and let .the counselee negctiste his own solutions to his prob
lem.

IN HELPING RESOLVE CONFLICT AMONG CHURCH MEMBERS AND GROUPS IN THE CHURCH, IKE
PASTOR SHOULD;

A
Try to reach a compromise solution by
acting as an impartial mediator.
76.

B
A desire to help people find the
better life and help solve social
problems in the Christian context.

IN COUNSELING PEOPLE ABOUT THEIR PERSONAL aND HGEa L PROBLEMS, THE PASTOR SHOULD:
Express his opinions and constructive
criticisms freely and suggest changes
in outlook.

75.

B
Have his opinions but avoid becoming
involved at all in such matters and
stick to preaching the Tnree Angel's
Messages,

B
Take a clearly stated stand in the
conflict and maintain it.

IN HIS SERMONS AND BIBLE STUDIES, THE PASTOR SHOULD GENERALLY EMPHASIZE:

A
The importance of obtaining salvation
and eternal life through Christ in the
future.

B
The importance of finding a richer,
more joyful personal life on earth
through Christ in the here and now.

77. IN HIS OVERALL MINISTRY TO THE G.R. CENTRAL CHURCH, THE PASTOR A ILL BE MOST EFFEC
TIVE IF HE:

A
Sees himself as one minister among many
ministers and thus treat every member as
a fellow-minister. He thus shares nis
special competence when needed and helps
others grow in their ministry as he is
in his ministry.

B
Sees himself as the chief pastor,
preacher, teacher, evangelist, and
administrator engaging the members
of the church as his helpers in
doing the work of God.
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PART II
78.

(CCNT.)

THE PASTOR WILL'BE MOST SUCCESSFUL IF HE:

A
Clearly announces his personal goals
for his pastoral career and his goals
for the time he is with the church,

B
Shares his personal goals and his
goals for tne church during his
stay but through negotiation recuires
the church to establish its own
objectives both for itself and the
pastor that they all may join in
pursuing together.

inviting the church to join him in reach
ing the goals he has set.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

FEEL FREE TO JOT ANYTHING ON THE FOLLOWING:
1.

Observations and comments

2.

Questions

3.

Suggestions

THANK YOU FOR COMPUTING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. NOW PUCE IT IN 'THE
ENCLOSED RENJRN SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOFE AND DROP IT IN THE UILEOX.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH.

APPENDIX B

o^u.ENTS AND SUGGESTIONS BY RESPONDENTS TO THE SURVEY

VOLUNTARY COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS
BY RESPONDENTS TO SURVEY

Conference Employees
#13

If the pastor will use His God given logical good wisdom,
most problems will work itself out if the preacher is
under the power of the Spirit of the Lord.

#15

Some of the questions are too and/or, where elements of both
sides are correct, requiring a third answer, for clarification
Too many questions could be answered "May or may not" which
is too neutral.

#18

Some questions tricky. Realize the job has many hats to
wear. Family ones come first, we're all brothers and sisters.
There just isn't enough time for all your jobs so delegate
responsibility as Moses had to.
Questions: How can you take this job (G.R.Pastor) knowing
you'll have no security; as someday you will leave.
Suggestions: Continue the school of Biblical Studies. Ex
pand it into more facets. Enroll more professors. Get more
help.

#19

Very fine questionnaire!

#21

I believe the pastor should pastor all members. A few in
Grand Rapids have had a tendency to make the youth feel
that the pastor is too old to be able to understand or
help the youth, and that they should have separate worship
services Sabbath morning. Sorry to be so slow. Have not
been home.

Officers and Deacons
#26

The Grand Rapids pastor should show an interest in all de
partments of the church including the youth department and
Community Services.

#30

Have personally enjoyed the enthusiasm and obvious delight
of your ministry in Grand Rapids. Appreciate your apparent
concern for souls of those to whom you minister.
Suggestion:
More attention be given to finalizing details well in ad
vance of a situation. Last minute requests for assistance
or service tend to destroy respect for your ability to
organize an effective ministry.
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#37

My expectation for the church's minister: All pastors have
their fields of interest, their strengths and weaknesses.
Congregations have the right to expect to have the indi
vidual's need of the ministry be met but the lasting impact
of a minister is going to come from the spiritual growth
(or lack of it) of that congregation that he was able to
nurture. How he is able to bring this about— would be the
goal. I felt columns 1-5 are dictatorial and did not feel
any pastor should be so rigidly instructed or counseled.

#38

Not clear enough.

#40

The last section is too complicated to have a specific honest
answer.

#42

In my experience, there are far more questions which cannot
be answered with a yes or no— or with an either/or than
there are which can be. In my opinion, most of the replies
to most of these questions would depend on individual talents
and abilities individual strengths and weaknesses. Since I
cannot know those, I cannot give more specific replies, sorry

#45

Obs. and Comments
The Grand Rapids Central Church could kill a pastor quick.
Quest.
When do pastors find time to prepare for sermons with all
their expectations.

#46

Obs. and Comments
Think all our preachers have done well and have done their
best. Really have no criticisms. God has greatly blessed
our church. We as members have more to do and much more to
learn on how to function as members and share the pastor's
load without taking over his function.
Pastor Brown:
This is really a mess. I've done some studying and I
feel I have a clearer outlook on the function of a minister.
It is almost like looking into a new world. The new
knowledge is too new yet to be deeply certain how to answer
these questions.
I guess how to answer is "right or wrong";
it is my thinking that is really the answer here. This is
your project, but the subject matter is a new fascinating
study for me in my church life.

#48

Obs and Comments
(2) Too general "all other boards and committees.
(8) Depends upon other duties and size of his church
(10) Wife should not work outside of home (or out of town)
(14) Many people look to the pastor to see how he votes, he
should not influence their vote.
(13) With help and consultation with other members.
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(16)
(17)
(60)
(68)

If done in an orderly way and not at the last minute.
Depends upon the size of the church.
Depends upon the person.
Only if the assistant can work with the youth and
have a good relationship with them.

#49

Obs. & Comments
Please don't turn outcasts and drunken folks away with
no attempt to aid them to turn their hearts to God as they
ask for help. Where our church is located it should first
of all be a mission church for these ones downtown.
Question.
Why turn them away because they might steal something or
they have stolen something— without attempting to deal with
them each personally. Maybe they don't smell nice. They
have a soul to save. Nothing they can steal is worth a soul.
Suggestions.
Appoint a large committee (on call) for folks who will
want to deal and supply funds to feed and shelter them— and
find where they can take them for a night's lodging. After
the church turned them out a nonmember did this for you.
Whatever you as a church do to the least you do or did to
Christ— be mindful of the church's mission on earth. You
may be losing a blessing from Him. Who gets blessed more
they or us? I had a great blessing and shared it with my
husband who helped at my side. He is a member. Try it!
Is it against the law to do good or to do evil? With God
all things are possible about who can be saved. Remember
Lazarus— and the story of the good Samaritan. Who is our
neighbor to love as oneself? It's happened twice that I've
witnessed and served Him.

#50

Suggestions.
Love all men and join in with our other Brothers and Sisters
wherever possible. Hold united crusades with all churches
in our district. And lets see God do miracles.

#51

Most pastors are very conscientious about their duties. We
recognize that pastors are human, too, and must have time
to rest and refresh their minds. Probably most pastors work
too hard. Their families are very important to us too. We
are concerned for their health, their wife and children, too.
Question.
Isn't it true that most pastors actually have to spend
more than 75 hours a week in all facets of their ministry?
Perhaps as many as 112 hours a week? Especially in a
large church like Central.
Suggestion.
Speaking for one person, myself only, I definitely feel a
pastor should definitely have one day off each week when he
can be free to be with his family. Most of us would not be
grudge him this.
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#52

Before seeking to find new members (he) should look in his
own congregation for those that haven't been to church
periodically. Also when there is a financial problem
it seems like everyone is notified but during normal
conditions only a few are always called on. The church
is a self centered organization. If any questions on these
comments, my name is (Name given).

#53

Suggestion:
When a new minister comes try to ask everyone their name,
and show an interest in everyone. Not just the ones who are
officers in the church. Also if the member doesn't give
his name, the minister should ask. Maybe he wont' remember
it the first time but at least he showed an interest. The
minister doesn't know but some may become discouraged and
quit coming to church if he doesn't show any interest at
all. Also when a new minister comes and says he will
visit all homes and doesn't he had better not have said
it. I know he is busy but people remember what he said.

#54

I feel the pastor's wife should not work unless absolutely
necessary, and be available— when needed. She should also
be present at bridal and baby showers— "Women's" gatherings—
of which the G.R. Church has suffered under the present
leadership.

#58

I don't understand Part II (It was left incompleted).

#57

Very complete questionnaire, should help you and any other
pastor in his work.

#59

Question.
Does a minister leave a guide for a church when he leaves
or not?
Suggestion.
Could the G.R. church have special projects to bring more
money into the church and also to glorify the power of God.

#61

I have not been going to church for 2 years and have yet to
have the pastor call at my home or on the phone to find out
why. I feel that most pastors are more interested in ob
taining new members than they are keeping the old ones.
Suggestions.
I would like to see a pastor ask if he can visit with
a person who is backsliding!

#65

These questions are all very good and I feel should be
strongly considered by all pastors especially in taking
up duties of a new congregation.
Suggestions.
More suggestions by all members as to the betterment
and growth of the church would be good.
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#71

Some questions were trickey— both answers could be correct.

#76

No. 2— Leave to others, as teachers. No. 5— Attendance
varies. Have to drive 25 miles one way to attend. Diffi
cult to attend every Sabbath. Sorry also. No. 70— Depends
on pastor, could not possibly answer this question.
Question.
Why change pastors so often? Why is this necessary?
Suggestions.
Would like to see more time in preaching salvation and
less in ritual.
I refer to the regular sermon.

#84

A pastor should do the job as be sees it and has the time
and ability to do it.

#85

Pastor Brown, I didn't get some of the things on this
questionnaire but I think it is a good idea. I didn't
fill out the last part because I didn't no what you
meant, sorry. A member.
(Name given) (11 year old girl).

#87

He that endureth to the end shall be saved.

#89

I observe that most ministers do all they can in the minis
terial duties also visiting hospital patients. A few ministers
show their interest in Community Services. When people are
helped who really need it they are more ready to receive
our literature and to accept Christ.
Suggestion.
I suggest that the ministers and their wives attend the
Dorcas federation when at all possible and show their
interest in all ways possible at least by visiting at the
community services center at least once in a while for short
visit when possible or practical.
I think a minister should
be interested and show their interest in all phases of
church work as much as possible.

#90

I feel the pastor should have less outside duties than
presently G.R. pastors have. Be present also more in the
G.R. church.
Suggestions.
I suggest that all educational goals be completed before
a pastor comes to a church of the size of the G.R. If more
education is wished for then resign.

#91

How come at church you treat some people that they don't
even exist, and act like they are a pice of dirt, and that
everybody else is to good for them.
I go to that church
but that way I quit going. You should try to be more
friendly.
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#94

I answered many questions with "may or may not" because I
feel these are areas in which a pastor must be allowed
flexibility— there are certain "grey" areas that can be
ascertained only as conditions allow.
Suggestion.
I would like to hear occasional sermons from qualified
lay members, if possible.

#98

Good luck pastor Brown.

#99

Sometimes a more extended interest of course without
pressure and follow-up of prospective member as a result of
evangelism, personal contact, etc. may produce greater results
Sometimes interested ones can be dropped too soon.

#101

It is hard to answer some questions as has the poor pastor
so much time to do all this.

#103

I don’t feel that, on a great many of the questions, there
is a hard and fast, set answer. On many of them, my
decision would be based on circumstances of an individual
situation such as the people involved or the minister involved

#105

Question.
Why are the youth between ages 16 and 20 so much ignored?
Why are there thirteen year olds in the youth?
Suggestion.
Ages for the youth should be from 16 years to 20! Re
arrange it and then get something going!

#107

How important it is that a public speaker in the G.R. church
watch his word pronunciation, e.g., ’bad’ and '.remnant.'
Question.
Why leave those main doors open between the foyer and the
sanctuary during services? How many rows of people are dis
tracted by loud talking even laughing once in a while.
Suggestion.
I suggest that when Sabb. School services or divine
services begin the doors be closed by an attending deacon
then opened at certain times. From the platform during
S.S. opening exercises I've heard loud talking from those
doorways, even the minister's voice.

#108

I don't believe in a must or must not, in general, and
think the pastor "must" be left in a free framework to do
his work. It depends on the individual situation, left
to the discretion of the pastor.
One thing I would like to add, Pastor Brown, to accept
a sincerely given compliment (which has been richly deserved)
does not take glory from God tends to unite the two— giver
and receiver— in joyous fellowship and worship.
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#115

Don't you think we should have a home for our Elderly people
who can no longer live in their own home. Like the Holand
people and Lutheran people have for their elderly. So we
would not have to eat PORK. I would be glad to will our home
to such a project and more too.

#117

What can be done about parents who allow their children to
scream and be so noisy during church services?

#126

I am sure that adult Christian knows the boundaries of
personal communion. However, pastors or laymen who cannot
be outgoing will never reach the majority. Some people
can't! They should be in other professions.
Question.
Did Christ the greatest leader of them all, draw lines?
With all due respect for professional ethics--(I, too had
special training on that score) fishermen of men have to
convince the world of their sincerity.

#129

Be more aware of the needs of those that may be silent.

#131

Too many questions could be answered in more than 1 way
because of 1 word, .e.g, #35, 44 they were hard to answer
because of the various situations that could occur— if,
and, but ...
Suggestion.
Could the church members receive a copy of this survey
with its combined results.

#132

I feel that the minister's Bible class should teach the
Sabbath School Lesson when they meet each Sabbath. • We are
supposed to study our lesson each day right? It does not
make sense to me to study daily and not be able to hear the
lesson. I think others feel the same as I do. What do you
think?

#135

Circumstances could easily alter answers, I have given.
don't believe all members are qualified to answer these
questions.

#136

It would be nice to have the church service conducted the
way the members feel it is most interesting.
Question.
Would it be possible to cut out the advertisements
between Sabbath school and church.
Suggestion.
It would be nice to sing more familiar songs. More
instrumental and special music presentations would be nice
too. More church members need to be involved in the
church's activities.

I
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#144

Many times the assistant pastor takes over the preaching
service and I don't expect to take home a blessing.
Question.
Who enjoys the missionary period during Sabbath School.
I don't feel any urgency to finish the work before the
year 2000.
Suggestions.
Let us continually call on the Lord and finish the work.
I would like an explanation on what part of the world hasn't
been covered by the everlasting gospel, and let us laymen
do something about it. I would be willing to give my
bank account to such a cause. It sure is frustrating when
the work isn't likely to get done in my lifetime.

#145

On question 55: Expectations for children are often unfair
pressures. Lets give our "pastors" sufficient opportunity
to be "parents" as well, and more of their children will
be the children God desires. I did not feel qualified to
express an opinion on many questions.

#146

Very few things are an absolute must.

#147

All ministers should spend a great deal of time preaching
more heavy on the Spirit of Prophecy.

#148

On number 76:

#152

Page 2, Q. 16, The minister should not oversee the news
letter, on the bulletin— if he can have it ready by
Thursday evening. So as the bulletin editor can type it
before sundown. Page 5, Q. 52, A minister's family should
not allow themselves to be in debt. It is not a good example
to the church family.

#153

As far as the pastor's wife working, I feel it should only
be between them. If the church is not paying for the
services of the wife, how can they expect them? After
all, only the pastor was hired, not his wife.

#154

A well rounded pastor should pay equal attention to all
programs laid down by the church at the conference level,
not only his pet programs.

#156

Impossible for one person to perform all the expected duties
required. Not enough hours in a month without sleep or rest.

#157

It is pretty hard to decide the right answer when you don't
know how much work or time is involved.

#161

A few times I encircled both which tells me both are
important.

I think it should be A & B.
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#168

We would like to be together as a church family, baptized,
father, mother, and children alike to be visible as a
family together.
Question.
Who can we talk to when we need prayer for healing?
Suggestion.
I suggest we pray about keeping families together
especially now in this world of many changes.

#177

It is a reflection on not only the minister but'the church
as a whole when he personally shows his appreciation
for those who contribute to the "Special" such as a trio
or solo numbers etc. I don’t think it should be considered
flattery to say a humble, sincere, courteous "Thank you"—
so and so for that lovely solo. Thank you, Pastor Brown,
you have done this!
Note: We, as a church, wish to express our sincere appreci
ation to you and your dear wife Alma for the implementation
of the "Fellowship dinner." I said this on my own because
I know it is true— there have been others making the same
comments.
It has helped us to become better acquainted
with our brothers and sisters in the church. There are
other benefits too. It makes our church become a "warm,
friendly church." We really miss your Christian leadership.
May God bless you and your family. Signing my name this
time, (Name given).

#190

I think the sermon should start on time and end at 12:00
prompt and not over.

#201

It was hard to give a precise answer to some of the questions
Question.
Would more youth stay in the church if all of them could
feel a part of the total group? If they have not been
able to attend church school unless they have outstanding
talents, they are not given much attention by church. The
church school kids are very cliquish. If they only realized
what a missionary work they could do by being friendly
to the others. This relates mainly to the junior age down.
Suggestions.
I feel if as much or even half as much time and effort
was,spent to visit and win back discouraged members as is
spent trying to win even one new member, it would be great
for our church. The visitation program has been a pro
gressive and positive innovation, also the fellowship potlucks. Our church is much friendlier now. The positive
and uplifting tone of the sermons over the past few years
is appreciated. After seemingly years of verbal "spankings"
for never measuring up. We can never measure up, only
Christ's righteousness will do it.
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More effort should be made to use the musical talents of
our members especially youth. A few perform over and over
and many talented people are never asked or rarely. Please
advise future pastors to advise the music director (of
church or Sabbath school) to be sure an effort is made in
the regard. About three years ago, a survey was made to ask
each.member what he would like to contribute in the way of
helping his church, i.e., holding church office, teaching
in a S.S. Dept. etc. This policy should be continued each
year to give the nominating committee suggestions and also
to utilize each one's talents and desires. I heard one of
our members say who is now old and crippled, "I always
wanted to be a deacon. I couldn't talk in front but I
could have taken up the offering, etc. , but no one ever
asked me." I thought that was kinda sad. Thanks for
letting me sound off.

APPENDIX C

LETTER OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR THOSE ATTENDING THE
MIDWEST CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER

A

WORD AB O U T YOUR PROGRAM

The staff of the Center looks forward to your being with us for the three day program
and in order to help you in planning and preparing for the best possible use of your
time here, we are sending this outline of the basic program.
The schedule is flexible.
You and your counselor will discuss how your time can best be spent to best accomplish
your goals in participating in the program.
In a broad, general, sense - here is the basic outline of a typical program.

—

The first day you will spend in consultation with your career
counselor developing reasonable and meaningful goals for your
program. Additional time will be provided so you can explore
facets of your personality and life-style with one of our
clinical psychologists. You will also take some additional
tests.

—

The second day testing is generally completed and a large
block of time is spent with your career counselor.
The third day you will have another block of time with the
counselor to pull things together and to determine what
goals and courses of action you may want to p u r s u e after
leaving the Center (i.e. Continuing Education, Personal
Growth Experiences, Goal Setting Etc.)

—

The evenings of the first and second days will be taken up.
In part, with "homework" assignments to prepare you for the
next day. However, there will be time for relaxing those
evenings.

If your spouse is participating, the amount of time she or he will spend in the pro
gram can be determined by the n a t u r e of his or her concerns or objectives, and by what
is most convenient. If possible, a participating spouse should be present for the
first hour with the counselor.
The purpose of the Career Center program is to be of assistance to you. All of our
efforts and expertise will be at your disposal. You should do some serious think
ing, before coming, as to what you want from this experience.
The coffee pot is on (also tea, lemonade, and hot chocolate) and we look forward
to meeting and sharing this experience with you.

THE STAFF
MIDWEST CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
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VICTOR RALPH BROWN
Born on October 27, 1922 on a farm in West Central Illinois,
Victor Brown attended a one-room elementary school and a small town
high school.

Near the end of a three-year term of service in the

United States Navy, he was converted to Christianity and joined the
Seventh-day Adventist church in February 1946.
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degree in theology in 1951, M.A, in religion (Cum Laude) i960, and
the M.Div. in August of 1966.

He was married to Alma Cummings in

August 1948, and has three children.
He served as pastor of multi-church districts in Illinois
from 1951 to 1964.

Included among the churches he served in Illin

ois are Quincy, Champaign, Centralia, Alton, and So. Suburban.

He

served the Ferndale (now Troy), Michigan congregation until 1966
when he was called to teach theology and Greek at Helderberg
College, Somerset West, South Africa, where he remained for six
years.

In January of 1974 he became the pastor of the Grand Rapids

Central Seventh-day Adventist church.

He continued at Grand Rapids

until October 1976 at which time he returned to Andrews University
as a part-time teacher and doctoral student.

In July 1977, he re

turns to Helderberg College.
He has written several articles for Seventh-day Adventist
periodicals.

By invitation he appeared on television in Grand

Rapids to discuss his church and denomination.
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